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Input-ratput, as a method of analysis, has largely boon tailored to

aspects of . tional rather than regional growth performance* This thesis

attempts to illustrate how regional Matrix models, and regional adaptions of

the national counterparts, can be used ac effective tools of econnric gm-.rfch

analysis* To effect this purpose, the thesis outlines the theoretical

opts necessary for the development of an in ut- utput model. ubseiuont

chapters discuss the actual formulation of a comae;dlty-by-induatry abs rption

del, and the devolopr.ont of a derived regional transaction flor ....atrix.

Since a regional economy is almost inevitably linked tv*ith other regional

ec ies, the interregional aspect of regional economic growth is discussed

in light of exieting theories of production-trading floors. The develo .r cnt

of v. ;roduction-tr ding ordel, vdth cotland and the Host of the ited

*r.gdor. ao the com orent parts, completes the preparation f statistical

in ts nece ary to facilitate the t ting of analytical .odels in the

e. , 1 ;■ c'tors.

ft ur discussing a numbor of lausible theorems which could be sod in

ex.-lai- ing inter-temporal changes in the grcao output vectors of co ... arable

in ut- 1 ut t bloa, the thesis examines the structural implications of

tool deal e efficient variance, The final analytic chapter presents the

develo rent of three n? ti nal and regional matrix multipliers and at to. ts

to estimate the I - formation potential of each. The first multiplier is a

. i.:. i.e ross o tyut ulti Iter, the second an i-co..c :ulti-licr, v third

is an co e plus induced co our. tion - ti lier, The final sect! nr. f the

thesis attempt to incorporate the otructur 1 inextricability effects of t'o

oc . dec i; to an i tr ti*. al • ti lier -here >ve.neats in either ocoru ic

o aton are >r itted to r nify through the other aclel if do... ndu are .ado

upon t.
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Input-output economics can be regarded as a vast collection of data

describing an economic system, and as an analytical technique for explaining

and predicting the behaviour of our economic system. The "sine qua on"

of empirical inout-output is the input-output table, reminiscent of hiesnay's

•Tableau economique'. The distinction between the input-output table and

the analytics of the the retical system is important and should be established

at the outset. An input-output table is a set of linear formulas connecting

the levels of activity in the various segments of an economy. Correspondingly,

input-output analysis is the economic justification and interpretation of

the e formulas and their consequences, However, despite their conceptual

differences, the two concepts become inseparably linked in their application.

An attempt is made in this thesis to illustrate the application of the

theoretical and methodological concepts of input-output analysis to areas

of national and regional economic growth analysis. Although regional

considerations will be the intended eventual focal point of much of the

discussion, in many instances it will be necessary first to develop national

models, and then to subsequently draw regional inferences from them. This

sequential treatment of regional analysis has, in many cases, been the dictate

of circumstance arising largely out of the glaring paucity of essential

regional statistics. The voracious data consuming habits of input-output

analysis precluded any attempt at constructing a "true" regional interindustry

model. The resulting models, therefore, were often regional adaptions of

conventionally national methods of analysis•

V.'herever possible Scotland was chosen as the focal point of the
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regional analysis discussion. Hotrevcr, no attoast una made to pursue each

nrdol to tho definitive Units of regional analysis oinco any such endeavour

would most cert'inly have risked tho aklrg of spurious d'duct ions given the

available sources of "official" regional statistics. Although every reasonable

at tony t vms -nad© to ferret cut data doomed relevant to the particular pur ose

of the - ethod of regional analysis, tho desired degrees of st' tistical

achat- rtiatlon were rarely actually achieved in practice, From tho gene.-is

of the thesis roe arch, it was obvious that "sweeping" assucptions would

ocoa.eior.ally he recessary to facilitate analysis, and that a prodigious

amount of en\d rical work would ha reqnired to make the assumptions "reasonable".

Yielding deferentially to the erperience and advice of other ccoro.oists

dedicated to research in this area, "heuristic" asaum tions were ado whenever

it was felt that they world improve the model in its application. These

admonitions are not intended to suggest that the results obtained were

largely rendered sterile of practical significance, hut rather to stress

that co rf etc credulity and scepticism should not bo treated as being

mutually ewcl-'sive in the evaluation of the rc-ults.

Despite the number of potential quagmire-- and inevitable rua viariea,

it was felt that regional and interregional input-output nethodolocy could

provide essential mortar for cersenting various typos of partial regional

analysis, The inevitability of making a number of assumptions cf luoctienable

to-ability has res->1ted in tho theoretical develo ment of a number -f models

being more important than the actual application, In attempting to isolate

the from the apnlication, the tresis follows a consistent format cf

always pres-nting the development of the accessary theoretical precepts

before the actual application of the available evidence to the specific purpose
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of the analysis. . mother the the- rctical ,s. del in discussed in cc plots

abstraction within the confines of a separate chapter or as a subsection of

a e il, ©us develop ant of a oeritrci t one, the thesis is cc siotcat in

.0; O-.iLni planning#

In concluding these general coruaonts, a few salient remarks should bo

.0 ..oat the theoretical >resontoti..« of the contained models. • tkou^i

t u atua ytioal system is basically a at oautical aodel, in a number of cases

:it x. boon possible to doacribo it well enough verbally to dispense with

.out of the .at statical equations, ? one equations which do not ap oar

are I., mcuyhlj described in words. It would have boon easy to have embedded

t': . wkolo discussion in a fearful array of form las designed to make it look

"so- is- heated", but the subject w-z considered too important to -art e in

. c>. fa.. ,:..ci..ua deception.

"Jhe saae desire for directness has pervaded the st -tistical ir.vcs '.igation®

w ich t into the syste .. desire for th rougl :.eo3 in presenting the

ap.. tied statistical in uto, which is so e. hat out of style in econometric

research those days, re-ulted in a number of statistical tables being appended

to the thesis* Rather than convey a pretension of unquestionable ace .racy

in the empirical development of any nadel, sia.-iifying assumptions have

beu;i discussed in a .asmer which naizm tlteir economic meaning obvious rather

than hidden way in a formula where the uns s .acting may not : otico or

: dezet r.d« Consequently, .. c. ncientious attempt has boor, .ade tc avoid

Ike use vf c ever tricks end ingenious subtleties.

,'Uo t-.enis begins with a too- retical devolo .sent f the c ve; tior.nl

in ut- ut -ut model# Altho gh th© models co so ucted were not input-r.it ut



In the technical s©-:so, many of the accounting and definitional precepts

used were drama from the traditional e tief model, This chapter ia

particularly vital to the thesis in that it establishes the theoretical

structure u on which the subsequent models were formulated. In this respect

the chapter is urposely expositive, The chapter formally begins vdth a

brief til. e of the 1 is torLeal develo .ent of in ut-:ut. ut hcv.. it-, genesis,

a~d followed by an el nidation of the assumptions underlying its theoretical

c: struction. The final sections pro .ent algebraic develo sent® of the

theoretical constructs of the cor.ve-.tional input-output model.

/pupped with the necessary tenets of theory. Chapter T re® proceeds

to develo industry by commodity abi orption tables for the years 1954,

1954 i fluted and 1963. The statistical .in ut for the study ia token froa

published a d unofficial pre- ublication reports supplied by the Board of

mr 1c relating to the 1963 ce sue of production, lince an integral part of

the structur 1 change chapter roydros the integration of a coapar .tive static

dine/u'nn of analysis into the chapter's analytic schema, an inflated 1954

tr otlons flov table had to be estimated. The statistical reconciliations

r.ccc■/•■ \ry to facilitate this are t en discussed, followed by the calculation

of the technical coefficient matrices. The final section discusses the

deriv tion of the '.averse matrices, together with a number 'of eo: out/

relev nt to their interpretation.

lit" ough the conceptual steps in this chapter are straightforward, a

n r.ber of co- tortious issues of model construction do arise. Tie most

per loxlng is probably that of the "residuals" components, with the issue

being i ■■ to li3 tribute ther, amongst the oar licitly listed in ut flows. The
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chapter di cusses the coa itable ay;,ten of allocation, chosen together with

tho alternatives wh ch could have been used. Other potential sourceo of

c trovers;/ discus od in this chapter arc those relating to tho ; .recess of

va o r vision, aggregation* sr.d input distribution.

The develo swat of absorption and tech. leal coefficient matrices for

the nited Kingdom completed the first 3tage in the formulation of a regional

.. del fiv; which statistical references ertlining to the Scottish economy

could be dr wn, Houever, one of the central facto of any regional analysis

that as any economy develop., the cos orient regions become i ; ere . ;ingly

ore i tor o. end on t. Thus, any truly con re or., ive regional study aunt

co old the apetial distribution of economic activities to bo an integral

oct of r. single system of ocono ic relationshi 3, \lthough it would be

folly to co vey a protension of having successfully achieved this desired

end in actual application, it won acosary that the theoretical issues

e vol ping this topic bo considered. The jodels discussed in this chapter

re
. !.'tlcularly ' . rtant in that the thesis i tended to si relate a tr-ding-

r luction matrix in a fashion similar to that developed in tho elsh in >■

t . stud, directed by rofen or „ T. Kevin.

Ir outlining find criticising the various thocr tical r.o'els of

'. terroglooal analysis as developed by Isard, .oontief, r'uenne, and Koore

and Fetorao , It becomes obvious that the only feasible . ethod of regional

del oirr.il tion had to be similar to heontief* intranational odol

specification. Mtba> gh it war. ap reoiated that formidable statistical

re mirer-eut robleaa mro going to be experienced, the demands ride by cot

of the models presented intractable barriers to successful application.
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The actual derivation of the cottish absorption flow natri:: was carried

out in Chapter five, t ogether with the formulation of the 3cottiah-i;«at of

the ited Kingdom intranational production model. In essence, the ec3truction

of the cottish comiHSdity-by-dnduatry absorption table entailed the scaling

of the national parameters to Scotland*s production capacity and productivity

c ractcri tics. Hot/ever, before this model was actually developed, preliminary

discussions" attempted to illustrate the information potential of an ideal

regional Input- utput table. Immediately following this discussion was

the development of an adapted version of the Cambridge HAS method of temporal

in t- t "t coefficient revision. 11 though a number of the analytic di oaaiom

of tho "i oal" model will remain impossible to calculate for some tiuo to

oome, the • have been included to illustrate tho poo iblo insights that can be

gleaned "r a perusal of such a table.

'1though it would have been preferrabl© to uso actual observations or

a tech: rue such as tho "adapted :h 1 method" the researcher was not yormitted

the lu ry of thorne alternative . Tho construction of the actual cottish

tr ding- reduction model reprooentod a variant of tho established model

adroitly used in the elsh study. In other words, the model which the

chapter attempted to conceptually simulate, given the available threads of

statistical information, was the elsh-Rost of the United Kingdom trading

it del. The final sections of the chapter concentrated on the development of

tide -ropes®d model.

The analytic system of any input-output model can be effectively

partitioned Into throe section;;. The interindustry sector of this tyre of

model is characterised by the transaction flows of the economy. second
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portitloa represents the primary inputs into production# ma third partition

ruprej-nto the final demand ana gross output coui, omenta of the complete system.

Of particular intoroot in this cnapter is the gross output vector una its

.a.: ^rul variance, -iince output is the ..oat important criterion of economic

performance, the initial sections of Chapter iix attempt to explain variations

in tiro national and regional levels of out ut perfornance. The final sections

examine the actual performance of the united ICiitgdoa and Scotland, and then

ut-cr*pt to explain this performance in light of the earlier proposed theorems#

The question of the stability of the technical coefficients of production

tixough ti~o perneataa any discussion of tho efficacy of iaput-ou iput as a

viable method of analysis# This emptor sets out to analyse the causes of

technical coof.iciejit change and the implications of their variance on the

ecoiwuic ct ueturs of a production model. The period under review is the

1 ->4-i .&•} interval with the United hingdosi's economy providing the statistical

basis of analysis, hince the economic performance of any national system is

tho net cumulative effect of its regional components, this type of analysis

is cf direct relevance to any examination of the spatial distribution of

economic activity in a national economy# Explicit references to the ocottiah

can© wore purposely rationed since the making of seemingly substantive

decoctions could easily have been vitiated on the grounds of insufficient

evidence.

Tho final analytic chapter examines the question of technical considerations

of production fro..; yet another ap roach: that of the matrix as a method of

multiplier analysis. The initial section examines the formal theoretical

analogies of the matrix and conventional eynesian n.ltipliers. The following
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section attempts to develop a temporal dimension into the matrix ultiplier

in the for-: of a power aeries determination of the I.eontief inverse limit.

H I yped with then© tools, two ; jor matrix multipliers:'; are empirically

tectod. In attempting to giv© each multiplier a degree of relevance for

regional analysis, dapted models are formulated to analyse their potential

for •analysing Scottish a. Itiplier reaction paths.

The inextricability characteristics of the Scottish and 'lest of the

United rtngdea economies determine, in large measure, the income stimulation

effects r Iting 'ron an r ero-Tontal change in no of the final demand

c cuts* Tliis fact, together with the p larisation of economic activity

around the loeu.; of si inflation oust be car--id rod in ectiiiating the total

raultl lier effects* The final multiplier, an intranational method of

aulti Her analysis, attempts to i ccmorato these influences in the

dove! ..umt of a formal -matrix nult" iier*

The final chapter of the thee.is collate, the cord sions of the chapters

yrov* . iy alluded to. It is hoped that this s perflcial survey of tho

cor:tents ha ■ yielded son© idea of the urposes and scope of the thesis#

T 7 • .! f rther delay, the thesis will not sot out to develop the analytic

s, stea u or. which- it is a n-ctured#



CHAPTER TW6

The Baaic Model

Economic progress, in the sense of increasing per capita income, is

primarily the resultant of the structural and/or technological transformation

of the economy. The structural changes may be defined as the changing

proportionate share of various sectors or industries in the national economy

while technological transformation refers to changes in the input-output

relations of various activities. As a case in point, structural change has

become the cornerstone of such descriptive theories of economic growth as

those put forth by Kuznets and Colin Clark, However, in so much as these

theorists failed to distinguish between whether the observed structural

change is due to technological changes or some other causes, these theories

do not offer much towards causal understanding of the process.

The role of suitable inventions and their adoption has long been

recognized as a harbinger of economic growth by economic historians and

theorists alike. But, apart from the notable exception of Schumpeter, hardly

any theoretical economist has entered into the complicated analysis of the

process of adoption of a new technology, Schuapeter himself was handicapped

by the lack of tools by which the repercussions of technological changes

throughout the economy could be handled, Neither the apparatus of partial

analysis nor that of national aggregatives lend themselves to such an

undertaking. It was Leontief who provided the tool of input-output analysis

which seems suited for the purpose.

The primary purpose of interindustry economics is to attempt to combine

economic facts and theory in such a way as to provide a meaningful interpretation
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and analysis of a nation's or region's production and consumption flows,

Essentially it is a method of analysis that takes advantage of the flow3

of goods and services among the sectors of the economy in an attempt to bring

a detailed statistical picture of the system into the range of manipulation

of economic theory,

A By^ef, iftqtpflr

The theoretical background for interindustry economics is provided by

the general equilibrium models of Walras and Pareto, Although intersectoral

models in economics are customarily traced back to the Tableau Economique

of Quesnay, published in 1758, the inspiration of modern work comes from

Leon 'fairas (1877),

In its essence, Walras' model is a demonstration that given simple

premises about consumer and entrepreneural motivation, given consumer

preferences for each individual in the economy, given technological conditions

of production of each product and the amounts and distribution among individuals

of economic resources, then the logicality of behaviour constrained by the

above non-economic data leads to certain equilibrium conditions. These

conditions, when enforced upon the system, allow for a unique determination

of all economic magnitures in the system. The Walrasian system, with its

inherent structural equations, was subsequently improved by Pareto and Cassol,

eventually resulting in a precise statement of the mathematical properties

of its solution by Wald,

The main purnose of the revised "valrasian system was to demonstrate

the existence of deterministic solutions for quantities and prices in the
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systea tinder the crucial assumptions of maximising behaviour. These

assumptions, while facilitating the calculation of a mathematical solution

removed the model from economic reality since it did not lend Itself to

empirical verification. That is, the model failed to give an estimate of

or allowance for variability in the simultaneous movements of price, demand,

and supply. If it wore not for the assumptions making the model essentially

sterile of practical significance, the Walrasian general equilibrium theory

could be compared to Marshalllaa partial analysis.

Interindustry analysis as a form of applied economies effectively

began with the work of Wasslly ¥, Leontief, Leontief began research on an

empirical model of the American economy in 1931 resulting in the first

published findings in 1936. His basic approach was to simplify the Walrasian

system to the extent necessary to derive a set of parameters for his model

from a single observation of each of the interindustry transactions in the

economy. lie therefore omitted tho effects of limited factory supply from

the system. He also used the original Walrasian assumption of "fixed

coefficients of production" Instead of allowing for substitution among inputs.

In thus eliminating all effects of price and composition of consumer demand

on tho purchase of intermediate goods and on the supply of labour and other

factors, the Leontiof model precluded many of tho adjustments Characterising

tho Walrasian concept of general equilibrium.

XiW.-JMo. „A3aYHP,Ugre»

Although the Leontief model is a markedly more rigorous theoretical

treatment of general equilibrium than was the Walrasian model, it is not

without its weaknesses. Structured upon a foundation of three simplifying
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assumptions, Input-output faces the quandary of bavins to open itself to

criticism in order to permit analysis. The static input-output system in

its simplest form is founded upon the following assumptionsi

(i) Dach sector produces a single output# with a single input

structure# and there is no automatic substitution between

the outputs of different sectors$

(ii) the inputs into eaoh sector are a linear function only of

the lovel of output of that sector? that is, the amount

of each hind of input absorbed by a particular sector goes

up or down in direct proportion to the increase or decrease

in that sector's total output?

(iii) the total effect of carrying out production in several

sectors is the sum of the separate effects.

The first assumption# known either 03 the homogeneity or identity

of industry and product assumption requires that all products of a single

sector should either be perfect substitutes or they should be produced in

strictly fixed proportions. Implicit in this statement but often stated

as an explicit condition of performance is the single input structure which

dictates the consfe tent use of the same sector production formulas. Although

this assumption would have vitiating consequences in a dynamic framework# the

constraints imposed by this condition prove more Justifiable as the analysis

becomes more descriptive and static in its application.

The second assumption, known as the proportionality assumption, assorts

that the relationship between inputs and outrnt is a linear homogeneous one.

*

liile it could be true that inputs and outputs do assume a linear relationship#
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the more probable consequence is that output becomes subject to some

diminishing criteria an inputs into production increase. To asaun® otherwise

would have involved the calculation of dynamic individual production functions

which would have been Impossible to verify statistically, theoretically vary

difficult, and yot still remain open to conceptual criticisms.

The third and final assumption, known as the aditivity assumption,

rules out any form of external interdependence between the sectors other

than that specified by the input-output system. That is, changes within

individual elements in the final demand vector give rise to changes in the

other industrial output levels only in eo far as the changes are dictates of

the inverse matrix.

To reconcile those assumptions with a view towards disclaiming their

implications would be absolute folly. However, to give each criticism of

the assumptions an unwarranted dimension of significance without considering

the objectives of the analysis would be no loss ridiculous. It remains true,

however, that Input-output, like any other deterministic or econometric

analysis, must yield to simplifying assumptions to facilitate its development,

faOTrtWflfll lMH3,

Before a theoretical explanation of the input-output system is under¬

taken, it is helpful to distinguish at the outset the Input-output table

from the analytical system to which it is related. The table is a statistical

description of the inputs and outputs of the different sectors of the

economic system at a given point in time. In contrast to the table, the

method of input-output analysis is a manipulative scheme which produces a

set of simultaneous linear equations for the unknown levels of output of the
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various sectors, the parameters of the equations being estimated from the

information being contained in the input-output table. The parameter estimates

are dependent upon the assumed underlying model thereby necessitating a

careful elucidation of the assumptions peculiar to tho model.

The customary method of explaining tho input-output system usually

begins with a partitioning of the input-output table into four quadrants.

These partitioned matrices, labelled the interindustry, final demand, primary,

and total sectors, will be discussed in turn.

The complete transactions or flow matrix (nee table l) is visualised

as consisting of a number of sectors (industry groupings) each of which is

ropro anted in the table as a row and column. In each row is entered the

current output of a sector to the other sectors while in tho corresponding

column is recorded the currant inputs to that seotor from each of the other

sectors. Thus the entry in tho cell at the intersection of the i~th row and

the j-th column represents that quantity of the output of sector i absorbed

as input by sector j. Such a transaction between the two sectors of production

is usually denoted by the symbol Xy vr^le the total output of sector i is
written as Xj#

The distinction commonly made in economic analysis between the production

of goods and services and their final disposition is reflected in the division

of the sectors of the input-output table into two groups, tho production or

intermediate sectors on the one hand, and final demand on tho other.

The first quadrant, I, shows the intermediate transactions, that is,

the flows of goods and services which are both produoed and oomened in the

process of current production. Since it is precisely upon those relations
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between the sectors of production that input-output analysis focuses its

attention, they are 3ho*m in greater detail. Thus, quadrant I usually

occupies the largest part of the table.

The number of sectors in an input-output table (if) is determined by

a number of considerations! the availability of data; the manpower,

technical and revenue sources available; and the time allowed for construction.

Usually the number of sectors ranges from twenty-five to two hundred, but

even where larger tables are constructed, each individual sector represents

the sum of a large number of economic activities.

The composition of each sector is in practice governed by the industrial

classification system in each country, since the information presented in

input-output tables is largely derived from industrial censuses. In the

United Kingdom the material used to construct its input-output table is

derived from the Reaort of the Census of Production as published by the

Board of Trade.

The transactions table may be regarded as a disaggregation of the

production account of a national accounting system. In national accounts

all intermediate flows are netted out on the grounds that they represent

double-counting, but it is precisely this "double-counted" production which

is the concern of input-output systems,

Corresponding to the expenditure side of the production account are

the transactions recorded in the second quadrant of the input-output table,

while the third quadrant represents the primary side of the account. It

should be observed that for each of the production sectors, the total value

of output (the row total) must be equal to its total expenditures ( the column
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total)# while no audi equality is imposed upon the Individual and urinary

sectors* It is sufficient that the total of all tho final sectors taken

together should bo equal to tho total of the primary inputs# Total urinary

input is here defined to bo equal to all factor payments« plus depreciation#

plus set indirect taxes and inputs# In tho case where the entire table# or

cone of its rows ere described in the appropriate physical rather than

monetary units# the balancing of row and column totals is# of course#

impossible*

That part of tho output of each of tho sectors of production absorbed

by consumption# inrostaent and other uses defined as final are shown in

quadrant II# Consumption of household makes up the largest part, but four

other components of final demand are commonly distinguished* consumption

by governnent (that is# all tho purchases of goods and services by government

mid Its agencies excluding production activities)? gross domestic fixed

capital fornation; net additions to stodc# and exports, Soch of thece

©ectoro is highly aggregated in comparison to tho sectors of production#

yet each is well defined conceptually corresponding closely to tho related

national accounting category.

Corresponding to tho final demand columns there are rows showing the

primary inputs# These input© are usually described as primary because they

are not part of the output of current production# Primary inputs into current

production# shown in t ndrant III# represent tho value added In each sector

of production as well as imports# They can be divided into tho following

categories* imports# depreciation, net indirect taxes# income of employees?

and profits of enterprises arid income of self-erapl^yod# llot all actual
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tables present primary inputs in ouch detail but occasionally they are shown

in oven finer breakdowns.

The fourth quadrant is sometimes omitted from published input-output

tables but for the sake of completeness it deserves to be mentioned. It

records the primary inputs into final demand sectors, including typical

entries audi as the income of government employees and imports consumed

directly by households,

33a teateate

The following analysis presents a distillate of accepted input-output

theory using convenient algebraic notations to allow for the possibility of

analysis as veil as theoretical description, Given the definitions above,

the data from the transactions table can b© represented as a system of

simultaneous equations. With X^ measuring total output of each sector i,
measuring final demand or "direct consumption" for the product of

sector i, and x^ measuring the flow of output froa the i-th producing
sector to the 5-th using sector, the equations ares

"11 ♦ *12 * *1j + T1 - X1

*21 + *22 * + *2J + T2 " *2
(3.1)

*11 + *12 * *ij * Yi " Xt
Expressed in this manner, the total output of a particular producing

ooetor is the sun of the flown to other producing sectors, plus the flow to

final demand, I'oraally, however, computations ore based on (or provide) the

functional relationship expressed in (3,2),
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(3.2)

X1 -X12 X1j " Y1

"*X21 + X2 * X2j = Y2

~Xi1 " Xi2 + Xj = Yj

This system of equations indicates that Y^, the final demand for
output of the i-th producing sector, is defined as the net output of the

sector X^ minus the quantities used by the other producing sectors. Hence
for a particular sector, representing, say, the textile industry, is

defined as the net output of the textile industry less the quantity of

textiles used by all other industries. If output is measured on a net

basis, x.^ is sero in the first equation of (3,2) since textiles "used up"
in the textile industry have already been subtracted from output in the

industry. Or, in general, no inter-sector flow x^ is indicated where i - j.
In matrix form the equations of set (3.1) can be expressed compactly

as j
*

(3.3) FjT + Y . X
P

mm 4
where Fj is a matrix of inter-sector flows, I is a column vector of n rows
with each element being 1, Y is a vector with elements representing final

demands, and X is a vector with elements representing total net output of the

various producing sectors.

Similarly, the system of equations in (3.2) can be expressed in matrix

form as:

(3.4) X - FjT = Y
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■km Xt (« olomnt of X) la sroaa output and *i} (l - J) an aloaent of
F# can bo non-eero# or Aero is not output and (i » l) is sere.

The last expression again simply states that final deaand in each

seotor la equal to total output of each industry lainua sales to other

Industrios*

The inter-sector floxss are of direct interest in studies of industrial

interdependence. Kainly# however# they are accumulated as basic data to

be used in computing the technical coefficients of production.

The next step is that of computing tho technical coefficients of

production# A^# which show the amount of output fro® one sector (the
1-th producing sector) required per unit of output of a particular using

sector (the j-th oonou-aing sector). If sectors could bo defined in sufficient

detail to describe a single homogeneous product fro® each Industry# flows

and input coefficients could be expressed in physical quantities. However,

the number of possible sectors is too great for such detailed stratification

oven in Bamllw input-output studies. Ordinarily, several products mat be

aggregated to represent the output of each sector, Kather than define a

tortile industry which uses only the rax; input wool# for example# it may bo

necessary to define a textile sector which uses both natural wools as well

oa rasa-sade fibres. The aggregation problem is oven more complex in service

industries such as retailing. A single retailing activity such as a grocery

store# for example# any represent the transacting of several hundred products#

For this reason, inter-eector flows and technical coefficients

ordinarily are measured in value term. A technical or inout-out ut coefficient.#

therefore# shews the value of output from the i-th industrial sector required
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to produce a pound*s worth of product in tho j-th using sector. The

technical coefficients, a.^, are computed as in equation (3.5) where x^,
the value of output from sector i used by sector .j, is divided by the total

value of output of sector jt

(3.5) ay = ha
X3

From this definition it is oivious that x.. » a.. X.. In other
ij ij J

«or*>, x12 - a,2 X2, r.TOlr,l that tho total quantity of output from
sector t used by sector 2 is equal to the amount of sector 1 output used

per unit of output from sector 2 multiplied by tho total output of sector 2.

Calculation of the Input-output coefficients makes possible the substitution

of X^ quantities for tho quantities in (3»2). The result is the
system of equations in (3.6):

X1 " a12 X2 " " a1J X3 " Y1

(3.6) ~®21 X1 + X2 " a2j Xj ° Y2

"®11 X1 "* ai2 X2 " + X,1 " Yj

Again, they say# the amount of product from one (the i-th sector)

moving into direct consumption* Y., is equal to tho total net output of
n

that sector, 3L, minus the sum of the products XT (i ^ ,j) formed1
J*t 13 3

by multiplying the input-output coefficients, a^, by the total output of
tho consuming sectors, X^.
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- 'id V " T1

(3.7)

X1 ~ ^a11 X1 " a12 X2 *

*2 * (a21 h ~ a22 X2 " a2j *V *» Y*

Xi * ^ai1 X1 " a12 X2 " - a±A X^) «

In matrix torsi this beconoo:

(3.0) X - AX a Y

In order to carry out the indicated subtraction, the nultiplication of X by

the Identity matrix gives IX where X « IX. This given:

(3.9) IX - AX « (I - A)X ® Y

which is equivalent to:

(1 — a^) «• flj2 — ••••••••• — j

- *21 + (1 ~ *22> "" ••••••• * a2,1
(3.10)

ftI1 ** Si2 ** ******* ■* 0 —

*1 Tt

*2 S3 h
• ♦
• •
•
• •

X4 h

The natrlx (i - A) is often called tho Leontiof ratrix. It has the properties

that all the elements on tho diagonal mat be positive, while those off the

diagonal are negative or aero.

One of tho goals of input-outnut analysis ie to relate output of one

sector to quantities of final demand of other sectors (that is, to express

output of producing sector® ae a function of final demands). To facilitate

this presentation, the (i • A) matrix of (3.9) must bo transposed to tho
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rlsiit-haral aide of the expression to fields

(3.H) (I - A)"*1 Y

whore the (I - A)""1 satrix is known as the toontiof inverse or matrix

multiplier#

Hence# tho major algebraic atop in this transformation is the waputation

of tho (l - A)~\ the inverse of tho input-output cosffioient matrix# Tho

elements of the inverse express th© anoint hp which output in a particular

producing sector mat change if final demand for a particular sector is changed

hp on© unit (for exaaple# one pound)# Or# as a loscrirrtivo tool# th©

elements of the inverse matrix show tho amount of output from a producing

sector associated with a unit of final consumption for th© products of tin©

various producing sectors# These relationships can he expressed sore clearly

by working from (3#10) back to tho scalar ©iualiens which express output of

sector i as a function of final demand for th© product of tho various sectors#

totting bo an element of the Inverse natrix# (I - a)"** is defined

as in (3.115 i

(3.12) (I • A)"*1

C11 °12 C
U

C21 C22 C2j

Ci1 Ci2 Cij

•el
non htxvtng computed thmo olomnt® in (l - A) m tim 1tmmo of

the matrix of input-output coefficients on© can write out (3.11) oos
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X1 = C1t Y1 4 °12 y2 * •'

X2 " C21 Y1 * C22 Y2 + •
(3.13)

Xn ^ °11 T1 + °12 Y2 * 4 0iJ Y1

by multiplylug tho reus of (l - A) "by tho colwm vector Y resulting in the

scalar equations of (3.13).

Tho Cy TOloeo, the oloaento of tho mvorno (I - A)*' «ro *»
interdependence coefficients• The ©lenient of in (3.12) indicates tho

amount by which output of sector t will change as final deoand for output

of tliic sector increases by one unit# The element of c12 indicates the
amount by which output of sector 1 will change m final demand for sector 2

is Increased by one unit# in generalf the interdependence coefficient c.^
indicates the amount by which output of the i-th producing sector will

increase for each pound increase in final demand for the product of the j-th

sector# Or, viewed aa a descriptive quantity, e^ expresses the aaount of
product from sector 1 used per unit of final demand for the product of sector j.

The interdependence coefficients "tie together" tho entire economic

system, relating output of one producing sector to final consumption and

demand, and to output In other pro hieing sectors# Tho system reflects not

only the amount of output in a particular sector necessary to provide for

direct consumption of final demand of this sector, but also the indirect

effects on output in tho particular sector resulting from & change in final

demand of other sectors#

This preparatory explanation of tho basic input-output system has been

* cu h
+ C2i *'i



given to facilitate a greater understanding of the forthcoming application

of these principles to data pertaining directly to the United Kingdom, and

indirectly, to the Scottish econcay. The adaption of these bnoic principles

to an economic spates trill be dovolepod in Chapter Four vb&n the adaptive

tochniiuoo to bo used in the main analysis trill bo explained in full.
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The construction of an absorption natrlx illustrates how actual

statistical observations ar® combined with economic theory to effootuato

an operational economic model# In principle the nature of the co-operative

relationship between theory and observations is clear and simple! the

theory states what factual data are to he secured and how they are to be

used within the framework of a particular analytic scheme} the observation

provides the data# As long as appropriate bacic data are introduced into

a thoerotiool argument in the purely symbolic form of hypothetical assumptions#

the actual availability of corres ending informtion does not matter# The

integration of fact and theory presonta a problem only to the extent that

the theory is required to be operational in the most general# or rather

conjunctive, sense of that word# Input-output# as a method of theoretical

.anft factual analysis# taediateo between the persistent cleavage of radical

empiricism on the one hand and the preponderantly deductive type of analysis

on the other# In creating a methodology of its own# input-output analysis

bm developed from a theoretical base which considers empirical implementation

as such a part of an eoononio argument as the consistent development of its

logical consequences#

Before input-output can bo used as an effective method of economic

analysis it is mandatory that the objects and methods of the theoretical

analysis to he developed be clearly established# Having previously outlined

the analytical intentions of the models to follow, the remaining part of this

chapter sets out to define am! construct the absorption matrices which form

tho theoretical bases from which various analyses are derived or ensue#
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The theoretical oodel outlined in Chapter Three id.ll be developed

in light of the statistical mterlale available. Although an attempt

will bo and# to eonflne discussion to narrow and delimited phases of operation,

it will bo impossible in tho forthcoming exposition to reply to all of the

queries ijamodlately because of the inherent lnt©r~i*olat©dress of the model

t© be developed. The present section will attempt to round out the

presentation of the operational procedures peculiar to tho model, describe

the general framework within which tho analysis will proceed, and finally

to discuss specific practical problems important to the final results and

of interest on their own merits, Sons overlapping with other parte is,

unfortunately, inevitable.

The determination of the years to be analysed was dictated by the

availability of complete census of industrial production information. In

the quest for tho necessary statistical materials, it was found that the

only complete sources of production information wore the various reports

published by tho Board of Trade# This meant that the researcher had mot

only to be content with tho single source of information, bit concomitantly

had to accept the years chosen, as hoses for the two censuses. Ideally, in

the two exorcises in comparative statics it would have been preferable to

analyse a later terminal year than 1965, and falling that, to analyse two

tables at the earn stage of the business cycle. However* the unavailability

1
Board of Trade, Cwp? °f for ,13.741 Tr-dyflflEy
ACtoorta. Her Itajcaty'o Stationery Office, London* 1958.

Board of Trade, Ponort on the Census of Production. 1963. Her Rsjeaty's
Stationery Office, London, 1968.
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of a complete cost census subsequent to 1963 precluded the possibility of

analysing a newer set of census results. The fact that the 1954 and 1963

census years took place at different stages in the respective business cycles

can only be held to be regrettable, with some consolation being drawn from

the possibility that perhaps this phenomenon has not distorted the technical

coefficient matrices. It could well be that any cycle-induced changes

experienced in the input-output flow patterns had strictly uniform proportional

impacts and thus not giving rise to any detracting implications. Whatever

the implications of the cyclical quandary, any conclusions speculating about

the effect must be conjectural. To philosophise further on this and other

similar issues of minor importance to the analysis would bo to admit to the

intractability of most of the time series, and in many cases cross-section,

stidies carried out in economics.

Aside from the all-important industrial census reports, the other

major statistical sources used in the analysis were the following: Digests
2 3

of Scottish Statistics; Statistical Abstracts; aJid several Central
4.5

Statistical Office publications relating to the census reports. Whenever

supplementary statistical sources have been used, the source has been

properly footnoted.

2
Scottish Statistical Office, Digest of Scottish Statistics. Her Majesty's
Stationery Office, Edinburgh,

3
Central Statistical Office, Annual Abstract of Statistics. Her Majesty's
Stationery Office, London, 1964.

4
Central Statistical Office, Standard Industrial Classification Alphabetical
List of Industries. Her Majesty's Stationery Office, London, 1959.

5
Central Statistical Office, Standard Industrial Classification Revised 1958.
Her Majesty's Stationery Office, London, 1959.
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iste&sto,

Within the theoretical fraaeworie of an input-output system there is,

technically speaking, sea© freedom of ©hole© in the methods permissible in

defining industries and soetors. Although no system of classification needed

to be rigorously adhered to throughout the analysis, the Standard Classification

Revised 1958 was wood wherever possible. Farther, in an attempt to ensure

strict Comparability between the two census years, production and coat

estimates wore taken from the census tables referring to the returns of the

"larger" industries rather than the "total" return aggregates# In asst cases

this merely meant taking the statistics fro® table I of the 1.954 census end

from table 11 of the 1965 census reports# However, there were instances

where th® sampling convention used had to be reconciled with the figures

taken from other sources# In those instances# the deflation of final demand

and the derivation of the export vector being cases in point, the adjustment

process has been noted and explained# Appendix I, Table I, lists the

industries to b© analysed and their method of compilation#

Throughout the analysis the "establishment" system of classifying

Industries was strictly adhered to. That is, oach industry was defined in

terns of its principal products, these being of a similar nature or commonly

associated la production# Establishments were assigned to an industry if its

principal product accounted for a greater proportion of its total output

than it© output of the principal products of any other industry* It is also

this characteristic that distinguishes the absorption matrices from the more

conventional Input-output models where "make" matrix multiplications facilitate

the aggregation of similar pr duct flows. A similar principle was also
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normally followed in classifying to sub-divisions of an industry or to

specialist groups, On a limited number of occasions, documented in Append!*

I, recourse was made to a staple arithmetic aggregation in determining

eventual industries. In most cases this una necessitated by the often

abstruse nomenclature need in specifying inputs.

Beside choosing the "establishment" as the basic unit of classification

on the -rounds of pure expediency, there were other considerations vhich

seemed to justify this approach. First, other governmental agencies issuing

related statistics also stressed the establishment reporting basis, seemingly

accepting the establishment as tho basic action unit. Moreover, from the

theoretical point of view son© degree of stability through time in input

relationships was to be expected at this level of aggregation, since, by

definition, the establishment represented a collection of specialised

equipment and husaan experience where the possibilities of rapid substitution

are limited,

An important consideration prompting the adoption of the Standard

Industrial System of classification, aside from the compelling force of

statistic availability, was essentially theoretical and related directly to

the theme of the analysis, From the outset it was obvious that an effective

©valuation of the degree of temporal change in the structural coefficients

of production required a system of classification which remitted the

greatest possible degree of industrial statistic detail. On tils count,

sot only did tho Standard Industrial Classification system help facilitate

a detailed croon-caction analysis, but it alao permitted the evaluation of

strictly comparable material input series, These two characteristics of
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tho available production data proved particularly efficacious since the

technical coefficients of production were of integral importance in the

technological change and multiplier chapters.

12&M3Mm fff ftMlto

There are three saeano of numerically defining the elements in m

absorption saabrix, The first approach is oharactexleed by the distribution

©f output from a producing sector to the other using sectors. The second

technique approaches the problem from tho coot rather than output side and

fills in the matrix through the addition of vectors of input costs. The

third method, a Checking system, using ©.rush of the two above approaches, is

preferable but giveo rise to difficult problem of detailed reconciliation.

Aa is aost often the case 3a the construction of absorption flow

patterns, the 1958 census being a notable exception, tho cost structures

for the year® 1954 end 1963 provided the only readily available sources of

infor3a.ti.on. Further, the prediction and use of extraneous control total

eotisaatos was avoided by assuming that tho figures provided were accurate

reflections of the totals they purported to define numerically. Throughout

the construction of the models to follow, precaution vm taken to avoid the

adoption of procedures which would have necessitated undue reconciliations

olrs.ee that process, being an iterative oae, would have resulted in revisions

in one area ramifying through the table like a chain reaction. In effect,

tho figur b officially reported were an-nmed to be accurate with the

subsequently derived figures following tho strict accounting procedures

of Inout-output analytical methodology.

In ootitrating the requisite needs of the forthcoming analyses, it was
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dotoninod that tw comparable coefficient matrices would have to be

formulated* Fortunately# fable X of the 1963 census reports contained two

comparable induetrial liotinga of the input requiroaenta for the two respective

years 1954 and 1963* These in Tit figures# although subject to quality-of-good

and purchasing power differences# provided the necessary basis for the

-respective matrix calculations#

The Initial problem encountered was to adjust the 1954 input aggregates

to conform# in constant 1963 value terms# with the identical input totals

of 1963. The final product of this procedure resulted in the 1954 input

totals being revalued to conform with the 1963 input totals on the basis of

current pound ratings#

The need for expressing the data in constant prices arises out of

the desire to subsequently associate changes in tho input-output coefficients

with technological change# One method which could have boon adopted to

account for price changes is tho Cambridge HAS technique of price adjustment,®
The basic appeal of this technique io its simplicity and ease of application.

However# in its simplicity lies its major weakness# This method assumes tout

one price deflator applies to all of tho outputs of that particular industry.

Experience showed that output price levels had a high variance, with coal

prices, aa a case in point, varying within the interval 92.5 to 160.7 of the

1954 base of 100, To have implemented the MS method would have been to

knowingly incorporate a biasing influence into the calculations, mA with

it tho detracting characteristic of inaccuracy. If, however, this technique

had been adopted, the 1954 input-coefficient matrix would have boon subjected

to tho following adjiistraenta:
__

6
Department of Allied Economics, A Pror-ranne for Growth» A Con~r t«hlo

University of Cambridge, 1962.
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A54 18 ^ A54 *
■»

where A^. would bnvo boon tho resulting price-adiuated 1954 coefficient
matrix, vith the p*o representing diagonal matrices of the 1954 and 1963

price levels respectively.

If the ultimate aim of the analysis had been the development of a

computable model, the MS method would probably have been acceptable. In

the mm of the preoent model, to >iave assumed a uniform application of the

given price delators would liave had vitiating consequences in Chapter Seven

where the detection of price movements was crucial to tho analysis, This

study in attempting to ensure the greatest possible degree of accuracy in

the deflating proems dealt with each input value individually wherever

possible. The actual method of input revaluation was facilitated through

the application of either an ave age value or a published price ind.es deflator.

The average price Index deflator was determined by the following formula*

Average Price Index .Deflator «* "qf ii^ut*
After this deflator coefficient had boon calculated, the 1954 input value,

m given in the 1963 census reports, una multiplied by it to arrive at &

1963 current-pound weighting of the 1954 input value, Wherever statistical

input figures permitted, priority was given to this procedure in the

deflation process.

In those Instances where the relevant quantity figure?? were lacking,

the input values were inflated by the appropriate price index. These price

indicon wero taken from the 1964 Annual Abstract of Statistics7 table of
7 Central Statistical Office, &aSOtl SL B£$fateS£U 1^4t Hbr

Rajesty's Stationery Office, London,
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wholesale prices,

"Xtor having completed tho process of inflating tits 1054 input series

for each industry, the 1054 and 1063 input values vers assigned to element

positionings in tho respective matrices, These deflated and actual

can bo found In Table II of Appendix II. In carrying out tho transposition

of the valtte figures froa the input lodgers of tho respective industries to

the colurm vectors of the matrices the two Centre! Statistical Office

8
publications previously cited wore used to effoct the proper allocation of

inputs to the appropriate industries. For tho year 1954# two matrices

were constructed. The first matrix contained the input figures in 1954

value terse# while the second matrix was developed in 1963 value torn, In

those Instances whore one industry accounted for the production of separately

listed Inputs# the inputs were arithmetically aggregated to arrive at the

industry incut total. In seven instances# separately listed industries were

©cabined# either became the industry was too insignificant to be left no

a separate industry# or because difficulty was experienced in differentiating
q

between the respect!vo outputs.

In an attenpt to avoid the complications of having several "dummy"

or "unallocated" vectors, those inputs listed in Table X of tho 1963 census

as "All Other Commodity Inputs" were distributed amongst the listed inputs

of that input category according to each inputs weighted importance. Thus#

if an industry used flvo different types of packaging mtorials and liad an

input listed as "All other Packaging Kateriftls", then the latter input vm

8
Op, dt„ F. 42.

^ Appendix I# Table I,
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distributed amongst the five explicitly listed pac aging materials according

to thoir relative Importance or weight,

?he input total labelled "All other Production Inputs" posed a acre

formidable problem but was dealt with in almost identical fashion. In this

case the residual entry was distributed amongst all of the other production

inputs again according to their proportionate weightings. However, the

distribution was delayed until each of the seetorally undistributed residual

categories had boon allocated as mentioned inncdintely above. This second

iterative distribution had the possible effect of upward biasing the listed

in ut values at the expense of the unlisted inputs. If, as well could be

the case in aany instances, the residual inputs cone from the listed input

industries in roughly the aone proportion m the explicitly listed input

weights suggest, then the procedure gained in efficiency.

Unfortunately, there are no perfect substitutes for information in

dealing with residual categories. Although this technique my have had the

effect of biasing upwards the resulting coefficient values, it is to be

preferred to any aothod of distributing the residuals te unlisted industries

through the application of an arbitrary nechandal technique. As a ease in

point, the Loontief "redwood fora" technique suffers from weaknesses of

distributing inputs to completely unrelated industries thus necessitating

a subsequent distribution of these "anosolous" input values. Of course, one

could have relented and adopted the convenient expedient of allocating all

problems to a catch-all vector but this would have significantly affected

the inverse matrix with concordtart effects on the multiplier and technological

change chapters. In the final evaluation, the method reed most closely



resembles the limited information Leontief reduced form method without

distributing to empty elements.

In contrast to the "all other" categories previously mentioned, the

particular case of "replacement parts" received a uniquely different treatment.

In those instances where the type of replacement part was specified, the input

value was allocated to the industry producing the piece of capital equipment.

Whenever it was impossible to allocate the replacement input to an explicitly

listed industry with any great degree of confidence, the input was labelled

130 and left within the matrix as an unidentified productive input. Because

it was often quantitatively significant, the handling of this input in a

manner comparable to the allocating of the above-mentioned residuals would

have produced inexcusable distortions.

This rather detailed chronicling of the handling of the residual

inputs was included, not so much to allay any suspicion of inaccuracy, but

to explain the absence of the traditional "residuals" industry. Since the

residuals industry would not have had an input structure, any arguments for

its inclusion would have to be made on accounting rather than on mathematical

grounds since its inclusion would not have added to the accuracy of the

determinant value of the matrix. Nor would the inclusion of an "unallocated"

sector have added appreciably to the information potential of the model since

its very nature would, by definition, have precluded the making of definitive

statements commenting on its composition. In effect a trade-off was made

between the strict precepts of input-output accounting theory, and the

desire of the theoretical input-output model to improve upon its mathematical
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dcteruinancy capabilities.

The calculation of the structural matrices of technical coefficients

of production followed directly from the determination of the absorption

matrices, Since, by definition, each coefficient represents the amount

rc(uired of any one input in producing one unit of output, each input value

had to be divided by the appropriate gross output total to arrive at the

neces ary coefficient value. Ixprossed algebraically, the technical coefficients

resulted from the following series of calculations:

where the a.... 's represent the technical coefficients of production, the

x. .'s the input requirements purchased from the various industries, with the

vector representing the ordered gross output control totals. This

procedure was repeated for the years 1954, deflated 1954 and 1963•

The analytic sections of the remaining chapters are, to a large extent,

based upon the coefficient matrices just formulated. Although the distribution

of the residual elements remains a point of obvious contention, the researcher

was not permitted the convenient adoption of an "official" table. One had

either to use the dated, highly aggregated 1954 matrix, or the "estimated"

1 65 Cambridge model, or endure the experience of having to formulate a more

realistic ..odel. It -was felt that the construction of new tables would add

ap reciably to the information potential of the analysis, both through, being

more highly disaggregated and through the obvious advantage of rendering the

models amenable to comparative static analyses,

ppendix II, Table II
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The estimation of final demand -roved -ore nrobleraatlc. Had the

ritish del been closed and balanced in the general equilibrium sense,

al demand could then have been determined as the residual remaining after

the :i torinduntry flows had been subtr cted froa the toss out tit totals.

3ins this technique, final demand would have evolved through the following

calculations!

here is the listed gross output total, is the derived final demand
• ictor, with the summed representing the interindustry flow . .ag dtudea#

-fortunately, froa a computational point of view, a number of factors

..ilitatod against this technique of final demand determination. first, the

British economy is not self-sufficient but rather relies heavily u on foreign

trade as a source for both production in uta and final demand supply -ince

the census of production materials did not contain any refa.once to the

vnri us sources of production inputs, the sheer inavailability of data secluded

any attempt to differentiate between indigenously produced and iia ortod

goods. econdly, the model was based upon an absorption rather than upon tn

input-output framework which eant that the model was nationally, but not

meet-rally, balanced, laeh firm, and therefore industry, had boon efined in

term of principal products which cant that one firm could produce a number

of out uta although nominally being included within a definitively listed

mmtry. Thus, any attempt made at balancing each sector would have t

c -aider the oBke-uatrleee of the absor tion framework.

The problem remained one of developing some method of abotracting that



1 vcl f "" al demand which vn necesiary to call forth the listed gross

o t Tits riven the assumed technology. The solution was easily calculable

si: cc it sorely meant that logical development of the matrix nulti lier would

h .vo to be reversed, Thus, if the inverse of a coefficient matrix permitted

the calculation of gross output totals necessary to satisfy a bill of final

goods, ther tho sane matrix uninverted would provide the eans neces ry

t 'olve the sane sot of -rod. ction equations with the determining variables

in torcha ged. That is, by transposing the varia les (gross output and final

demand) to op osite sides of the atrix solution net, it was possible to aire

the final demands, rather than the gross outputs the unknowns in the equations*

Since the gross outputs were officially given and the coefficient atrices

had boon provi usly calculated, the final do: and vector was easily c Iculable

through the following multiplications:
»

(I - A) X - T

where the X represented the gross out uts given in Table 1 of the 1965 census

reports, and Y represented the estimated vector of final demands,

descriptively speaking, the resulting vector of estimated final demands

re re onted the deliveri.es to the final demand 3©ctor arising out of the

groom output and technological order constraints. Caution should be eunrcined

to avoid confusing this estimated vector of final demand dth the actual

national bill of final goods. iTareas the national bill of goods inccr orates

both i ;eotic production and imports in arriving at its estimate of total

c asu tio , the technique adopted her© only deals with final demands calling

forth the gross output levels of the British manufacturing sector.

The breakdown of final demand into its component parts entailed the
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calculation of changes in inventory and capital stock, ©sports, and an

estimate of ersonal and government consumption, Table I of the census

reports for 1963 gave an explicit account of both the net Inventory and

ea ital stock changes* However, exports had to be derived fron the trade

statistics published by the Board of ?rad© relating specifically to British

oanufacturlng industries. The consumption element of final demand was defined

as the residual remaining after the three other components of demand had

been subtracted from the estimated vector of final demand.

Thus, having calculated the absorption, input coefficient, and inverse

matrices for 1954, deflated 1954 and 1963, the construction of the national

model had been completed. The next preparatory step prior to the actual

analyses was to formulate the proxy Scottish tables. The techniques used

in this exercise in model simulation are the subject natter of the fort coming

chapter.



CHAPTER FOUR

The Methodology of Regional Input-Output Analysis

The development of technical coefficient and absorption matrices for

the United Kingdom completed the first stage in the formulation of a regional

model from which statistical inferences pertaining to the Scottish economy

could be dram. This chapter will attempt to critically examine the methods

contemporaneously used to construct regional and inter-regional input-output

analyses given the necessary statistical input. While an effort has been

made to maintain a theoretical approach, the practical applications of the

theoretical constraints have been emphasized. In fact, all models formally

presented are empirically operable. That is, given the availability of data

and the techniques of computation usually available, the-e models can be

used for economic analyses.

Throughout the following exposition, Scotland lias been construed as the

predetermined geographic region to be economically analysed. This seeming

operational constraint, however, can be justified with relative ease in that

Scotland satisfies the three principal characteristics which normally define

a region. The first characteristic, that of homogeneity with respect to some

one or combination of physical, economic or social features, is satisfied in

the Scottish case on all three counts. The fact that Scotland experiences

both a relative demographic and economic "buffer" between herself and

Northern Ireland, Wales, and to a lesser extent England, accords with the

second characteristic of noticeable nodality or polarization of the region.

The ability of governmental agencies to initiate programmes relating directly

to a region while maintaining a marked degree of administrative coherence and

efficacy in carrying forth the desired policy objectives is also a characteristic
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which can bo aptly applied to the Scottish cone.

The Chapter is divided into throe sections. The fimt section delineates

alternative theoretical approaches to regional analysis, The discussion is

purposely torse. The object is to acquaint the reader with th© field of

regional economics with an emphasis on input-output analysis, The second

section views the nature of problem indigenous to regional studies, and

particularly to the Scottish study. Again, the discussion will bo relatively

succinct, offering cither acquaintance or recapitulation depending uiion

000*9 familiarity with the area. The third part villi deal with specific

model8. The particular advantages and disadvantages of each model will be

scrutinized with an eye to potential woe in the following chapter. The

mdelo dolinoatod in the last section of the paper are "comparative statics"

structures. Dynamic regional models at the present time arc not operational

and have been emitted.

The A nroorlate Hethod of "erionnl Analysis

Economic activity involves three transformationst material transformations

or production! temporal transformations! and spatial transformations. Tho

last element has been much nogloctod in economic analysis. Regional economics

is, in essence, tho analysis of tho spatial dimension of economic phenomena.

On tho one end of tho spectrum of various basic approaches lies tho location

theory developed by August LCach.1 It lo extronely general and formalintic

and cannot be implemented empirically. It is a "pure" area-study technique.

A priori it is ideals location tlseory attempts to demonstrate tho forces

that determine tho location of industries, forms, ©to. As an empirical

1
Wacht August, TM, ."qm'-te, v,f Haven, Yolo University Preoo,
1954.
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tool, however, it is not operational. On the other end of the spectrum is
2

the informal approach exemplified by theorists such as Hoover, Such

studies are typically unsystematic and undesirably dependent on the intuitive

insights of individual researchers. Overt or covert value judgment enters

into such studies to an undue extent. If the researcher's intuition is good,

the study can be well done; if not, the analysis goes astray. Therefore, as

an analytical tool, both the very general and formal and the quite casual

and informal location theories leave a great deal to be desired.

A much more successful device for regional studies has been the impact

approach. The impact study attempts to relate changes in some economic

base and changes in total output for a region through a multiplier. First,

a set of economic activities is considered exogenous to the region being

studied. Theoe exogenous industries of the region principally export their

outputs to other regions and are, therefore, dependent upon exogenous demand

functions. An empirical multiplier is derived by an historical examination

of the linkage between the "economic" base industries and the total activity

of the region. Whereas the usual procedure is to estimate the rel tionship

of the base to the region, econometrically, Chapter Seven in pursuing this

avenue of analysis will employ the input-output method of "impact" analysis.

The principal deficiencies of the impact-multiplier approach are that

(1) the model is generally too aggregative, (2) the determination of the

correct economic base is often arbitrary, and (3) even if there were a

clearly definable "base", the multiplier coefficients would not necessarily

2
Hoover, Edgar H., The Location of Economic Activity. Hew York, McGraw-Hill

Book Co., 1940.
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reraaln stable over tin© or even during any short cyclical economic activity.

Behind these difficulties lie the issues of ©xogeneity and interdei endorsee.

Exogenelty is often meant to imply that a researcher is able to discern some

elecx dichotomy between industries that export and onoo that do not."* This

is rarely the case. In fact* many regions do have significant ir.tra-x glonal

(that is, internal) Industrial i: .tor-do endonce. The use of a multiplier-

base model say not accurately display the interactions of a region.

These are not intrinsic weaknesses from a theoretical standpoint* the

weakness lies, rather, in the actual implementation of this method. Since

time series of the relevant parameters simply do not exist, an econometric

method pursuit of this problem must rent upon the aggregation weaknesses of

a cross-section stud;/. The choice of input-output rather than an econometric

method as the appropriate vehicle of analysis not only permits a more highly

detailed analysis but also facilitates an accurate evaluation of the "inter¬

dependence" effect relevant to the model. The determination of Scotland as

the relevant economic base is certainly not "arbitrary" in the detractory

amine since it can be justified through the tenets of location-base theory.

Thus, Input-output preserves the worth of impact analysis as an effective

means of economic analysis without the vitiating implications of the same

analysis econo.metrically developed.

The re/iaon why this substitution in the methodological techniques is

permitted is that in input-output regional and inter-regional models the

concept of the multiplier does rot actually disappear. Hot over, the use of

•ST" 1 " 1,1 ' '' " ' 11 » . 1 i"i .1 1 ' . 11 nil., 11 1 ' " " ' 1 ■■■■■""
Xsard, Walter, "Intor-rogional and Regional Input-Output Analysis* A * odel
of n Spacs Economy", fMCT Qt mill, Ho. 4,
(Tovor-iber 1951), pp. 318-520



a matrix multiplier, baaod on the interdependence of the r gions (technical
coefficient matrices), calls for considerable care in iaplomentation, For

instance, the specific ticn of final demand is often a matter of discretion*

The household sector can bo treated as exogenous or endogenous to the inter¬

mediate flow matrix* Construction or inventory changes can be interpreted

as components of investment or as intermediate industries. If the former

is done, these item are exogenous} if the latter, they are endogenous to

the input-output system. These types of choices my cause a significant

change in tho result obtained.

A lore elaborate theoretical framework, an obiectivo of an inter¬

regional input-output analysis, might be used to identify economic activity

from both industrial classification . t'ndards and Ideational factors* For

example, if there wore a study involving 30 industries and 10 regions, the

idealised technical coefficient matrix of the economy for this .model would

have 90,000 distinguishable cells (many of which would of course b© empty),

That la, each region would possess a 30 by 30 matrix for its own industrial

infrastructure and 9 other 30 by 30 matrices demonstrating the interindustry

inter-regional trade patterns. There would exist 10 such collections of 10

ran' rices in our hypothetical example* Obviously this type of "ideal" model

cannot presently be utilised because of the lack of data*

In an attempt to overoorae the onexous data requirements of inter¬

regional models, economists have resorted to various kinds of conventional

simplifications * Eirseh^ assumed that each region economically was "almost"
4

Jlirsch, Vomer 2., "Interindustry Relations of a Metropolitan Area",
ftgglaw of :icono;3ico and Statistics. XLI, So, 4, (November 195'"), PP. 360-369.
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autononscuo. An input-output table for a national economy composed of such

regions could be constructed by consolidating inflows and outflows from on©

region for all others as an import-export sector. Is other words# the trade-

flow matrices for ©seh region would be aggregated row-wise and column-wise

to engender an augmented own-rogion flow matrix# with an import-export sector#

For a region# called region 1» this could be mthesatieally denoted by*

m n

(t) i> r1 *4 ra 014 (4 ° 1f« »n)
r»s i»!

a n „

(2) 3>T^ 'rxij - icri
vhOT* nxij 13 tho ^ mU *ln4uatIy 1 °f r°sl<»' * to lmtatltry
J of region <i# If there are n industries and a regions, then 01X^ will bo an
element of tho tro.de row while will be an element of the trade column.

The trade row (I) above# represents the aggregate value of all types of inputs

bought by each industry in region 1 from all other regions. The trade column#

(2) represents the aggregate value of output sold by each industry of region

t to all other regions#

Of course# the opposite approach could be used. The emphasis is this

case would be upon the interregional trade flows. Accordingly# industries

would be aggregated for each region, but not over regions. That is# inter¬

regional trod© relations are maintained# while Interindustry detail is lost.

For region 1# this can be mathematically denoted so follows:

(t) outputs of region 1 sold to all regions Including itself

1r*iJ • !rX! i«1,
r a 1##•*••••»®
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(2) outputs sold to region 1 (that is, inputs to region 1 industries) by
all regions (including itoelf)

^ r1*ij . r1xJ
whore there are m r gions and n sectors and x,. is the value of output

rq ij
sold by industry i of region r to industry ,1 of region q,

. is tlie total value of good i sold by region 1 to all industries

in region r.

is tho total value of all goods sold by region r to industry j

of region 1 as inputs.

The main advantage of this rocoduro is to obviate tho regional

technical coefficient matrices which, in many studies, are national coefficients

used as approximations. In particular, exact regional coefficients are generally

difficult, if not impossible, to obtain. Moreover, in soae cases, one is

interested in studying regional trad© patterns and not the actual productive

activities of each region. Therefore, these tu© prooeeses eliminate an

otherwise iniaical data collection problem.

Another technique suggested by 'bees is to define interregional trade

coefficients for each commodity, neglecting the interinduotry differences
5

in patterns of importation. Instead of hnving separate import-input

coefficients for each region and ech industry, a trade coefficient for each

region by a particular type of input is constructed, More concretely, in

our hypothetical example, the trad© aatrix between regions 1 and r would be

5 ' ' '''"I"" i r n i i i ; ■>' l ■ i i i 'i , ' „ , r , , ■
'loses, Leon ft., "A General Equilibrium Model of Production, Interregional
Trade, and Location of Industry", Review of ftoonnnics and Statistics.
XLII, !;o. 4 (h'overaber 1360), pp. 373-397

Hoses, Leon "Ti e Stability of Interregional Trading? Patterns and Input-
Output Analysis", American Soonosdcn Review. XLV, Ko. 5 (December 1955),
pp. 803, 832.
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ot dimensions 30 by 30. However, utilising thl3 simplification, the trade

matrix would reduce to a 30-elonent vector.6 The implied aggregation is

ever trade input coefficients because the industry destination of imported

in uts is ignored.

Loontiof has dovised two other schemes of regional analysis. The first
7

is on international model, which is outlined in the last sector of this

chapter. The other was presented by Leontief and Strout and is called the

"gravity model". Its most valuable feature is the minimum of data it requires

to be oaerablo. The flow of commodity from one region to another is assumed

to be directly proportional to its total output in the shipping region

multiplied by its total input in the receiving region, divided by the aggregate

mount of commodity produced and consumed in the entire economy, all

multiplied by an empirical constant, (The model oermits cross-hauling of

each commodity; and, given the degree of aggregation in input-output models,

this is quite feasible). The complete set of such constants may be computed

by solving the equations of the regional input-output model, including the
6
If one had complete interregional and interindustry flow information for

ra regions and n sectors of each region, it would be reduced into Moses*
scheme for the first region as followss

j~ r1Xlj « r1Xi * I 1'*** JJjr~j~ r =» £,*•••».*,,n
where is the value of the flow of output of sector i of rogion r
to sector J of region q, is the total value of output of good i
imported from region r by all industries of region 1»

'
beontief, Xlk Z&JSUSm, SgflaSSfr Tork»
Oxford University Press, 1953#

Leontief and others, "The Economic Impact - Industrial and Regional - of
an Arns Cut",^ ItoflSto a£&&aU«U XLVII, Ho. 3 (August
1965), pp. 217 - 241,
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gravity flow equations, Thus, on© can estimate interregional Hows without

actually observing then, The only data needed are total outputs and total

inputs of all regions and the input structure for internal production for

each region.

Though input-output admittedly has problems and difficulties,, it has

the great advantage of being empirically workable, providing an organisational

framework and having a set of consistency checks that are difficult to achieve

with less formal techniques» Input-output combines the features of being

able to us® data that contemporaneously exist and of being formally economic.

Koreover, the model is feasible, and, what is even more important, it can

bo refined as additional factual information becomes available. Kathematical

programing (that is, optimising models) stiffera from its inherent huge data

requirements and often overly complex structure.

The Problems Encountered

The mmber of potential quagmires that face a researcher commencing

upon a regional study is anything but small. These pitfalls will now be

©numerated, though not analysed in great depth. The first set of problem

lias to do with the theoretical constructs. lach of the four approaches

already mentioned depended upon the researcher using an appropriate model

to secure meaningful results* The following is a partial catalogue of

loopholes and pitfalls that are prevalent in research models in general, and

to the Scottish case in particulars

(1) Kaay studies aro based upon models that are strictly regional. Inter¬

regional effects are very often neglected. Analyses derived from this school
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do not account for interaction between regions, which may be very important,

and, therefore, toad to *le!d imreslistle results. In the development of

the Scottish model an effort was made to consider the Implications of

various externalities, The net trading balance estimates and the feedback

multiplier were specifically incorporated within the developed model to consider

and quantify the "interdependency" effect,

(2) The first objection above can be obviated theoretically. Instead of

treating a region as an independent entity, the regional study can fee mad®

more realistic through the incorporation of each region into a :mv® complete,

pervasive model* However, there still exists a technical issue about the

model's design. The degree of closed-ness and open-neas (as practically

diocuosed in relation to the impact-multiplier model in the last section)

oust fee decided, Ultimately, such decisions will determine the validity

and empirical accuracy of the model#

(3) Another closely aligned feature of a nodal is the predictive power over

time. This is especially important in any type of long-mag© planning

endeavours, where# in some models, errors tend to fee cumulative#

(4) One of the rest basic and inextricable problems of econo ics is the

"aggregation" problem. By the -as© of different aggregation schemes, the

ease model can yield entirely different results* The implied structure of

the economy's in uts# outputs# flows, etc.# can be extremely sensitive to

aggregations# ¥he» policy implications are involved, this can be a most

dangerous characteristic of a model, Product-mis changes in production and

consumption will remain covert in many eases because of the aggregation
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Bchem used. This product-nix is one that must be dealt with in studies that

are viewing a region or area for extended periods of tine* In general, the

greater the disaggregation, the less biased the results will be due to these

effects. In the particular case of the "Scottish model, aggregation hardly

presents a problem in that the few aggregations that do take place are

between industries with very little product differentiation.

(5) An idiosyncrasy peculiar to optimising models is that the optimums

derived# for example# by varying the "objective functions" nay bo significantly

altered. The structure of such a model has very strong behavioural assumptions

built into it* Implicitly, when a model lias, for example, an objective

function which minimises the costs of producing several commodities, the

behaviour of the economic units can be determined. However, this ney be a

sub-optimisation problem, which is either irrelevant or unrealistic.

Therefore, the results achieved can be of little empirical value. Similarly,

by mis-specifying a constraint in an optimising model, one say have delimited

reactions from occuring that otherwise may be realistic. In essence, the

researcher has "moulded" the solution by his choice of model specificationsj

hence, this is an extremely powerful and dangerous feature of optimisation

model construction. In addition, the results may be altered greatly often

by seemingly small adjustments in some of the specifications of the model*s
S

structure. This is obviously an undesirable feature. Another limiting

feature of these models is that their data requirements are usually so great

that practical implementation turns out to b© impossible.
s'

floor© and Peterson, "Regional Analysis: An interindustry nodel of Utah",
Review of Kcone ics and Statistics. XXXVII, No. 4# (November 1955}#
pp. 568 - 585.



(6) The temporal phenomenon can be one of the most irksome that economists

must confront. The underlying tastes (consumer sovereignty) of the economy

and the structure of industry (technological determinants) are not immutable

over time. Empirically, the detection of these effects i3 too often a

Herculean task. Kodels that oversimplify these factors, sometimes by assuming

them away, may have little empirical value, particularly when the data

observations are for a long period of time.

Even if one assumes that he has found the correct model, he is still

not free from worry. In fact, economists are prolific creatures where the

genesis of new variants of models is concerned. The literature contains a

prodigious display of different estimation techniques for region studies.

However, the implementation of these theoretical edifices is hindered by

what can be generically called "data problems". Aside from the obvious

problem of attempting to estimate control totals where none exist, the

researcher attempting to utilize the data available from public sources

charges into a host of difficulties. The follovdng is a partial list of

practical and theoretical problems associated with the implementation of

models using already existing data drawn from various sources:

(1) Data collection is not consistent. Data available for Scotland varies

from those available for the rest of the United Kingdom in coverage, complete¬

ness, etc. Scottish employment totals as derived from the -cottish Digest

of Statistics simply did not exist in 1954. Later labour figures for Scotland

did not exist in the same detail as did earlier figures. The 1958 census of

production did not give a regional breakdown of gros3 output by industry.

The 1948 Standard Industrial Classification used in the 1954 census of
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production was subsequently changed for the 1965 census of production. The

size of the sampling "establishment" changed during the two census years, etc.

Even in cases in which the information was supposedly of the same type, the

statistic detail often differed. This w&3 most apparent in the labour

statistics available. A more covert problem i3 that of sampling techniques

used in surveys. Although this was not a major problem in this study, it

is a known fact that different techniques produce estimates with different

intrinsic biases. In some cases, surveys organized under the 3oae governmental

agency dealing with the sane economic phenomenon changed over time.

(2) The use of data interspatially and intertemporally has its own idiosyncrasies.
9

This is the controversy about cross-sectional data and time-series data.

Economists utilizing these two different types of information have to content

with a truly different task of interpretation. Variations in data caused by

long-run or short-run adjustments must be distinguished. The U3e of such

data indiscriminately may lead to the commonly termed problems of "mis-

specification in a model" or "errors in variables". If one could do the

proper economic interpretations to eliminate these questions, there still

exists the deflation index problem. That is, inputs, outputs, and other

magnitudes presented in "current pounds" must be weighted by some implicit

deflators to be reduced to comparable terms. The "perfect index" does not

exist, leaving the researcher in an understandable quandary as to which

deflator to use.

9
Johnston, J., Econometric Methods. New York, KcGraw-Hill Book Co.,

1965.
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(3) As was alluded to earlier, the determination of regional structure is

very difficult. The smaller the area, generally, the less directly usable

and/or available the data. The less usable the data, the ore difficult the

estimation of structure becomes. Moreover, the adjustment of national data

to fit a region, is not quickly or easily achieved. This problem was in

many ways the most difficult ex-crienced in this study, ihile in cost cases

an attempt was made to estimate regional data from already existing national

statistics, occasionally even more heroic assumptions had to be made.

However, the researcher will refrain further consent upon this issue at this

stage since each regional estimate in the analysis is couched in explanations

of accuracy and appropriateness,

(4) A ronearcher attempting to use data from one or nore government agencies

or other official statistical sources oust confront the problem of data

classification schemes. As cases in point, labour figures drawn from the

statistical Abstracts often differed significantly from those drawn from the

Scottish digests; export figures drawn from Hone Office publications

differed from those ublished by the United Motions, etc. In essence, basic

data availability is limited because of a lack of even the most elementary

standardisation• Even in input-output research where the chief source of

statistical deta remains the Board of Trade, the researcher often has to be

very adroit to co-ordinate data figures into a useful framework.

One can now understand why input-output analysis is advocated as a

preferable technique for regional analysis, Irrut-o; tout handles the composite

of all the problems nertioned at least as well aa any alternative, and often
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Sconoaic interdependence la automatically accounted for in such a general

equilibrium modelt the overall effects of, say, an exogenous fiscal activity

of the government or an internal structural alteration in the economy can

easily be traced. The framework of an input-output model can account for

mutually consistent price and quantity changes throughout the economy.

Second, there exists an enormous reservoir of iapleaentable data that can be

applied to input-output frameworks. Moreover, given that the models are

developed upon consistent classification schemes, on input-output study provides

new data for other ty cs of research. That is, the results of fact-finding

in this field tend to be cumulative. Third, input-output is a consistent

framework for handling very large sets of data. Fourth, the principal

advantage is that input-output analysis is isplementabl© now for the purpose

of meaningful research.

IM gaflste

The structural development of the Scottish models is, in part, based

upon the two classic methods of regional and interregional model conetraction.

These models, formulated by Isard and Leontief, will be discussed in light

of their potentialities for empirical application, and for their ready

conversion to linear programming models,

Before proceeding directly to the models, a few salient ideas should

be brought foraard. Production processes are accompanied by intertemporal

and interspatial tramformations. While most regional models emphasize the

spatial elements, an understanding of tine similarities and differences
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between time and space as dimensions additional to those where production

and consumption are usually described is necessary for a complete grasp

of the models to follow. The Isard time structure, for instance, defines

production in terms of kinds, magnitudes and durabilities of capital goods

used; likewise, spatial structures are identified with such production

processes in terms of magnitudes and directions of transport inputs.^®
Corresponding to consumers' time preference for goods, a space preference

may be identified. The "price" mechanism of time is the interest rate; the

"price" mechanism of space is the transport rate. Frequently, the spatial

and temporal variables are analytically intertwined, and what appears to be

a spatial aspect is more genuinely a temporal aspect. For example, if the

transport rate were actually sero, there could still exist a spatial preference

for goods in one spot over some other, by virtue of the time required to

transport goods. The desire to locate near customers nay be enhanced by the

need to serve them quickly, as in the case of the product sold being highly

perishable.

A very important difference between time and space, or, rather, the

analytical description of time and space is, often, continuity. Time is thought

of as a continuous variable. Interest can be thought to be an instantaneous

phenomenon, compounded continuously through time. Production functions

associated with time arguments are usually assumed to be smooth, well-behaved,

differentiable functions. The same cannot be claimed about many spatial

models; it is not totally accidental that linear programming was so closely

Isnrd, '/alter, Location and 3race Economy. Hew York, K.I.T. Press, John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1956.
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linked in its origin to the transportation problems. The very basis for the

existence of much spatial analysis is the explanation of discrete occurences

and their economic interactions, Isard refers to the substitution between

transportation inputs and other in uts, but also indicates that frequently

marginal movements toward some point have no "marginal productivity": either

a discrete shift is made or no movement is made,** With these ideas about

spatial and temporal transformations kept in mind, one can view the following

models with a better sensitivity to the economics .involved,

XtS. ^2£&2§l -e^o"^ Zs£$l

The simplest input-output model that contains spatial elements has been
12 13

empirically studied by Moore end Peterson and Isard and Kuenne , A

national-type model is abstracted into a single-rogion model with other

regions exogenous. If this model is constructed, it presents the same

conceptual roblems that are found in a national input—output model, with the

added complications of deriving regional coefficients from poorly defined data.

As a practical consideration, the necessary regional coefficients have

been estimated by altering the elements of the national technical coefficient

matrix (hence denoted by A), Suppose a^, a direct technical coefficient
of the national matrix A is the amount of coal used to produce a kilowatt

11
Ibid.

12
Moore and Peterson, op, cit,

13
Isard, Walter and Kuenne, Robert, "The Impact of :teel upon the Greater
Hew York - Philadelphia Industrial Region", Mftyy pf SqpJMFto £P&
:tati3tica. XXXV, Mo, 4 (November 1953), pp. 209 - 301.
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hour of electric power nationally. If the region under surveillance used

more hydroelectric power than the nation as a whole, the national coefficients

should be appropriately adjusted to be representative of this region. If

one knew that the regional electric power industry used only one-fourth the

national average input of coal, this adjustment could be easily made:

define bg^ = .25 which when applied to agg trill yield the regional
requirement of coal for a kilowatt hour of regional electric power. If

one's knowledge were complete, one could supply such adjustments to each

term in the national matrix in order to derive a regional requirement technical

coefficient matrix A where each term

aij = aij # bij

Total regional requirements would be defined for any bill of final demands

of the region as follows:

(I - I) (x) = (Y)

where:

(A) is the derived technical regional requirements
of industries in the region;

(X) is a vector of regional requirements (not outputs)
for the region; and

(¥) is a vector of outputs on final demand accounts
for the same region.

When one i3 analysing a region, the choice of classification for

imported goods can affect the "apparent" results of economic variables such

as outputs and regional requirements. To show how this can occur, the

concepts of "competitive" and "non-competitive" imports are discussed.
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"Competitive" imports in the national input-output model are goods similar

(that is, substitutable in the production process) to goods produced domestically.

"Hon-competitive" imports, as inputs into the national sectors that cannot

be domestically substituted for, are found in the import row (and can be

treated as external to the matrix in the same manner as primary inputs such

&3 labour are external). If, for example, natural and synthetic rubber were

treated as separate products, the latter being domestically produced, the

natural rubber input would be external to the (I - A) matrix and the synthetic

rubber input internal to it. A bill of goods (a final demand vector) applied

in an input-output model of this type will not, therefore, yield a gross

domestic output term in the X vector for natural rubber. Effectively, this

tern for natural rubber is zero.

Suppose one used a classification of industrial structure which did not

make a distinction between natural and synthetic rubbers imports of natural

rubber would be allocated from the import row to the synthetic rubber industry

as an input, with each industry's output now revealing the distribution of

it3 own output and natural rubber imports to all sectors in the economy.

The X vector, which has the solution for some Y vector, would contain a value

for input of the rubber industry representing the requirements of all rubber,

not only domestically produced rubber. The total requirements figure would

overstate the response of the domestic industry to the bill of goods by the

produced import requirements for natural rubber. If one were concerned with

the output implications of the domestic industry, the imports of natural

rubber would have to be removed from the output vector for the synthetic

rubber industry. If the imports were small in relation to the output and/or



most imported goods are non-competitive, imports would be a minor distortion

in the 3tudy.

However, when one examines a region, it is unlikely that the regional

economy is either relatively closed or that the relative amount of non¬

competitive importation is great. Frequently, the purpose of the analysis

is to derive the impact of a change in regional final demands upon the

requirements of regional outputs, not local industrial requirements• C-ne

could adjust regional technical coefficients for this purpose by defining

a diagonal matrix which specified the proportion of the requirements for

each industry that is derived from output produced within the region. That

is, the A matrix of regional technical coefficients would have to be pre-

multiplied by a diagonal matrix (m) reflecting the amount of imports needed

for production to produce a new matrix A' with each of its terms depicting

the input requirements of the regionally produced goods into regionally

produced goods,

,A.
This 'MJ matrix adjustment could be made in an iterative solution by

multiplying the "round" requirements by ($.), This method is probably

particularly appropriate when there are strong rigidities in the local

supplies of goods. If, for example, the requirements for inputs fall

slowly round by round, perhaps a larger percentage of them will be sought
A

from outside the region, and the value of applied to the requirements of

later rounds may increase correspondingly. First, it should be noted that

the "rounds" method does not imply a realistic dynamic adjustment process

of the economy. The second danger is that the "rounds" method permits the

economist to juggle his results to bring about his a priori solution of X,
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the regional outputs. To avoid this, sector-by-sector studies of capacity

limitations in the regions used for the analysis are necessary.

Using the (X) matrix of input requirements of regionally produced goods

into regionally produced goods, one can obtain the following relationships

(I - I) X = Y

where

Y is a vector of final demands and

X is a vector of outputs of the region

Through an estimation of tho gross output necessary to satisfy the regions

final bill of goods and the above regional output calculation, one can derive

the regional import requirements necessary to support that bill of goods.

Whether the final result is achieved through a set of correction

coefficients to remove the import requirements for production, or through

a separate trading production matrix, the outcome is the same. However,

there are certain spatial considerations implied in this type of regional

model. First, the regional model ha3 "frozen" the spatial structure of tho

region in a technological sense. The region is assumed to increase and

decrease flows proportionally in all outputs for changes in final demands.

From the two given supply areas, the region and the rest of the world, come

unchanging proportional responses to the region's requirements. One must

explore the factual justification of the assumption of constant supply areas,

especially for incremental bills of goods with more than marginal significance.

Second, the model neglects the feedbacks of its impacts upon other

regions to itself, that is, it is a strictly regional rather than an
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interregional ;uodel. The larger the region relative to the rest of the world,

the greater the absolute amounts of outputs involved in this feedback mechanism.

Therefore, the "partial" nature of this spatial framework robs Hie analysis

of comprehensiveness possessed by a more closed system.

Third, and allied to the second criticism, is the inability of the

model to yield impacts upon regional gross outputs of changes in the bill

of goods of other regions. The implications for the region of a change in

the rest of the world's output on filial account is not reflected in such a

model. Once again the lack of an interregional dimension restricts the

usefulness of the model#

The second and third deficiencies of the "derived" rsodel must be

remedied if input-output is to be viable. Leontief'a intranational, model
14

makes a frontal attack upon the second criticism. The keystone of this

Leontief model is the vertical definition of regions with the analytical

line© of liaison running from larger to smaller. At any given level of

region-nice, the interaction among all such regions is ignored in favour

of studying the relations of such regions with larger and smaller regions#

For this region, Leontief terms the model "Intranational" to distinguish

it from a true interregional nodal.

If one assumes that the export-import sector of a national input-output

raodol is a given 3©t of data, then there exist mutually exclusive regions

which exhaust the spatial extent of the nation. The n sectors of the national

model can be partitioned into two sets: (1) those with output wholly consumed
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within the regions of production (regional industries) and (2) those with

outputs which cross regional boundaries and whose demand-supply requirements

balance nationally (national industries).

In order to simplify the exposition, regional differences in industry

technology will be neglected. The national level of output requirements for

the n goods and industries is:

(I - A) X = Y

where

A is a separate matrix of the national technical coefficient
derived from the national flows;

X is a vector of total national outputs; and

Y is a given vector of final demands for the nation.

Each regional output vector yX can be subdivided into two segments:
the first subvector consists of h elements, representing local industry

outputs in that region, and the second subvector is the n-h elements of national

industry outputs of that region, Leontief assumes that the regional final

demand for local goods to be given. This will be denoted by Y. Also, the

regional output of national goods is considered a fixed proportion of the

national output of such goods:

A
X = R X
r

A
where R is a diagonal matrix relating the proportion of national outputs

attributed to each region, yX is the vector of national outputs produced in
region r and X is the vector of total national outputs for national industries.

By further differentiating the output and demand levels into either national

or local categories, the system can be solved accordingly, With n representing
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a national industry and 1 a local industry, the regional gross outputs can

be calculated as follows:

(I - (A) - (hn) (rYx) = (rh)
where is the matrix of input requirements of local sectors for local

output*, ia tha tutrixof local sector outputs used as Inputs for

national industries of that region.

It follows thatj

A - (I- V"' <rYl + "in (A Xn»

That is, the output of a region's local industries is a function of X ;

r^» a given datura; a given datum; and the technical structural
relations, also assumed to be known.

If there were a aeoond set of mutually exclusive regions, groups of

which were wholly contained in the first set of regions, and every subregion

were contained in one and only one region, one could repeat the above analysis

on a lower level with larger regions taking the place of the nation and the

subregions replacing the region in the above analysis. The resultant would

be national output levels, regional output levels, and subregional output

levels, and the subrogions would be assumed to provide the fixed percentages

of the regional outputs.

This model, therefor®, has dealt with the third criticism above by

allowing an interaction that can demonstrate a regional impact from an extra-

regional shock. An increased output of national goods, caused by a rise in

another region's final demand for region goods or from a rise in national
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final demand for national goods, has the same impact upon the regional

outputs of these goods no matter where the regional destination for final

use may be. The region of use for the final good is ignored in determining

the impact upon national goods production in a given region. Therefore,

thia model has obtained extraregional impact by accepting rigid supply

arena and ignoring areas of demand; that is, the precise impact upon a

region's output will be the same no matter where the changes in demand for

national goods originated.

However, in all fairness, the data available on the national level

are much better than those on lower levels. Therefore, this model contains

a nest efficient check for consistency by balancing all outputs and inputs

at the national level, then for the regional level, etc. In this way, the

model strikes a balance between theoretically desirable and empirically

implenentable characteristics. Finally, one could include households in

the model in order to close it nationally and regionally. This inclusion

would be done to capture the generation of income and its impact upon goods

requirements,

15
A completely interregional model has been developed by Isard.

This model does account for feedbacks of one region's impact upon another,

which in turn has an impact upon the original region, etc. The magnitudes

of these induced effects vary according to the source of economic change.

That is, final demand alterations in a distant area as compared with

alterations in a contiguous area may have differential impacts upon a region.
T5 ~~

Isard, Walter, "Interregional and Regional Input-Output Analysis: A
Kodel of a Space Economy", Review of :ccnon.lc.s and rtr.ttstlcs. rain,
Ho. 4 (November 1951), pp. 310 - 320.
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The generalised model consists of z regions which are horizontally-

structured constituents of an entire national matrix. In Leontief's

intranational model, all goods and services, once they crossed regional

boundaries, were homogeneous in the eyes of the user. Physically similar

goods and services, in this Isard model, are not the same commodities if

produced in different regions. Scottish wools would be treated differently

from English wools even though they originate from the same source.

Therefore, if the model possesses n industries and z regions, there are nz

intermediate input-output sectors over all regions. For the i good in

the economy produced in region r the following relationship is trues

V ^ \ ( n \ v — Y ^ — ^ ,••••••••,Z
r i " ^ Kvq*iyq- ryi j = 1,

where

is the gross output of good i in region r in value
termsj

in

a.. is the technical coefficient for the i commodity
J th

used by the j industry where the using industry is
located in region q and the supplying industry is
located in region rj and

is the final demand of region r for good i.

This framework can be seen as an expanded Leontief intranational

model, -hat is, if the good is considered a "local" good, the coefficients

rqaij = ® for r ^ Tiien if the commodity is a "national" type

rqfcjj ^ 0 for all r and q.
The use of such coefficients in Isard's model implies an inability

of industries to substitute physically similar but geographically differentiated
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goods. In return for this rigidity, the model permits a certain refinement

of the spatial structure of the economy that is not found in the Leontief

model. For example, the final bill of goods in Isard's model must be broken

down regionally for both "national" and "local" products (in the Leontief

model only a regional breakdown of local final demands is utilized in the

calculations). The spatial effects implied by a change in the final demand

for a national good will be a production change that is a "predetermined"

percentage of total output in the Leontief model, while it depends upon the

initial impetus in the Isard model.

It should be emphasized that the l3ard model's efficacy is stringently

dependent upon the stability of coefficients. The a,. coefficient must

reflect inherent meaningful interregional bonds, and not be purely descriptive

for a given point in time. Therefore, the model, at first appearance, has

to be restricted to analyses where the relative supply prices of the outputs

of the regions can be assumed to remain substantially unaltered. If this

were not the case, one would expect substitution in production methods,

particularly for large relative input price shifts.

However, this interpretation is not rigorously correct according to

the model because Isard ha3 already assumed fixed and constant production

coefficients. Therefore, it is not sufficient for just relative input

prices to remain comparatively stable. The additional condition necessary

i3 that there exist a fixed and constant pattern of supply areas linking

regional input requirements. That is, for an industry located in a region

there must be a constant resource utilization pattern among the regions. All

this implies that the model can be used to do economic analysis for small
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(marginal) changes in, say, final norlands over short periods of tine, and in

an economy where there is unutilised capacity (that is, unemployment)•

Otherwise, it is difficult to believe that the necessary stability of the

coefficients will exist.

The issue of the stability of coefficients is the other side of the

issue about the stability of interregional flows over time. A priori one

might expect that if supply prices are relatively stable, transport costs

associated with the commodities are high and/or where some commodity has

a characteristic that distinctively precludes its production in one or more

regions, then small-to-noderate alterations in the demand for such a good

in a particular region would not effectively disturb the already existing

supply patterns. However, whether supply patterns are relatively stable,

and whether this applies to many goods in the economy, are empirical

questions.*® It should be reiterated that it is difficult to believe that

highly disaggregated regional models, with each region being extremely open

tradewiae, can have stable coefficients and trade patterns over economic

cycles of business activity or even over any length of time. In addition,

in order to make this model operational, given the availability of data,

some simplification or rigidity in the structure of the regions is necessary.

£te teas iMal

In Isard's model, it was assumed that there existed a set of a,.
rq ij

coefficients which reflected differing technical requirements. If one

assumes that the outputs of sector i for any region are technically homogeneous,

*®
Moses, op. cit.
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one can derive a new coefficient a. . (the requirement of sector j located
9, ^3

in region q for input i). Given this latter type of coefficient, one could

derive Isard's coefficient as follows: = („an) .) whererq xj q ij rq xj

r<jti^ denotes the proportion that industry j located in region q requires
of product i that originally was produced in region r.

17
That model, devised by Moses, made the simplifying assumption that

pqt^ = rq*i for all j. That is, if an "importing" region imports more
than x per cent of the total coal it uses from a particular "exporting"

region, then each industry in the "importing" region will receive the same

z per cent of its inputs from that "exporting" region. This model, of course,

comes under the same type of indictment as the Isard model: What is the

stability of the regional technical and trade coefficients? This, again,

is an empirical issue. Another similar question to examine about this model

is the availability and reliability of data to determine the trade and

regional technical coefficients.

A brief recapitulation of the models already mentioned may be of

assistance now. All four models have been made "operational", a most

important feature if analysis i3 to be conducted, by introducing some degree

of rigidity into the theoretical structure. The choice of element which

was to be rigidified has differed. Leontief's spatial model is typified by

the assumption that total outputs of interregional goods (national goods)

are supplied in a fixed relative pattern independent of the region of final

use. Isard's models assume fixed sectoral supply channels or areas, Moses

assumed that regional supply areas are fixed.

17
Moses, op. cit.
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18
Leontiof and Strout devised a general equilibrium spatially different¬

iated input-output nodel, which yields interregional trade flows. It is

called the "gravity model". The implementation of this model requires only

a very United amount of data. A researcher need only have regional

technical coefficients, final demands for each region, and regional trade

coefficients. In the Scottish case none of the necessary statistics were

available necessitating the use of proxies for each required statistic#

If there are a regions and n commodities, the Leontief-3trout model

can be mathematically represented as follows:
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The notations used in the equations include the following:

. the regional input coefficient of industry j located in
region q for the input of commodity i

Xj the total output of commodity i in the economy

the amount of commodity i produced in region r

18
Leontief and Strout, Alan, "Kultiregional Input-Output A.nalyeia",
Inout-Qutout fleononies. Kew York, Oxford University Press, 1966,
Chapter 11, pp. 223 - 257.
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*"• ■nouatof «"■>«*»•1 »a<» * (»y <&>■
users - final and intermediate)

^X^ a trade flow of commodity i produced in region r and shipped
to region q

final demand of eonaodity i in region r

The first equation states that the total demands for each region

are equal to the sun of the intermediate industrial needs and the final

demands# The second equation denotes that the total production of commodity

i in region r is the sua of the uses for tho good in all regions# The

third equation defines the total demand for good i in region qu in terns

of regional flows. The fourth ia the ingenious gravity flows equations.

The multiplicative foro of this equation is such that interregional shipments

of each good are perfectly proportional to the production of the shipping

region and the consumption of the receiving region, and inversely proportional

to the total amount of the commodity produced in the economy. The constants,

1, are coefficients that reflect trade conditions, such as costs of shipping.

The model is completed by substituting equations (4) into (3) and (2)
to yield:

* f- ( x ) ( cl ) " 0
(5) . rol^Wl' W + ^ 1. .

h r='

(6) oiXl - Q-/-1 tl (roXl' Wl' + mXl

Equations (1), (5) and (6) are now a soluble system of 3m unknowns and

qq^'i
i s 1
tj 3 1

,,n
,,a



3amequations.Withthetradecoefficients,regionalfinaldemandsand

technicalstructuregiven,onecoulddiscoverthetotalofeachcommodity

producedineachregion(̂X^),thetotalconsumedineachregion(̂X^),

andthetotalproducedandconsumedineachregionC^),

Thenodelisnowoperationalinthetechnicalsonso,butasyetthere

hasnotbeenaconsistentsetofroginaldataavailabletotootthemodel#

Thus,eventhoughthedatarequirementsareminimirelativetotheprevious

models»thenodelsuffersfromageneralpaucityofrelevantdata.The

principaladvantagesofthemodelwillnowbeviewed.Asalreadymentioned,

Uniteddataarerequired.Interregionalflowsaregeneratedwithout

explicitlyobservingthen.Thephenomenonof
cross-haulingispermitted.

iteaaE

Tothispoint,themodelshavenotbeenoptimisinganything#Utility

functionsofconsumersorproductionfunctionsofproducershavenotexplicitly

beenintroducedinsuchawayastoporedteconomicoptimization.Ifone

usesalinearprogramingmodelforoptimizationofson®specifiedobjective

function,thereareobviouscandidatesforomitteditemsofpastmodelsthat

shouldnowbeincluded.Thespatialanalysisnightcallfortheincorporation

ofcapacityconstraintsforregionalsectorsandpriu&ryfactors,thedefinitioi

ofregionalbillsofgoodsasrequirementsand,thenseektominimizethe

transportcostsofthesebillsofgoods.Thisstyleofprograminghassome

inherentweaknesses:themodelcallsforthesolutionofa
sub-optimisation

problemoftheeoononiesysten,which,inessence,nayomitimportant

dimensions#However,ifoneattemptstooonstructanodelwithnore

sophisticatedfeatures#onediscoversthebasicproblemsoflinearprogramming

-u-
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aosoelated with systems analysis: and inability to cope with problems of

demand. In particular, one oust specify such data as prices of outputs and

transportation rates. These data should be variables of the solution rather

than a priori parameters. In such a model, given capacity and fundamental

resource restrictions and any set of consistent final goods prices, the linear

programing techniques permit one to define an efficiency frontier of activity

levels for each region by maximizing the value of final goods. In a dual

solution, primary factor prices emerge for a competitive, profit maximizing
11

economy. The real problem of this type of model is its lad: of operation-

alisn. It is exceedingly difficult to Implement because of its immense data

requirementa.

£saslaalaa

A brief restatement might be apropos at this juncture in order to present

an overview of what lias transpired* First, the alternative approaches to

regional and interregional analysis were discussed. The four most widely

used methods wore described: pure location analysis, impact analysis, and

mathematical optimisation analysis. The discussion roceeded to outline the

general difficulties and problems generally confronted by this type of study.

Two principal categories of problems emerged: (1) those associated with the

theoretical construction of models and (?.) those associated with practical

implementation of the models. Implicitly, the assumption underlying the

analysis is that one •uses a systematic frainetrork - that is, a model - which

abstracts the important features one wishes to analyse without destroying

the reality content of the analysis. On this basis input-output analysis
*9 Saauelson, Paul A., Solow, Robert H., and Dorfnan, Robert, linear

fffomPRfcW. *vA York, EcGraw-Hill Book Co., 1958.
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waa suggested to be the moat auspicious method of regional analysis. That

is, given theoretical and empirical considerations, input-output analysis

appears to be the beat operational and realistic method presently available.

However, even among input-output analyses, there are still existent choices

to be made. Mathematical optimisation generally should be rejected because

of its inherent data needs. The gravity model cannot be used for present

nultirogional, economic analysis because the data simply does not exist.

The data problems, though ever present, are leas demanding in the Leontiof

intranational model than in any other of the others mentioned. One can

conclude, therefore, that the intranational national model is probably the

most desirable type available nov. It is to the development of a quasi-

intranntional model that the thesis now turns.



CHAPTER FIVE

The Scottish Model; kn Exercise in .s&azlatj.Qa

The development of the field of regional science has been a manifestation

of the need for considering ths growth processes of regions, as veil as

that of nations in general. However, the sheer fact that economists have

begun to consider the importance of developing policies tailored to reduce

regional differentials in income, employment and growth, has only marked

the beginning of what promises to be a very rewarding area of economic

analysis. Unfortunately, the economist venturing into this area of research

is often confronted with an immediate quandary. On the one hand he frequently

experiences a dearth of regional accounting statistics forbidding analysis,

or else, he must remain content to pursue a less than "ideal" method and

scope of research. More so than in any other field of economic analysis,

regional research methods tend to become involuntarily classified into

either "operational" or strictly "theoretical" models depending upon the

data constraints experienced.

The data question has been the most challenging, and frustrating,

problem faced by British economists wishing to pursue the various avenues of

regional analysis. The glaring paucity of regional accounting statistics has

resulted in major areas of regional research being completely neglected.

Regional input-output and interregional trade models fall info this category.

With the notable exception of the Welsh input-output study,* this type of model

1
Kevin, E. T., (editor), The Social Accounts of the Welsh Economy* 1948-56,
Welsh Economic Studies No. 2, University of Wales Press, 1957
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mmaa to have been relegated to the rolo of being a presently inoperable

model of analysis. The main purpose of this chapter will be to examine the

rationale and uses of the regional input-output model, after which an attempt

will be made to suggest a viable method of formulating a Scottish model

given the regional statistic summaries arising out of th© 1963 census of

production. The next section of this chapter will deal with the formulation

of a hypothetical simulated Scottish model based upon regional statistical

materials presently available. It should be stressed at the cutset that

even though every attempt was made to ferret out the regional statistics

deemed relevant to the statistical needs of tee model, the voracious data

consuming propensities of the models developed often necessitated an

expedient use of behavioural assumptions. The models to be developed,

therefore, should be evaluated in the light of their qualifying assumptions.

While this study say make a modest contribution to th© field of regional

accounting, it is not its main intention. Rather, emphasis will lie upon

the development and implementation of research methods appropriate to

regional analysis, I Sore particularly, an effort will be made to suggest

ways in which input-output can be used as an effective tool of regional

analysis. Unfortuxsately, not unlike other attempts to carry out research

in this area, the following analysis has been beset by a number of problems.

In attempting to further the operational and analytic intentions of the

developed models, it has often been necessary to assume problems away,

calculate and use "derived" statistics, and draw fro® statistical sources

whose strict comparability could not be guaranteed. Ho ever, in an attempt

to bridge th© gap between theoretical and Durational regional models, it
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was inevitable that a number of expedients would have to be used in order

to facilitate analysis.

Despite their obvious weataiesses, it is hoped that these models will

illustrate how "derived" regional models can assist in identifying structural

changes, facilitate the calculation of regional growth rates, and assist in

considering the implications and significance of regional multiplier analysis.

Through the co-ordination of these three analyses, it should be possible to

explore the extent to which regional development models can contribute to

a location theory which goes beyond the classical theory of profit maximization

for the firm towards a more general theory of the spatial distribution of

economic activity.

The final section of the chapter will witness the development of a

hypothetical trading model for Scotland, This model will be intranational-

multiregional in 3cope, and will be capable of being closed on various

accounts in order to generate total flows, and iterated in order to examine

growth processes. Again, it should be emphasized that no single model, this

one notwithstanding, can illuminate all of the significant aspects of a

phenomenon as complex as regional economic development. The relatively

simple model present here will thus, in many respects, fall short of

encompassing all of the complexities and dynamism of the regional development

process. The models will, however, attempt to extend the conventional

regional interindustry models, through a comparative static approach, to

emphasize the economic implications of structural change on a regional economy.

In addition, the development of the interregional model will permit an

examination of externality effects brought about through the alteration of
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eertsin critical environmental relationships both within and outside the

regional nodel.

23a laaateaai saksm. sia jagteaHMmia&mia,M
The structural characteristics of a regional economy could be presented

by the conventional interindustry model audi as that shown in Table X, The

region, in this case Scotland, usually repressor.to a defined political unit

but other methods of regional delineation could be used. Although the

region is often considered as an open substructure of a larger national

economy, any indirect feedback effects upon the region resulting from development

impulses originating within the region are usually ignored. In effect, the

regional economy is assumed to exhibit the same stability conditions that

characterise the national model.

Referring to Table I, economic activity in the region is measured by

the entries that show the distribution of outputs or salea by each sector

across its rove and the distribution of inputs or purchases by each sector

down the columns. The subscripts in Table I refer to variable parameters

of dimension, and not to fixed or-or constraints. Totals are shown at the

end of the row® and eolusne. Expenditure impulses originating in the final

demand sector are the final result© of purchase decisions by consumers,

investors, and government agencies,

Entries in the household final demand column show how consumers, using

their incomes, savings, and credit, make purchases of goods and 3@rrJ.ces

and consume inputs from the other sector®. Similarly, the entries in the

government colxjusn indicate how regional governmental authorities expend

their tax and other revenue in order to provide government services and
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social overhead capital required by households and businesses in the region.

The capital foraation column entries list all of the purchases of inputs

that go into investment in new physical capital within the region.

In order to deliver goods and services to these ultimate consumers,

producers in the Intermediate sectors must purchase inputs as shown in the

column for each sector, reducers purchase inputs both from other intermediate

producers (in the endogenous sectors) and from households and governments.

Purchases from households of labour and management services result in personal

income to households, and payments of taxes to governments by each sector

can bo thought of as payments for government cervices.

Total income paid to households, as shown in the personal income row,

permits consumers to sake purchases, whose size and composition are shown

in the household column. Tax payments to the central government, measured

in the governments receipts row, provide the basis for government expenditures,

m distributed in the government column. Household savings, income less

expenditure, provide funds for investment, as shown in the capital formation

column. Except for the entries in the capital formation column, which record

all investment activity, all entries represent transactions on current account.

Because the regional economy la an o en one having trade relationships

with other regions, imports are usually important sources of inputs. Thus,

all expenditures in and payments to other regions for goods, services, and

imports from abroad are included in the import® row. Similarly, all sales

and receipts from other regions for goods and services, and sale® abroad

are indicated in the exports column for each sector.

For purposes of analysis and projection, the transaction entries in

Table I can be extended in the various conventional waya. As a first step,
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th© column ©oil entries in Table I can be divided through by the coluran

totals in order to obtain input coefficients apacifying the percent of

total inputs into each sector named at the top of the column contributed

by each supplying sector named in each row. This easily obtained transformation

has the advantage that sector input coefficients, when multiplied by the

actual and projected activity level for that column will indicate that actual

pound magnitude of inputs directly repaired for each sector of the regional

economy#

A more powerful analytic device can bo obtained in the form of an

inverse matrix of the regional input coefficients# The regional matrix

inverse is identical to the inverse of the national economy in that it

represents a generalized solution to the system of simultaneous linear

equations representing the regional economy. This inverse# when multiplied

by any actual or projected changes in the final demand sector, yields

estimates of the total direct and indirect outputs re paired from every

regional activity in order to support the proposed bill of final demand.

In order to permit focussing attention upon important policy variables

(income# public expenditure, and environmental factors), a set of simple

regional social accounts can be derived directly from the final demand and

value added rows and columns.

Regional, ."rowth and leveloraent

Although the proposed model is a static one, it car be used to

illustrate the process of regional growth and development. For the purposes

of analysis it is helpful to break down the artificially complex process of

economic development into processes of income generation, economic growth,
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and atructtiral change* ^aoh of these can be illustrated in Table I,

First, in order to focus upon the process of income generation, one

can assume a static regional economy with a specified industrial structure.

As has already been indicated, the activity level of each industry can be

determined by the expenditure decisions and by the demand for exports by

purchasers from outside the region. In order to make delivery to purchasers,

regional producers must purchase inputs of materials and services, including

purchases of labour and management aervioes fro® regional households. The

resulting payments to regions could then be illustrated as regional personal

income in the value added sector.

Since the level of per capita personal income that an economy can

produce ia generally regard®! as the single most valid indicator of efficiency

and performance, the entries in the personal income row assume a critical

importance in the regional model. In Table I, these entries have the advantage

of indicating, sector by sector, the relative importance of various activities

as generators of inoomo within the region. It ia only necessary to read

across this row to determine the immediate sources of personal income within

the region in the base period. For moat regions, tfsgea and salaries will be

the scat important category of personal income. With the addition of other

data, such as employment by industry, usually used in conjunction with the

interindustry table but not necessarily included in it, it is easily possible

to reduce the personal income or wage and salary figures to a per employee

basis in order to indicate the comparative mm level of annual earnings in

each industry of the regional economy.

The important factor to be noted is that the level of personal income

in the region, as shown by the entries in the personal income row, depends
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upon the activity levels of each sector of the regional economy, which, in

tarn, depend upon the decisions by consumers, investors, and government

within and outside the region. When these exogenously determined expenditures

fall, because of national recession, or regional economic distress, or for

other reasons, regional personal income will decline, along with other

activity levels within the model. As expenditure impulses increase because

of exogenous factors within the region or nation, personal income and othor

values in the table rise,

ffftiffliw,,wuft JSflgRoata "mtft

Changes in activity levels discussed in the previous section are

important in the short run, especially a® they determine per capita personal

income. But of greater importance to the region over the long run are growth

and change® in the structure of the regional economy, Growth and structural

change result from investment in new plant and equipment# the absorption of

new technologies, the addition of industries to the region's economy, and a

number of similarly related activities. Within the regional economy investment

can take place by enlarging the capacity of existing firm or industries, or

by adding new activities. In terms of Table I, growth can be thought of m

increasing the capacity of any existing firms or industries, or the adding

of on© or more now sectors with the resulting augmented matrix implications.

The investment decision nay cos® from Investors within the region, or

outside it, or both. The type of economic growth easiest to visualise i® the

simple addition to the capacity of a plant within an industry already existing

within the region. This investment process has two effects} first, by

changing a capacity constraint it permits raising the maximum activity level

in that sector, and second, It creates a KeynesIan investment multiplier
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effect, B the new capacity la utilised, added labour (and other inputs)
are purchased, and aggregate regional personal income increase®.

The Kernesian investment multiplier effect resulting from capacity

changes may be considerably .ore complex than the simple capacity income

effect, depending upon the extent to which inputs are purchased in order to

construct the net? capacity cone from within the region. If all of these

are purchased from outside the region, the only new income generation to

occur in the region will be that in the expanded plant, plus any additional

income generated in regional activities supplying other added inputs to the

expanded plant. It is possible, however, that even if there wero a total

leakage outside the region of funds spent for the capital inputs required

by the expansion, one® the new capacity becomes operational, the new regional

demand for flow inputs required by the new productive capacity might trigger

investment in other regional activity through an accelerator process.

In Table I, the capacity expansion will be recorded in the capital

formation column during the period when the investment is taking place and

will a pear after its completion in the form of larger capacity in the

appropriate sector. During the investment process, if no regional inputs

are required, the only entry would bo that of imports. However, if regional

inputs are incorporated in the new capacity expansion, entries will appear

in other cells In the capital formation column.

In this event, activity levels of other regional sectors will rise, and

will generate additional income within the region during the investment

period through a K.eynosian multiplier effect. After the new capacity is

completed, regional construction activity levels and income will recede to

previous levels, except to the extent that now investment impulnes will
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appear, and flow Input requirements rise within th© region for providing

inputs to the new capacity.

T. us far, the discussion has boon in tors© of capacity expansion in

existing plant© or creation of net# plants in industries already rc resented

in the region and identified in the aodel. ©clonal growth can also occur

through fee establishment of a new industry or activity in the region.

Conceptually, this can bs thought of as the adding of a row and ooiuan to

the table, or it is perhaps sore easily visualised as th© insertion of the

a preprint© values in a row and column already in th© Gtodel but previously

Containing all seres.

As in th© previous discussion of the investment process, th©

introduction of the new capacity will first bo reflected in th© cardial

fcreation column, which registers purchases of inruts going into new plant

and equipment* Regional personal income will riso during the investment

period, unless all Investment inputs are imported into th© region. After

completion of the new plant and equipment, entries in the capital formation

column recede to previous levels except to th© extent that induced investment

occurs, hhen th© new plant and equipment go into operation, the structure

of the model will b© modified to record the new set of inputs to the new

column and th® distribution of outputs across th© new row.

To the ©xtont that th© new industry purchases inputs from other

regional induetriea and sells output to them, th© structure of the regional

economy will be expanded and changed. These changes should be reflected

in a revised version of Table I, recording th© now activity and its trade

relationships inside and outaid© of th© region. Structural change in th©

regional economy also occurs through tocknolopriccl charge, which can be
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refloctod la periodical retieion of input coefficients and the matrix of

inverse elements.

In suasaxy, regional economic charge can be visualised in terns of

fable I goj (1) growth, through Increasing the activity levels of existing

sectors of the regional economy, (2) development, through addition of new

sectors, and (3) technological transformation, through changes in the input

structure of activities.

.'sg-itarM raM

fhe developEsent of a regional table ouch aa that of fable I requires

all of the statistical material requisite in the construction of a national

input-output table, plus a more detailed treatment of tho exporting and

importing sectors. Since current statistical sources fail to supply figures

relating to detailed regional production out uta, any efforts aiaed at

pursuing the more sophisticated methods of regional interindustry analysis

are confronted with seemingly intractable problem of data availability.

In an attempt to circumvent the sore formidable problem which inevitably

arise, regional analysts arc often forced to adopt surrogate coefficients in

attempting to further their analyse®• fhe most coason statistical expedient

used has boon tho adoption of notional coefficients of production. Since

tlds expedient will probably romir a necessary condition of regional

analysis in tho near future, this section will attor.pt to formulate a method

of improving upon tho wholesale adoption of national parameters,
2

fhe method used will bo an adaption of the Cambridge HAS method

2
Cambridge, Department of Applied economies, "A Computable Kodel of Rconoalc
Growth", So. 1, in A Chipaan and Bell, London, 1962
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©f technical coefficient revision. The technique will seek to rid biases

arising within the "adapted" regional model due to differences in regional

input and output prices, differences in the respective degrees of fabrication,

as veil as inter-rogtonai difference in the technical coefficients arising

out of differences in composition of desaaad and industrial nix. The statistical

input ro-suirenenta, although considered is&ataal from the point of view of

nodel development, are still rather desaandlng given the current state of

regional accounting statistics. First, it will be assumed that a knowledge

of gross outputs, and intermediate outputs and inputs are available. Secondly,

it will be a su-Jied that a national base matrix exists. In the case of

Scotland, the Board of 'rade's national coefficient matrix could provide the

necessary base.

The first step in the construction of the regional coefficient matrix

would entail an adjustment arising out of price differences in the respective

industry outputs between Scotland and the United Kingioa, This operation

would be facilitated through the following series of nntrix multiplicationsi

» ps A p~^ (1)

where,

A represents the national technical ccefficient matrix,

p represents the inverse of a diagonal matrix of national prices,

ps represents a diagonal matrix reflecting Scottish prices,

A| represents the price-adjusted Scottish coefficient matrix,
1 denotes the first of an ordered series of subscripts representing

the successive itorations in the adjustment process.
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In calculating the productivity relatives of Table IV, Appendix III,

significant differences in the respective net output per worker averages

were witnessed. The second adjustment attempts to correct for any biases

arising out of this disparity. The adjustment has been termed the "degree

of fabrication" effect (value added per unit of output) and is remedied by

multiplying the columns of by elements of a vector "s". The adjustment

is assumed to operate uniformly down the respective columns. Thus, if

Scotland's output has come to absorb a greater or smaller ratio of intermediate

to rimary inputs in its fabrication, then the coefficients of the "r"

vector will be less or greater than unity respectively.

The third adjustment process attempts to correct for "substitution"

differences in the respective production processes. If, for example, Gotland

uses more coal as a fuel than do tho firms in the United Kingdom as a whole,

then this adjustment would inflate the Scottish coal output coefficients

while diminishing the other fuel coefficients. It is assumed that this

tendency proceeds in an even way along the rows of each vector. In effect,

the rice adjusted matrix is multiplied by a diagonal matrix of substitution

effects "r" which would include elements of greater than unity if the use of

a particular input were greater in Scotland than in the United Kingdom in

general} less than unity if the convorse were true.

Then, on the assumptions made,

.3 n* A3 /n— 1 /\ /, \
= r p A p s (2)

which is similar to the traditional " method except that regional differences,

rather than temporal changes, determine the coefficient adjustments.



The final problem remains one of simultaneously solving the above

equations for the multipliers r and s. One method of solution proceeds as

folio*®!

u * -cottiah intermediate output row totals

v » Scottish intermediate column vector totals

X* « Scotland's gross output vector

A1 Xi " u2 W

a T1 - "2 «

where / denotes the transpose of Aj and i denotes a unit vector. Noting again
that the subscripts refer to successive estimates, ordinarily ug and will
not be equal to both u and v simultaneously# To correct for difference

in either the estimated input totals, output totals* or both, an iterative

correction process followst

Then,

and

a A-t A A A-i n A
uu2 u2 - uu2 .2... ,5)

Hence,

u = u u~! ;,*2 hj (6)
a A a—1 , a / \

"j " ''"2 2 (7)
Which represents an improved estimate of the 3cottish coefficient matrix

adjusted for row totals, but not for column equilibrium conditions. This
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latter condition can be improved u on by substituting the row adjusted A
5

matrix derived in (?) into (4) followed by the appropriate multiplications
<"• *

of tho oolurana of ky Thus,

V„ « IX® A®' (8)

y\ -A A—1 .8/
v v, v = v v„ X. L
j j j i j

v = i X® (A® v v~1 y
(9)

and,

A4 = <10)
This process is repeated until tho iterative adjustments converge to the

desired limit. That is, until

.a .,s

a i n

and

X® A® i = v ^ vin n

Thus, given the interindustry input and output totals for Scotland,

the problem of nati nal coefficient adjustment reduces to the calculation of

rice relatives, and the solving for the r and s multiplier coefficients.

1though it would have been preferable to construct the Scottish coefficient

matrix through this method, the inavailability of the necessary output and

in-ut totals necessitated another method of model simulation.
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A Simulated Froduetion-T rading I'odel

Any researcher desiring to analyse the structural and multiplier

implications arising out of the inherent interdependence of the regions of

the British economy is met with a deluge of seemingly intractable problems.

Lacking sufficient information to formulate a "true" regional table, the

researcher must reconcile himself to either filling this void with arbitrarily

selected statistical input completely sterile of practical significance, or

else must endure the prodigious demands concomitant with attempting to

simulate realistic conditions of analysis. Rather than succumb to the

obvious pressures of expediency, the remaining sections of this chapter will

seek to develop a computable model of regional interdependence. The model

to be 'simulated" will be intranational-interregional in scope, with Scotland

and the rest of the United Kingdom representing the two integral component

parts•

It should be stressed at the outset that the only application of the

statistical model to be developed will be in Chapter Eight where it will be

used to test a multiplier model structured to consider the economies of

interdependence. Since the statistical input into the model will, in many

cases, be of a "derived" rather than of an "observed" nature, the credibility

of the results arrived at must be weighed against the assumptions which

underly their formulation. Uherever possible heuristic assumptions wore

made in attempting to integrate the available threads of statistical information.

Unfortunately, a number of the statistical proxies used remain crude approximations

of the parameters they purport to measure. It is hoped that these admonitions

will temper the reactions of the credulous, with the logic of the ensuing

sections serving to bridge the continuum between this extreme and these
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skeptics who look askance upon anything unconventional.

More definitively, the purpose of the model will he to illustrate how

production flow patterns bind the respective regions of a national economy

together. Since each region specializes in the production of those outputs

in which it has a natural or conditioned comparative advantage, the intra¬

national matrix of interregional flows becomes a network of regional export

and import trading patterns. The dependence of any one region upon these

trading flow3 not only determines its eventual structural or industrial

composition, but also its economic growth performance. While it is axiomatic

that the industrial structure of any region determines, in large measure,

its relative rate of growth, the relationship between industrial composition

and the multiplier is not as obvious. The statistical material to be developed

in thi3 chapter will be subsequently used in analytically examining the

complex relationships between national, regional, interregional, and feedback

multipliers.

The Welsh Input-Output Table

The conceptual stimulus to the Scottish table was taken from the

interindustry study developed under the direction of Professor E, T. Kevin

of the University of ..'ales. The Welsh model provided the necessary informant ion

to pursue the type of matrix multiplier analysis deemed essential in developing

the Scottish production multipliers. Using the Cambridge conversion tables

to transform estimates of gross output and primary input into the same

commodity classification as the final demand sectors, the Welsh research team

solved their input and output equations in a manner somewhat analogous to the

previously developed adaption of the RAS model.
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The intermediate inputs into each Welsh industry -were estimated by

subtracting the primary inputs into each industry from the gross output of

the same industry. These inputs were then distributed throughout the input-

output matrix using the Stone inter-industry coefficients. Interindustry

outputs were estimated b subtracting Welsh final demands from Welsh gross

outputs. The subsequent distribution of outputs throughout the table was

facilitated through the use of the Stone inter-industry output coefficients

for the economy as a whole, Thi3 yielded a matrix which contained two

distributions, an input and output series of transaction flows. Differences

in the two flows were allocated to either an import or export sector depending

on whether the output was less than or exceeded the necessary input value.

The mathematical development of the model proceeded as folloxra.

After estimating the necessary statistical magnitudes, the national coefficient

matrix was assumed to provide the appropriate technological order of production.

After forming a vector a such that a was enual to Ai (A being the national
r r

coefficient matrix and i a unit vector), a bf vector was formed such that
. A

b . was equal to 1/a., Then, the B matrix was defined such that b A = B .
rx rx r r r

This matrix represented the distribution of intermediate outputs within the

Welsh economy. In arriving at a distribution of outputs produced in Wales

but distributed in the various commodity groups in the United Kingdom as a

whole, that is, an A matrix was formed such that A = "u 3 , with the
r r r

y\

typical elements of this matrix being The u in this last formulation

representing a diagonal matrix of total intermediate outputs. This, in effect,

completed the distribution of Welsh outputs within a 3ingle matrix.
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The distribution of intermediate in uto followed a similar natl-ematical
/

development. A vector aQ was formed such that the transpose a vector was
equal to the premultiplication of a national coefficient matrix by a transposed

unit vector:

✓ '
a « i A

In similar fashion, a b vector was formed ouch that b . = t/a . • Then,
C Cl Cl

a 3C matrix was calculated through a pootmultiplication of the national
coefficient matrix by the diagonal matrix of bQ multiplier coefficients,

A

Bc - Abo
Finally, a matrix A was developed through a scaling of the B matrix by a

c c

diagonal matrix of total intermediate inputs#

A

C C

This matrix showed how the total intermediate inputs used in Wales had been

purchased from the various commodity groups in the United Kingdom as a

whole. -lements within this matrix were labelled a„ . ,#
C.Xj

The trading matrices were subsequently filled in depending on whether

sr ij "2^- ac ij* ar ij ^ ac ij tll0n alss waa considered a net
exporter, supplying output to the root of the United Kingdom. Conversely

if a .4 <T* a .. Wale's out uts were deemed to be less than her inputsr.ij ^ c.ij

resulting in the need for imported inputs#

Although the development of this model required a rather restrictive
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assumption concerning the satisfaction of Welsh final demands, the development

of the Scottish model along these operational and theoretical lines would

have been preferred to the Kodel actually developed. However, an inability

to calculate the total intermediate outputs and inputs with the precision

exercised in the Welsh study dictated the adoption of a similar methodological

approach using differently estimated control totals.

The MSl

The model is to be developed in quadrant form with Scotland and the
3

"rest of the nation" depicting two production units, with the remaining two

sub-matrices exhibiting the coefficients inter-relating the two major sectors.

Again, attention will be fccussed upon the manufacturing sector alone.

Viewed schematically, the model will appear as a four quadrant matrix with

two production sectors, and A^,u^, and two trading-production 3ubaatrices,
_s ,uk uk,s
xij ^ Tij *

AS,S jB.Uk

Tuh»s ,uk,ukA

S 3
The sub-matrix will denote the intraregional production flows taking

place within the structural confines of the Scottish industrial sector, with

the A^.' sub-matrix representing similar floors taking place within the
"rest of the nation". The ordering of the superscripts will, in all cases,

3
Henceforth in the discussion of the intranational-interrcgional production
model, "the rest of the nation" will be superscripted "uk" and referred
to synonymously as "the rest of the United Kingdom" or merely "the other
region".
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represent the direction of the production-trading flows, with the first

superscript denoting the area of production, and the latter the region of

product destination. Descriptively speaking, the two trading-production

sub-matrices can be viewed either as exporting or importing sectors depending

upon the region being considered.

Superficially this 3patial specification anpears to reflect that used

in the Leontief model,^ but in actual fact it is quite different, "/hereas

the Leontief model in question was seemingly content to calculate net trading

balances alone, this model will postulate complete dlscernability between

the various output flows thus relating trade, production, and consumption

in a more definitive manner. However, before the implications of this aspect

of the model are considered, at is probably prudent to examine the

development of the model through its successive steps.

Notation!

Aij

A*
id

square (120 x 120) matrix of national technical coefficients
of production,-'

AS,S
id

mS,uk
id

mUk»3
id

.uk,uk
"id

square (240 x 240) matrix of technical
input coefficients; augmented to include
trading matrices of technical coefficients
and partitioned to separate the respective
technical process of production.

id
a (120 x 120) matrix of technical coefficients representing
the intraregional flows of the Scottish economy^.

4

5

Leontief, Wassily, Studies in the Structure of the American Economy. Chapters
4 and 5, New York! Oxford University Press, 1953

Appendix II, Table II

A pendix III, Table II
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A.! - a (120 x 120) matrix of trading coefficients denoting
J product flows emanating from within the Scottish

industrial sector to he used within the production
sector of the "rest of the nation".'

Aukfuk _ Square (120 x 120) matrix of intraregional flows
within the "rest of the nation" economy.

A?f,S - square (120 x 120) matrix of trading coefficients
^ representing the import requirements needed by the

Scottish economy to satisfy its vector of final demands.
9

X. - column vector (120 x 1) of total national gross outputs^
of all industries as given in the Census of Production.

Y^ - column vector of national final demands.
X.. - square (120 x 120) matrix of national absorption
13 flows.1'

Yj, - column vectors of final demand, representing net changes
Y y in caPital stocks and inventory, exports, and householde* hg and government expenditure respectively.'2
/v. 13
r - a diagonal matrix of regional employment proportions.
y\ 14
p - diagonal matrix of productivity relatives.

cp - diagonal matrix representing Scotland's consumption-
expenditure relatives.

s - refers to vectors or matrices depicting purely Scottish
rather than national statistics.

^ - denotes diagonal matrices of appropriate ordering,

^
Appendix II, Table IV

8
Appendix II, Table IV

q
Appendix III, Table II

Appendix I, Table II
^

Appendix II, Table I
12

Appendix II, Table V
5
Appendix III, Table IV

14
Appendix III, Table IV
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The, nadssMsa AaaosMasa

The multi-regional intranational production model to bo developed

is assumed to be open and nationally balanced, Scotland, as a component

region, exhibits the capability of either distributing its output within

the interindustry network of the model, or of delivering directly to the

final demand sector. However, two critical constraints are placed upon

this marketing process. First, each industry within each region is assumed

to produce for two distinctly different consuming sectors; interindustry and

final demand. Secondly, the interindustry outputs are held to be distributed

throughout the absorption matrix in accordance with the technical conditions

of production.

The suggested differentiation between outputs is probably more realistic

than is intuitively obvi us. Manufacturing sectors, in actual fact, often

demand inputs in a different form or state of manufacture than is true of

final demand in general. As a case in point, industries requiring plastic

or textile materials in their production processes probably demand the input

in its raw rather than fully manufactured state. In both cases, however,

the output would bo emanating from the same production sectors. This

differentiation should not be confused with the Isard and Leontief methods

of classifying out uts on the basis of transportability since their technique

is used in determining possible export industries, whereas the present method

seeks to differentiate between outputs of already established trading

industries.
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In addition it vriLll be assumed that Pcottish-bosed industries 3upply

3cottiah Interinlustry markets, even though they may have to import all of

the repaired product in order to perform this function. This assumption

does not give rise to any conceptual problems in its application since all

import coefficients are regarded as multiplier leakages in the same manner

that a vector specification of imports would have a neutral initial multiplier

effect. Tills assumption has only been initiated for computational convenience.

Further, it will be assumed that Scottish industries supply Scottish

interindustry needs to the limits of their capacity and technological
15

constraints. This assumption is analogous to the Moore and Peterson

loeationol preference assumption except that its application has been restricted

to interindustry flows, /herever "excess of own requirement" interindustry

flows exist, they are doomed to be absorbed into the "other" region's

productive system rather than accumulate in inventories. In other words,

interindustry deliveries are either absorbed by one or other of the regions

or deliver d to a final demand sector. This assumption is only critical in

the case of Scotland since only the regional implication of the nulti lier

feedback effect is being considered. Although this assumption would not bo

accorded a very significant di .emion of importance if translated into

aggregate values, it is of considerable importance in the development of the

respective technologies of production.

The fourth, and most important, assumption relates directly to the

technological stiucture of production. Each region ia assumed to employ the

15
r.oore, F. T. and Peterson, J. "*<•, "'tegional Analysis: An Interindustry
Model of Utah", "yrjyy fflfl ■■ttaUsUWt XXXVII, Co. 4
(November, 1955)
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same teclinical conditions of production. The national technical coefficients

of production calculated in Chapter Three are assumed to dictate the production

behaviours of each region. This assumption has appeared ubiquitously in

almost every application of regional input-output and interregional trade
16 17 iq ■jo

analysis. Isard, Miller, Iloore and : eterson, and Nevin, to name but

a few, were all compelled to adopt national coefficients in some degree.

To have specified otherwise would have required the existence of an

official collection of regional data in a way not hitherto attempted in

Britain, The glaring paucity of regional data not only precluded any attempt

aimed at collecting or deriving the necessary information, but also offered

little encouragement of improvement in the near future. Although this

assumption is, admittedly, a 3erious point of contention, it is probably more

accurate in the British case than it would be in an American application. The

greater the degree of spatial dispersion in a particular industry's dispersion,

the more likely is the productive process to reflect uniquely regional

characteristics. Factors such as the relative size of the labour pool, the

proximity to sources of energy, the availability of natural resources, etc.,

are all forces determining the final specification of a regional industry's

production function. However, unlike the American case where each of the

above factors could significantly influence the respective regional production
rg 1 1 1 1

Inard Walter, Methods of Regional Analysis. Cambridge: M.I.T. Press, 1963
17
Killer, Ronald, "The Impact of the Aluminium Industry on the Pacific
Horthwest: A Regional Input-Out out Analysis", Review of Economics and
Statistics. XXXIX, Ho. 2 (May 1957)

18
op. cit.

^ Kevin S.T. (editor), The Social Accounts of the VJelsh Economy, 1948-56,
■doh Economic Studies Iio« 2. University of ,alo3 Freos, 1957
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functions, the prevailing conditions of resource distribution and the underlying

industrial structure of the British economy militates against the existence

of extremes in regional diversification. The regional dovelo ment policies

of the British government can also he viewed as a contributory factor

influencing the industrial strictures of regions, and thus, regional

production functions.

The degree of spatial resource distribution relevant to any one

Indus try is also likely to give rise to regional technical coefficient

deviations from national averages when differences in make-matrices result

because of the distribution. Crude industrial category classifications

have often resulted in nominally identical sectors exhibiting significantly

different production processes because of their differing product „ixes.

Firms exploiting their respective regional comparative advantages will

probably command different production processes unless they have a common

advantage. As a case in point, firms in the non-ferrous metal industry

probably specialize exclusively in the production of either aluminium, copper,

load, or brass, each of which requires a radically different technology.

Whereas this type of regional production function difference could quite

easily arise within the United States, it is not as likely to be the case

in Britain. Also, one of the beneficial spillovers of analysing a highly

disaggregated model, characterised by as much industry detail as possible,

is that industry product diversification tends to be minimised. In summary,

these points are not ©ant to convey an axiomatic justification of the

technical coefficient invariance assumption, but rather are intended to
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suggest that the dictates of circumstance could have been worse. In the

development of the formal model all of the assumptions could be operationally

and theoretically obviated if the necessary statistical inputs were available.

The Mathematical Formulae

The assumption of the geographical invariance in the technologies of

production produces the following definitional identity:

sf8 ™uk,s uk,uk Ts,uk _Aij + Tij = Aij + Tij " Aij

which states that each region employs the national technology using either

indigenously produced or imported inputs. The year 1963 was taken as the

base year in deriving the technical coefficients.

The first step in the development of the model required the calculation

of a 1963 Scottish absorption matrix. To facilitate this computation,

Scotland's 1963 gross output totals had to be estimated. Unlike 1954 where

the gross output figures were radily derivable from the Census of Production

reports, the comparable 1963 figures had yet to be published. In an effort

to maintain the same degree of industry detail a3 prevailed in the calculation

of the technical coefficients, the only feasible method of estimating the

gross output totals was to scale the national parameters to satisfy the

production and productivity characteristics of the Scottish manufacturing
20

sectors. The scaling technique adopted in the Moore and Peterson study was

deemed unsatisfactory since information arising out of and extraneous to the

20 . .

op. ext.
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1954 and 1950 census reports suggested that real regional productivity

differences did exist. Their technique had assumed that regional employment

proportions were indicative of regional output levels thus implicitly assuming

that regional productivity differences were non-existant. Using their

method, the Scottish gross output totals would have been estimated through

the following scaling process:

Xs = X

21
However, both the Gavin McCrone study and independent estimates of

22
net and gross output per person indicated that significant productivity

differentials existed in most industries. In attempting to integrate both

the employment and productivity factors into an effective scalar, the

following procedure was implemented:

Xs = r3 X p3

This operation yielded an estimated gross output vector for Scotland which,

in turn, supplied the essential data for the subsequent calculation of the

Scottish absorption matrices. From this statistical case, the Scottish

absorption matrices evolved through the following series of multiplications:

X^ = Aji,j = 1, 2, 120
g

The matrix represented, in effect, the amounts of interindustry flows

that Scotland was capable of producing given the technical and estimated

gross output constraints on production. The assumption relating to the

21
McCrone, Gavin, Scotland's Hconomic Progress. 1951-60. George Allen and

Unw.in Ltd., London, 1965
^

Appendix III, Table IV
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technical coefficient matrix dictated the distribution of interindustry

output throughout the matrix while the estimated gross output totals controlled

the size of the interindustry flows.

Scotland's Final Demand of Manufacturing Cutout

Ideally, Scotland's vector of manufacturing final demand should have

been developed through autonomous estimates of the various components of

that vector. Again, in an attempt to avoid sacrificing the very detail the

analysis had sought to preseiare, yet another scaling expedient had to be

adopted. Four factors were deemed to be of critical importance in the suggested

sealing operation. These factors were the relative size and consuming

propensity of the Scottish sector, net capital stock and inventory changes,
23

and exports.

Estimates of net carital appreciation and inventor:/ change were taken

directly from the individual census reports for 1963. The Scottish share

of the observed totals was assumed to be in direct proportion to Scotland's

contribution to the gross output totals of the respective industries, '."hile

this assumption may have given rise to various biasing effects, no a priori

evidence available refuted its applicability.

In calculating the export totals for the United Kingdom, and derivatively

Scotland, recourse was made to the export reports published by the Customs
24

and Excise Department of the Board of Trade. The items within the listed

export ledgers were allocated to the appropriate industries on the basis of

Appendix II, Table V
OA

Board of Trade, Annual statement of ''rade of the United Kin dom. 1963.
H.M.S.O., 1965
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the classification oysters used throughout the thesis. The Scottish totals

were subsequently derived by scaling the national export vector by the

revicusly calculated diagonal matrix of production relatives. Implicit

in this procedure was the assumption that Scotland's industries had the same

propensity to export as was true of the national industries as a whole.

Again, to the researcher's knowledge, no available information suggested

otherwise.

The calculation of the remaining two components of final demand,

personal and governmental consumer expenditure# proved to be more problematic.

Although their combined total could be easily determined as a residual, some

rationale had to be developed to justify a system of regional distribution

of the said components. Working on the assumption that the government sought

to equalize per capita expenditures by region as a matter of political

sagacity, population became an obvious candidate for the scaling process.

Likewise, population was also an important determinant of household consumption.

In attempting to refine this, admittedly crude, personal consumption scaling

factor, estimates of porsor.nl consumption propensities by industrial groupings
25

were taken from McCrone's book on the Jcottish economy. This source gave

Scotland's relative expenditure per head figures for the major industrial

orders. By incorporating both the population and consumption factors into

the scaling process it became possible to esti:aate the Scottish vector of

final demand with about as much accuracy as the scaling process permits given

the crudity of the data.

The final demand scaling process in its successive steps proceeded as

25
op. cit.
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follows:

(1) Determination of national final demand,

AX + Y = X

Y = (I - A) X

(2) Estimation of Scotland's exports by industry,

rS Y = Y3
e e

(3) Estimation of Scotland's vector of net capital formation by
industry,

r3 Y, = I?k k

(4) Estimation of the Scottish vector of net inventory changes by
industry,

1
(5) Estimation of Scotland's personal and Governmental expenditure

by industry,

P° (I - I, - \ -Ij)cp3 = C3
(6) Pinal Summation of the individual components of final demand,

CS + Y^ + Y+ Y =YSI e k

Production-Trading Matrices

Up to this stage in the development of the Scottish model, separate

estimates have been made of Scotland's gross output, its distribution

through the absorption matrix, and of the individual components of Scotland's

final demands for British manufactured output. These sets of information

provide the keys to the eventual derivation of the production-trading sub-

matrices, To assist in understanding the following theoretical development

of the necessary sub-matrices it is perhaps wise to reiterate that an absorption
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matrix represents two distributions, an input and output distribution.

The Scottish economy through her normal processes of production

produces outputs for both the interindustry and final demand markets.

The distribution of the interindustry flows is dictated by the technical

conditions of production. The X®^ matrix represented what Scotland produced
and delivered to the interindustry sectors. As is true of any region,

Scotland produced more than she consumed in some industries (most notably

spirit distilling), and consumed more than she produced in other industries.

Through a comparison of tho interindustry outputs actually produced with those

required by Scotland to satisfy her final demands, some idea is gained about

what Scotland exported from and imported into her interindustry network.

By definition, the final demands of Scotland and the "rest of the

nation" sum to the total level of final demand for British manufactured

outputs

Y3 + Y3* « Y

Reasoning in a similar fashion, the gross outputs of Scotland and the

"rest of the nation" sum to the total level of gross output:

(i - A)"' Y = X

(I - A)'' Y3 = X3

(I - A)"' Y"* .
where

X1* + X3 = X

3 uk
If the X vector, and analogously the X vector, is distributed
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throughout an absorption matrix in conformity with the same technological

conditions, some idea is gained about the interindustry quantities capable

of being produced by the respective regions. Viewing the tvro resulting

absorption atrices from an output point of view, these transaction flows

could be called "production capability" flows.

The Scottish matrix would be developed through the following calculations:

Aj± Xs = Xy i,j = 1,2 ,120

Similarly, the "rest of the nation" absorption matrix would be developed

as follows:

Aj± X1* = X^ i,j-1,2, 120
From an input point of view the above absorption matrices reflect

those levels of inputs needed to satisfy the previously determined vectors

of gross outputs. However, if one considers the level of output needed to

satisfy the respective region's level of final demand, two additional

absorption matrices evolve:

ji ~ XiJ
and

AAji X Xij

where X^ and represent the absorption matrices necessary to facilitate
the production of output needed to satisfy the respective levels of final

demand. In effect, these absorption matrices represent "production requirement

flows" from the point of view of final demand satisfaction.
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Bqulpped .1th absorption matrices representing "production capabilities"

and "production requirements", the trading-production flow tables are then

derived from the residuals resulting from a subtraction of the two former

absorption tables. Since surplus interindustry outputs are deemed to be

exported and input reuirements in excess of indigenous production are deemed

to be imported, the positive elements in the rerjulting residuals matrix

become exported flows whereas negative elements become imported flows.

Expressed algebraically the residuals matrix is developed as follows;

Ys 7s _ ps
ij ~ ij " ij

g
where the R^. is the residuals matrix containing the trading-production
flows depending upon the sign of the contained elements.

Referring back to the conceptual ordering of the production flow

matrices, the positive elements of the residuals matrix become the component
s uk

elements of the sub-matrix while the negative elements become flow

elements in the xY^f'3 sub-matrix. The elements of the X?*3 and

sub-matrices are subsequently derived through the following series of matrix

subtractions:

*ij3 " xw "
and.

„uk,uk „uk vuk,s
xu = xu - xu

g g
where the X^J absorption matrix refers to interindustry flows produced
within the Scottish manufacturing matrix and remaining within that matrix,

X..J v depicting flows produced within the Icottish industrial matrix and
subse . ently delivered to the absorption matrix of the "rest of the nation"

economy. Identical reo.son.ing applies to the "rest of the nation" production

processes.
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The calculation of the four trading-production coefficient matrices,

As,s, AS,U^, ^uk,uk a^*3, evolves through the sane type of division

process as that which characterised the calculation of technical coefficients
S 3 Ullc # S

in Chapters Two and Three# Bach column element of the X^j and X^'
**3

absorption sub-matrices is divided by the appropriate element in the X
ulc uk

vector of gross output requirements. Similarly, each element of .*

s • ulc """uh*
and X®* sub-matrices is divided by the appropriate element of the X

vector of gross output requirements.

This chapter concludes the calculation of preparatory material necessary

to facilitate the analyses of the remaining three chapters. Although the

formulation of the hypothetical production-trading matrices does not provide

the panacea necessary for a rigorous development of actual interregional-

production models, it was felt that a model of realistic regional simulation

was to be preferred to a blatantly arbitrary technique of model specification.

While many of the statistics used can be convincingly justified in terms of

the precepts of regional accounting analysis, many of the resulting "derived"

statistics are obviously open to criticism. However, the alternative models

developed in Chapter Pour were obviously non-operational given the formidable

problems of data inavailability. One had either to consider the urobleras

intractable and defeating, or reconcile oneself to the need for adopting

parametric surrogates. The ground for criticism rests not with the statistical

accuracy of the individual transaction flows, but whether the model represents

a reasonable pretention of the interdependency coefficient linkages between

the two production sectors.
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The four previous chapters have witnessed the devolopaeat of theoretical

and empirical models relating to the United Kingdom and Scottish economies

respectively. In particular, considerable ©aphasia was focussod upon the

construction of absorption matrices for th© years 1954, 1954 deflated, and

for 1 >65* Farther, efforts were made to calculate or estimate the final

demand components and gross output totals for the United Kingdom and

cotland. Unlike former chapters with their emphasis on formulation and

construction, this chapter will seek to analyse the statistical results of
2

the previous chapters in light of the precepts of location base theory,
3

sector analysis, and national and regional growth theories in general#

Saphasis throughout will stress the consideration of factors influencing the

volume and composition of regional economic growth.

The fact that secular and cyclical forces dominate economic development

in the closely kr.it economy of the United Kingdom might suggest that one

could boat arrive at an understanding of Scotland's economic growth by directly

tracing to the region the lines along which national economic growth are

recorded. For example, between 1954 and 1963 employment for the nation as

0 whole increased by about 10: , or by .95 per year, while the real value

of national manufacturing output rose by 45$# or by 3.5® per year. It is

1
Appendix II, Table I

2
LSseh, August, .iffpnor^ca, ,of Few Haven: Yale University Kress,

1954

3
Hoover, Hdgar S., ,3m taftQttffl 9fc^1ar» Sow York: KcGraw-Hill

Book Co -pany, 1048
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conceivable that these rates of growth in essploytaent end output might have

been tho seat for every region and for every induetrial sector, in fact,

for ever;/ industry within every region. But, tho &h this would greatly simplify

the taste of regional analysis, regions have not grown so, any saore then

have industries. There have boon wide regional departures from the national

norm in both directions# To properly oxasidno the regional growth process,

therefor®, on® must explain then® departures.

Before one can begin to understand the historical process of growth

within Jectland, it is neces -ary to (t) relate eotland*s developtssnt to

tho dcvelo raont of the United Kingdom as a whole? (2) to "weight" its

growth in relative term, that is, in terms of departure fro® the national

norm; (3) to examine th© characteristics of its growth pat team? (4) to

evaluate its changing position with regard to its ability to hold and attract

labour and industries? and, in general, (5) to study how it reacts to changes

in national "parameters" that influence supply and deaand conditions for
4

aa,jor industries*

yftg,M&sml

The pat lorn of national economic growth and the forcec beixind it provide

th© logical starting point for regional analysis. In toe United Kington

growth in total output was determined, in large -aeasure, by tho growth in th©

inputs of roso rcee - labour, natural resources, and reproductible capital - that

went into the productive process, and by technological and organisation changes

that led to greater output from given levels of input, ifcrtlcal&rly laportent

^ This aspect of regional growth will be aaalyeed la Chapter Sight when tho
multiplier implications of national parameter charge will bo examined
In depth*
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were isaprcvoaents in knowledge, training, skills, etc., of the huaaa resource©.

The key data directly relevant to the national and Scottish levels

of economic growth were those of po illation changes, enploynent increases,

and output per nan-../ear levels, During the 1954 to 1963 period, population

growth was alroat trivial, increasing at only .50' per year while total

eraployiaent roso by a slightly nore impressive ,95 per year. Chaises in

output per mn-yo&r in the manufacturing sector aoounted to an Increase of

1.23 per year, These figures, in effect, provide partial explanations for

industrial growth rates arising out of change® in the total output per

worker as well as in the number of consumers.

Pros a regional point of view, these figures, while inter© ting, do not

shed any light on the national change-initiating factor® which have enabled

the growth of specific industries to cose to the forefront. Of these,

productivity (on the supply aide) and inooae elasticities of demand (on the

deoond side) have boon particularly important, A® the level of population

and per capita income increased, the desired composition of total output at

given relative price® changed, primarily became of differences in income

elasticities of demand for different oossaoditie®. hikewiae, technological

change, particularly in its influence upon productivity, prcceeded 'unevenly.

Because of this, the relative prices of different coassoditiOQ changed; with

the consequential changes in the output of industries in idiich technological

change had proceeded noat rapidly.

Since the force® which led to national growth did not affect the

eaands for all covajjoditloa to the ssrae degree, and sine® regions differed

widely in the cotapoaition of their output, such changes often stimulated
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raarked growth in some regions while leaving other regions little affected.

Changes in transportation costs, like changes in income elasticities

and productivity, also had a direct influence on the production and location

decisions of the individual industries and on their growth patterns. Firms

previously unable to consider Wales and Scotland in their location studies

were able to explore these possibilities because of the advances made in

transportation technology, cost efficiency, and improved services. In

addition, the migration of persons in response to income differentials, as

well as non-job-oriented movements, led to significant changes in the siae

of respective markets and in the supply of labour In the various regions.

These are but a few of the major forces making for differential rates

of change in the volume aspects of econor.dc growth during the period 1954 to

1965. They are so complex and interrelated that one cannot directly translate

the national parameters into specific regional growth effects. However, through

accounting techniques specifically tailored to compare the growth patterns

of Scotland against the national norm, it is possible to explore the differences

in the respective rates of growth. This will be done mainly in terms of

what night be called "share" and "shift" analysis,

SjtfBaa at Ska.Ma

The economy of Scotland can be usefully characterised in terms of the
5

shares of the United Kingdom which it contains or contributes. Through a

tracing of the changes in these shares, useful and important insights into

economic growth can be obtained. In addition to recording the quantitative

shares, qualitative depth can be provided by highlighting the unique or
W'"'
Appendix I, Table II
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spocialined elements, as oo .-spared to the ubiquitous conditions, la the aconoaie

structure of the two "regions" being considered# bqually important from

the qualitative standpoint are certain relationships among the shares which,

in an important setae, characterise tho growth patterns of the various

regions#

In general, it can be said of share analysis that; (t 5 it helps to

define the regions by relating them, quantitatively, and to some ©stent

qualitatively, to tho national totals and to each other? (2) it usefully

characterises the economic structure of the respective regions, again in

relative teres; (3) it highlights the extent to which various aspects of

growth .'ire uniform across the entire nation, or parts of it, and the extent

to which they involve shifts fron mm regions to others; and (4) helps to

characterise the relatively stable and lees stable elements in tho national

structure and is Hie structures of the individual regions#

However, vesioiml econoaic growth can only be properly understood

when all of tho Influences car. be clarified, r.eaaured, end explained# The

statistical technique that will be employed in analysing the behaviour of Hie

manufacturing Indus trim during tlio period will be an elaboration of the

"shift" method# It will be based upon the fact that shifts in total output

observed among the regions in relation to the national average are generated

by two distinct types of phenomena# ?h® resultant shifts will be said to be

initiated by either a "proportionality" or "differentiality" effect, or none

mixture of both.

The "protv^rtionalty" factor'"' represents the proportion of gross outrut
I 11 •11 "
bee Tables I, II, III, and 11 of thin cl^pter as well as Appendix I,
Table IV of the statistical appendix
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that each industry contributed to the national or regional manufacturing

gross output total, Shifts in this coefficient reflect either an increasing,

or decreasing, importance of each industry relative to the industrial structure
7of the region being analysed.

The differential coefficient is determined by ratioing the region's

respective proportional coefficients over the appropriate coefficient for

the nation as a whole. Ilet differential shifts are said to occur when the

region's relative proportional shifts are greater than those evident in the

national sector,

"Jpuipped with these descriptive tools, the task of analysing the two

industrial structures has just begun, Each descriptive statistic takes on

an added dimension of relevance if it is properly enveloped in a theory

which explains its origin and stimulus to change. The following section will

attempt to catalogue the general forces initiating changes, both proportional

and differential, in the manufacturing sector in general,

?ho "tinnlt to Manufacturing Growth Bel^-nvicmr

In 1063 manufacturing employed 3T' of the nation's labour force com ared

with 10,f"' for all of the resource categories - agriculture, mining, forestry,

and fisheries. !Tot only was it large, but it was as a whole a relatively

dpx-oaic, rapid-growth sector of the economy. Moreover, manufacturing had

been en- anding its share of total economic activity over a lengthy period of

time. The fact rs explaining this growth tendency are essentially the reverse

of those factors which could be used in explaining the resource sector's

declining performance. Several of the more important explanatory theorems

rc uire special attention,

joe footnote 6
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(1) The incoae elasticity of demand for nanufuctured products has, in

general, been considerably in excess of one, a is true in ..tost developed

and expanding economies, incrementa to income havo been increasingly devoted

to the sore highly processed goods, Favourable effects have also been

experienced in the price elasticity of demand* The manufacturing sector has

reaped onor.ouo gains in production and cost efficiency around the factory

system# which feeds its efficiency upon standardisation and volume* The

resource and service sectors, la contract, bav© attributes that linit the

application of this basic technique.

(2) There would seem to be greater opportunity for introducing

innovations and creating new products in the processing sectors of the

economy than in other sectors. The significance of this lies in the fact

that, in their initial stages of exploitation, new products tend to be rapid-

growth products. Thus, the innovating sector tends to be the raoat rapidly

expanding sector,

(3) Innovation® and new products in the manufacturing sector have

created a powerful influence that night be called sector substitution,

'.nxiufactusing has taken over numerous activities foraarly performed by

rosourco and service sectors. Synthetic products audi as rubber, for example,

have tended to expand manufacturing relative to the resource sectors*

(4) xports have played an Important role in the relative excursion

of mnufacturing. ith the depletion of natural rooourcoo, it has becoae

increasingly more profitable for the United Tingdoa to devote a greater

proportion of its energies to manufacturing and a declining proportion to

the resource and service sectors*
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Xn saaaary, significant long-terra trends in supply and desand have

increased the relative importonce of the manufacturing sector of the economy*

Thus, regions that have experienced a favourable access to the essential

inputs and sarkets for specialisation in manufacturing have gained, on the

whole relative to the regions lacking the asm© access characteristics. In

spite of the generally stimulating effect of manufacturing specialisation,

in somQ regions aonufacturing activities generated a differential tendency

tosmrta relative decline. In other regions, gains shown were far out of

proportion to the degree of manufacturing specialisation# These effects were

primarily due to significant interregional differential shifts in manufacturing

activity,

ifoMIMB. fM ^P9^^n^llty fMttti

Within any one region, changes in the proportion of gross output

contributed by any on® industry has been called the "proportionality effect,"

Given any industrial structure, change© in the relative importance of industries

within that industrial structure through time can often be attributed to five

basic causes,

(t) income elasticity is important at this level of analysis, as

elsewhere, The slow growth sectors have been, generally speaking, the food,

textile, and basic rooouree-uaing sectors whose products display low i.'corse

elasticities of dcrand oospared to the sore highly fabricated products of

.-manufacturing activity, The only rapid-growing sectors that can be classified

as resource-using (rubber, paper, and chemicals) are the ones sscet likely to

enjoy a high income elasticity of demand for their nroducts because they

supply important intermediate inputs for the moot rapidly growing industries

in the economy.
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(2) ©ctor substitution has also bom: an important part of th© explanation

in rasmy cases# One of th© reasons t for example, why forest product industries

have bean in tho slow-growth group has been the direct result of other

:oanufacturlng sectors taking over some of th® production jobs formerly

performed by these sectors. This kind of sector substitution has been partly

responsible for the rapid-growth of th® synthetic resins industry among

otliers#

(5) It has been noted that the manufacturing sector of the economy

has tended to gain a larger share of the nation •© exports relative to the

basic resource sectors# It has also been generally true that the nor©

highly finished manufactured products have gained relatively over such goods
8

as food, textiles, and apparel in th© manufacturing export total#

(4) Gains in labour productivity at given price and income elasticity

levels have been greater in some manufacturing ©actors than in others, fh©

substantial decline in employment in th© vehicle© industry, aa a case in

point, has arisen froa th© fact that this industry has experienced one of the

greatest increases in wage-earner efficiency. In general, when employment

censures have been used, this factor has tended to make the raj&d-grewth

industries appear to be less rapid growing sad the slow-growth industries

acre slowly growing than when growth has been measured by the gross output

method# Actually, the Induntriea one classes as rapid-growth industries have

generally made the greatest gains in labour productivity#

8
Appendix II, Table V
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(5) Changes in the composition of the consuming sectors of the economy

have been important. During the period 1954 to 1963, for example, there was

a large increase in collective consumption. The government absorbed a much

larger share of the output than formerly, particularly in the areas of

welfare, education and transportation. Bach of these areas, in turn, has

given rise to a particular pattern of consumption behaviour with the result

that certain industries have been favoured because of this general consumption

shift.

These factors suggest types of influences at work in generating rapid-

growth sectors that account for the proportionality effect. But one also

needs to know where the rapid-growth sectors were located and what determined

their choice. This involves, of course, a consideration of the kinds of

access that are import ait to each of these sectors. In other words, it involves

an understanding of the effects arising out of the interregional differences

in access phenomena.

IflffeyepSJLal Sfjfoc^

The general regional picture presented by the differential effect is

similar to that presented by the proportional effect. Generally speaking,

those industries gaining in importance within Scotland tended to be those

industries gaining in importance within the United Kingdom's economy as a

whole. However, in many instances there has been an integration of the

roportionality and differential effects in furthering the economic growth

of particular sectors. Thus, even though the distilling industry increased

its proportional influence within Scotland from 7.6?' in 1954 to 8.7/ in 1963,

this alone did not account for its 5•37% per year growth rate. Combined
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vsith this proportionality effect m& a differential effect which increased

Scotland1® relative specialisation in this sector frost 0,44 in 1954 to 9.67

in 1963, That io, in 1965 the distilling industry contributed 9*6? timers as

much to .Gotland's total gross output than was true of tho distilling industry's

contribution to the national level of gross output as a whole. In attesting

to dispel assy ambiguity which still envelops tho concepts *proportionality"

and "diffcrontinlity", the following explanations will seek to clarify both

concepts through a development of tho forces contributing to tho rise of

differential effect®.

Because ssanufacturlRg is a basic link between the resource and consuming

sectors of the economy, it is exposed directly to sources of change on both
o

sides of the economy, The absorption tables presented In the appendices'

document this fact, and lend emphasis to three areas of interindustry

relationships. First, of all the broad categories presented in absorption

tables, aanuf&cturlng uses the largest share of inputs cosing from re«o roe

scoters» Tiiis suggests that basic regional changes in resource availability

alght explain some of the differential shifts in regional concentrations in

manufactuning.

Inter-induetry absorption is perhaps the ssost significant of the Input-

output relationships for manufacturing: almost 40;' of total manufacturing

output i® absorbed m inputs within manufacturing itself. This inter-induatry

absorption is far greater for manufacturing than for any other category, and

thus obviously has an important influence on the eventual location of

manufacturing activities, A perusal of the absorption Matrices highlights

the fact that primary and secondary metals, aotal fabricating, rubber products,
9 Appendix II, Table 1, and Appendix III, Table I
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aad chemicals all hay© eopdally strong tiee 011 both the input sad output

side tilth other manufacturing industries. Locations cloee to manufacturing

centre®* in general, are likely to b© quite important for theas. It is not

surprising, ther., that those industries have concentrated in areas giving

than imxixam access to all aanufacturfng. Over 00f' of the output of those

industries emanated from the manufacturing belt of the Midland® and London

areas according to tha 1954 Census of ' reduction ro orta. The regional

economic growth implication of this locations! propensity is reflected in

the high pro ortioral coefficients for these industries in aroas offering

ready access to interaodiate sources of inputs and markets.

fids trend has two wain consequencest (a) It vastly strengthens the

tendency to choose locations interaediate to sources and mrScots. Since

sources and markets are, in this case, both groups of manufacturing industries,

a clustering of activities is likely to result, (b) This type of situation

usually leads to important external economies; that can be generated by an

agglomeration of functions. The problem of :.eroly maintaining affective

cosssunication with a variety of sources and markets is very important# fids

type of regional "nesting" can permit greater degree® of industrial specialisation

that generate economies In which all can share.

These complex interrelationships combine with market organisation

phenomena in tha generation of large urban-, ctropolttar. regions with

agglomerated sets of corauaptlon, service, and manufacturing activities.

This, in turn, tends to sake these urban regions attractive to other manufacturing

activities that are essentially oriented to final markets but find that

internal scale economies require some market concentration to realise tho cost
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offective level of operation. This, in point of fact, is exactly what happened

within the British economy before development programmes were initiated to

stimulate regional growth in areas other than the Midland and London areas.

Since producing capital tends to become fixed in intermediate periods

and since labour acquires some fixity through the intermediary of economic

opportunity, these agglomerated urban metropolitan regions tend to take on

a degree of immobility. More important, the interrelated character of these

space structures gives the whole an immobility that exceeds the time duration

of any one of its immobile parts. Capital becoming mobile through depreciation

or depletion may re-invest in the same urban complex because of intricate

ties with it. Thus, the urban metropolitan region tend3 to develop magnet-like

attributes. The polarity that it introduces into the nation's economic

structure serves to explain why the Midland-London manufacturing belt has

remained dominant over a long period. The current structure of economic

activity and the prospects for and pathways to economic development are

conditioned, therefore, by the existence of these relatively immobile urban

agglomerations. Manufacturing, because of its important intra-industry

absorption characteristics, has played an important role in creating this

phenomena. An important part of the explanation of the regional influences

in manufacturing must, therefore, be related to then.

A second line of thought stems from a recognition of the importance of

intra-industry absorption in manufacturing. It seems to follow that changes

in manufacturing in themselves create farther changes, that is, manufacturing

shifts have a very important cumulative effect. One wonders to what extent

the expansion of the Midland-London region, for example is a cumulative product

of earlier expansions that created important intermediate sources and markets.
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Certainly many activities that desire the agglomeration economies of a

densely concentrated manufacturing sector hut still find significance in

maximizing their access to national markets have increasingly discovered

that Scotland, for example, is a region that has been gaining relative

access to these important inputs and markets. This cumulative aspect also

makes it important to have some concept of significance thresholds. Is it

not possible, for example, that Scotland's dramatic showing in electronics

in recent years is partly accounted for by the fact that it had arrived at

a stage in its develo - raent where important intermediate supply and market

functions make some operations feasible which were formerly not economic?

To test this hypothesis one needs to look into the input-access of Scottish

industries relative to national industries,

ftffutrfotpuj ;ccet?s ffld Qyqwth Potential

Input-access is the netting-out of the relative advantages and

disadvantages of each region for the economic activities of any given industry

or of all industries combined. Because the input and output requirements

vary greatly between industries (as is evident when the requirements for

mining and the food industries are compared), the netting-: ut must necessarily

be selective and related to specific industries rather than in terms of a

measurable aggregate quantity or single index. There are a number of reasons

why a general index of access cannot at this time be utilized in explaining

the growth and anticipating the growth potential of Scotland, "Irst, access

as an element in economic growth is basically functional and specific. For

example, a region might have a low access index relative to the aggregate

of basic resources but a very high access to one or two specific resources
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capable of supporting a '.ride spectrum of econo:.iic activity. In the saae -ray

it night have a high access to specific ;arkots.

In a ..iodem economy such as the United Kingdom's, the processing stages

have become so subdivided that a region may not need very high access to

natural resources and final markets to support significant growth. The

important thing may be access to specific intermediate suppliers and markets.

Thirdly, regions eeem to differ in the degree to which their access potentials

are realised, A region with a relatively low over-all access potential that

has been only .partially realised can be expected to show more growth over a

given time period than another region with a higher potential already fUlly

exploited. The main point to be stressed hero is that it is necessary to

consider specific functions in rpacific regions.

hen on© speaks of acorns m the aim of relative advantages end

disadvantages for the production of & particular commodity at some giver;

place, one refers to acre than 3ust the resistance# and hence costs, imposed

by space on the assembly of inputs and the distribution of outputs. Bather,

one refers to all of the cost elementa Inherent in tho production of the

commodity. Transport costs, to be sure, are a significant proportion of

total costs in many cases but they are never the only ©lenient in cost. The

prices of inputs and final products for a particular ins or industry at a

particular point in space are also influenced by tho competition of rival

producers and products, Likewise, a "good" opportunity at a given place

s&ght not be exploited because of the existence of a better opportunity

elswher®. Therefore, "rivalry" and "op ortunity" coots, us well aa transport

costs, must bo included in ths concept of access.
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When a region, such as Scotland, is exa ined in terms of input-output

access with regard to the requirements of specific industries and for all

economic activities taken together, the extent to which they vary in their

prospects for growth becomes apparent. Conceptually, and in an abstract

sense, one ight use the variations in access characteristics to identify at

least sixteen possible types of economic "potentials", as presented in Table I#

Clearly the table is an extreme simplification and has only general illustrative

meaning. Also, "good" and "poor" are only relative designations and obviously

do not repres nt discrete and separate types. But a classification scheme

such as this, though admittedly artificial, has the advantage of focussing

attention on the wide range of prospects for growth. For example, one cannot

think seriously about the basic concept and not see the fallacy of the

extreme local economic-development approach which regards every region and

community as capable of limitless economic expansion.

A schematic presentation of the individual industries within a regional

industrial mix exhibiting different potentials with respect to growth could

probably have been presented in a number of ways. However, the allocating of

industries to various growth potential squares appeared to offer an interesting

approach. ?Cach industry within the Scottish industrial sector was allocated

to an appropriate square after the following characteristics had been considered:

(1) the relative input supply of each industry as suggested by the Scottish

trading balances and production-trading coefficients; (2) the importance of

Interindustry relations to the total gross output of each industry; (3) the

relative transport charges inherent in the distribution of the output of the

respective industries; (4) the relative pulls of market and interindustry

production orientation; and (5) the natural resource characteristics that

dictate location choices. Although the final designation was admittedly



TABUS I

A Schematic Presentation of Regional Industries that can Hxhlbit Different

Potent 18.1a with respect to Growth.
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Number 4-

(S)(9)(79)(31)
(82)(84)(35)
(39)(90)(31)

i 34)(33)(38)(37
<67 )

IX

Number 5

(7)(8)(34)(73)
(77)(73)(79)
(80)

III

—Number L~

(3)(53)

III

Number 13
(1) (2) (3) (16) (If
(33)(74)(73)
(76)

IV.

Poor access
to basic
inputs in
home region.

—Number 2—

Number 6

(27)(53)(70)
(101) (105)
(106)

XX

Number 10

(22)(67)(86)

XX

!RflS5*r 14
). (12)(23)(68
(66)(69)(71)
(72)

III

Peer nooeaa to beete inputs*
from external regional and
national sources.

flood acceaa to , Poor access to
basic inputs in
home region.

Number 3-.-

{30)(102)(108)

-Number 7-

(13)(28)(38)
(36)(63)(104)

II

(44)(43) (97)

IX

Number 15—

(43) (51) (95)
(98)(99)

III

♦Not only basic resources but important intermediate sources

tfOTg:

basic inputs in
home region.

Number -4L
(4)(15)(19)

(31)(48)(32)
(63)(64)

Numbor 8

(10)(26)(23)
(57)

Number 12

(18)(39)(41)
(49)(52)(61)

(14)(40)(98)
(50)(59)(60)

XI

need to be considered.
Boron numerals indicate number of "good access dimensions, and suggest relative
overall locational advantages or disadvantages.
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arbitrary, it was felt that by example the usefulness of this type of analysis

would become more meaningful.

Referring to Table I, the extent to which an industry's general access

characteristics may be taken as a rough index of its potential for growth,

the industries in number 4 would seem to have little prospect for growth while

industries in Number 13 would have an unsurpassed growth potential given the

determinants being considered.

Other industries fall in between these extremes. Industries in Numbers

1, 2, 3» 8, 12, and 16 are only a little better off than in Number 1. In

these cases, reasonable access to inputs is offset by a lade of market access,

and vice versa. Thus, for example, an industry may have good access to an

important input resource but may suffer from the disadvantage of having to

transport its output to a distant market. In general, Numbers 6, 7, 10 and

11 are somewhat better off because they at least have some access to both

inputs and markets. Numbers 5» 9» 14 and 15 are still better off because

they combine good internal access to markets or inputs with good external

access.

The restraints placed upon the future prospects of these industries also

differ. Number 4 could have very dim prospects of evolving into an industry

with greater growth potential. Any change in its character would appear to

rest on a doubly fortuitous set of circumstances. Technology, discovery or

institutional changes would have to bring about an improvement in its access

to both in uts and markets. For Number 3, which has good access to inputs in

the home region but no external markets, the prognosis is poor but not as

hopeless. These industries must (a) overcome the restriction upon it3 transfer
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relationshipe with other industries or (b) exploit its resources through

a prolonged series of internal growth sequences. Number 12, with good access

to external markets but poor access to input sources, night have a better

prospect for breaking out of this dilemma. Discovery, technology, or even the

pressure of growing demand might improve its access to basic inputs.

A major advantage of this schematic approach is that it forces attention

on the variety of growth experiences that can be found in industries of

different types. This i3 especially true if one considers the direction of

growth sequences. Although various location theories postulate a development

pattern tending to follow a prescribed sequence, this is not always the case

for regions of an economically advanced nation.

To illustrate the weaknesses of following a rigidly doctrinaire approach

to regional development, it is easily possible to hypothesize an industry

designated to Number 11 following a sequence of development completely the

reverse of the sequence typically propounded by development theorists. For

sake of argument, let the area around Fort William be specified as a tourist

industry area. In actual fact it would experience relatively poor access to

home markets (that is, a limited scope for development on the basis of the

size of the home market) and to external input sources. The major characteristic

of its input access would be its large fund of scenic terrain. Its access to

external markets could be said to be good since, at this stage in the

development of the United Kingdom economy, population movements often take

the form of a quest for amenities rather than economic opportunity. The

exploitation of a resource would be dominant in this development, but it would

be a special kind of resource that could be identified as a resource service.
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Ho primary activities in the traditional sense would be associated with its

exploitation. Rather, the exploitation of this resource would require an

intense development of tertiary activities servicing the population. That is,

market oriented activities would dominate.

A stage would develop, however, where the population concentration and

the availability of business services would attract increasing quantities of

secondary manufacturing activities. Typical of these would be small-scale

market-oriented manufacturing industries such as the relatively footloose

electronics industry. The point to be made is that in this hypothesized

situation the tertiary-secondary-primary se pence would be more logical than

the reverse.

In short, it is never wise to propound a rigid theory of regional growth

development since there are many different kinds of regional growth sequences.

The variety of growth experience is apparent not only in the different

sequences that are possible but also in the variety of functional pathways

it may take* However, a rationalized, variegated, mature development of

economic functions is unlikely in a region that does not have good access

to external national markets. All of the functions that are dominated by

important external and internal 3cale economies would be denied it. In this

respect, a description of the relative advantages and disadvantages of the

regions with regard to input and output access for the major types of economic

activities can prove enlightening in analysing regional growth potential.

Up to this point in the chapter the analytic argument has developed

around theoretical statements positing possible explanations for regional

growth behaviour. Equipped vdth the descriptive tools of proportional and
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differential coefficients, the chapter has attempted to explain actual growth

behaviours in terms of rather general theorems# However, no other aggregate

analysis disguises such a diversity of individual functions than does this

type of theorizing. It is necessary therefore, to go beneath these superficial

treatments of the various regional growth determinants and examine the internal

structure of the laanufacturing sector and the changes that have occurred

within the various components of manufacturing. In the section to follow,

an attempt will be made to examine the internal structural changes of the

British and Scottish economies using, in particular, the differential and

proportional shifts previously outlined.
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TA8LE I

Loading Twenty Gross Output Contributing Industries.

Scotland and United Kingdom, 1954 and 1963.

So'ires: Census of Production, 1954 and 1863, H.M.S.O., London.
1963 Scottish figures have been estimated through the productivity-
eaployraent scaling technique outlined in Chapter Five.

Gross Output figures have been given in thousands of pounds sterling.

3°?5hnd aetm^
.

UnitBi} ngdom

Industry a. o. £
cc Industry G. 0. Industry G. 0. £

CO Industry G. 0.
Total. Pi Total. Total. Pi Total

17 126,318 i 17 216,318 117 1,576,179 i 117 3,359,655

58 121,353 2 117 208,299 34 931,186 2 59 2,058,015

117 115,061 3 119 109,329 59 869,197 3 34 1,305,682

34 97,775 4 34 107,066 19 809,743 4 19 1,220,099

107 88,087 5 58 88,410 72 728,002 3 119 1,127,103

1 69,807 6 107 85,961 1 658,558 6 1 853,999

74 43,377 7 1 82,838 73 576,358 7 24 852,969

47 42,212 8 24 70,796 37 491,556 8 46 731,226

19 40,487 9 19 69,546 119 450,347 9 16 714,719

73 40,345 10 47 68,905 16 447,150 10 37 710,706

119 38,730 11 73 64,248 58 405,864 11 70 672,457

16 33,983 12 59 61,740 61 394,599 12 61 599,309

73 28,392 13 16 57,892 70 392,811 13 107 596,949

35 26,225 14 74 45,937 24 391,575 14 73 539,415

49 26,129 15 49 44,860 107 370,114 15 55 573,313

6 35; 909 16 3 43,514 46 368,096 16 21 566,041

.16 25,609 17 6 42,997 21 344,637 17 72 513,941

5 25,542 IS 53 38,979 118 316,551 18 118 480,556

37 25,069 19 76 36 , lOl 5 271,721 19 52 435,169

S 24,317 20 36 34,805 52 232,864 20 53 410,300
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TABLE IV

Industrial Growth Rate Orders. Scotland and United Kingdom. 1954 - 1963.

Source: Board of Trade Census of Production. 1954 and 1963. H.M.S.O.,London.

SCOT LAN D-

Order,
Scotland

1954

Percentage
of Total
Gross

Output

Scotland

Deflated,

Estimated
Scotland
1963

Percentage
of Total
Gross

Output.

Actual

Kate of
Growth

1954-1963

Real
Rate of
Growth
1954-63

I
11
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV

70,726
367,144
89,922
174,678
157,682
171,513
24,971
207,913
31,285
28,911
122,428
30,735
115,061
66,953

4.3
22.1
5.4
10.5
9.5
10.3
1,5
12.5
1.9
1,7
7.4
1.9
6.9
4.0

88,944
402,491
103,381
225,927
195,596
215,195
30,498
215,431
40,068
30,498
135,295
37,052
129,360
35,551

84,318
599,095
135,726
201,995
320,467
176,549
38,288
274,872
47,451
39,971
156,071
44,121
208,299
147,331

3.4
24.2
5.5
8.2
13.0
7.1
1.5
11.1
1.9
1.6
6.3
1.8
8.4
6.0

»

1.74
4.95
4.09
1.48
7.13
0.30
4.26
2.78
4.19
3.22
2.39
3.65
5.94
7.88

-0.49
3.99
2.70
-1.04
4.95
-1.57
2.31
2.47
1.66
2.70
1.40
1.74
4.76
5.42

. sK;, ;" ;V '• 1 • ■ '"•■■■■ y-");'
U N I T E D K I N G D 0 M -

Order.
United

Kingdom
1954

Percentage
of Total
Gross

Output

United
Kingdom
Deflated

United

Kingdom
1963

Percentage
of Total
Gross

Output.

Actual
Rate of

Growth
1954-1963

Real

Rate of

Growth
1954-63

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X

XI
XII
XIII
XIV

771,426
3,308,455
1,650,761
1,745,737
2,477,651
1,942,657
639,321

2,709,825
441,385
337,204
848,669
363,286

1,576,179
827,079

3.9
16.8
8.4
3.9

12,6
8.9

3.3
13.8
2.2
1.7
4.3
1.8
8.0
4.2

937,825
3,613,760
1,788,284
2,132,655
3,009,941
2,368,896
768,298

2,745,670
561,622
357,894
928,917
424,441

1,772,056
1,060,601

1,006,373
4,954,820
2,999,054
2,517,145
4,712,720
3,265,974
1,318,694
2,971,358
725,513
522,721

1,550,865
625,271

3,359,655
1,723,259

3.1
15.4
9.3
7.8
14.6
lO.l
4.1
9.2
2.2
1.6
4.8
1.9
10.4
5.3

2.62
4.05
5.99
3.65
6.42
5.19
7.23
0.95
4.95
4.57
5.99
5.42
6.52
7.32

0.39

3.15
5.19
1.40
4.45
3.29

5.42
0.77
2.55
3.78
5.19
3.85
6.42
4.82
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fHning and . mzwim

In 1963 mining and quarrying was the tenth largest industrial order in

the United Kingdom economy, accounting for only 3.1'' of total manufacturing

-ross output.1® However, its significance for regional growth analysis was

greater than its share of "Toss manufacturing output would seem to imply, for

it provided a large part of the basic material inputs and thus was an origin

for many complex sequences of production. For another reason, also, it was of

great significance for regional analysis. robably no other economic activity

was more unequally distributed geographically. Thus, in spite of its relatively

small place in national output figures, mining and quarrying was very important

in explaining the economic behaviour of specific regions, and even more for

specific localities.

Within both the United Kingdom and Scotland, however, because of the

significant long-term trends in supply and demand factors affecting this

sector as a whole, the relative importance of ibis industrial order declined.

However, two forces tended to cushion the full effect of this secular decline.

First, some regions combined favourable accesses to both mining resources,

both indigenously produced and imported, and markets, both final and inter¬

mediate, to maintain the relative performance of this 3©ctor. In a few

exceptional cases, a sub-region's access to mining resources improved so much

relative to other sub-regions that it resulted in upward differential shifts

in output, providing a net stimulus to regional growth.

10
Appendix I, Table II
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In analyzing the differential effect, one is automatically concerned

with the factors that lead the same industrial sector of the economy to

develop at different rates in different regions. Here the question of

access to inputs and markets ia of major importance. Since mining "inputs"

are immobile, it goes without saying that mining activity can take place

only where the minerals exist. In fact, no other sector of the economy

show3 a greater degree of concentration and localization. It is thus obvious

that resource access must be an important, if not dominant, factor in

explaining the behaviour of the mining sector of the economy. But there are

significant variations on this central fact. The extent to which specific

resource deposits can establish dominance in the geographic pattern of

economic activities is considerably modified by the existence of numerous

substitution possibilities. In short, to undertake an analysis in the shifts

in mining and quarrying requires as such attention to all the factors influencing

the market and input access as the analysis of any other sector of economic

activity.

Throughout the period, coal mining was a secularly declining industry

in both Scotland and the United Kingdom a3 a whole. However, the full

implication of this negative growth rate trend proved more to Scotland's

detriment since it accounted for a greater share of its gross output than was

true for the national economy. The fact that coal mining accounted for

3.3h' of Scotland's gross manufacturing output in contrast to 2.7$ for the

nation as a whole in part explains why Scotland had a lower relative rate of

growth.
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A raajor factor contributing to tho decline of cosl as an energy source

traa the "substitution" effect, with acre efficient fuels, especially mineral

oil and gas, becoming increasingly more important m productive inputs. The

s irailing costs of coal raining relative to other fuel production, the dramatic

loss of export markets, the general decline of Industries heavily dependent

on coal as an energy input (steel), and the disadvantages Inherent in the

"handling* of coal relative- to other fuels, have all contributed to the

secular deelinc of coal rising.

In summary, mining and quarrying was both a declining end slow-growth

industrial order. The feet that it assumed a role of greater importance

within the leottiah economy than in tho ration aa a whole, together with the

slower growth rate of the cottish mining sector, partly accounted for the

growth rate differential experienced during tins period,

im.«„

In terms of gross output, this industrial order wao the largest

aaaufceturiag sector accounting, in 1963# for 24»2 of Scotland's and 15*4,"

of the United Kingdom's gross output. Although it failed to maintain this

distinction in toras of net output contribution, it still remained an important

component of the respective industrial orders. Sur ricingly enough, within

the Scottish economy this industrial order was one of the faster growing

sectors with a real rate of growth of 3»99 • Upon closer examination, the

aain reason for this remarkable differential effect becomes obvious.

Spirit distilling, Scotland's largest and fastest growing industry (9»6T

per annum), is included in this sector. In further stressing the importance

of this order, it is oted that six out of Scotland's twenty most important
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grcss output contributing industries were components of this industrial

order, However, Kith the notable exception of the Biscuit, Bread and

Flour Confectionery, and Distilling industries, Scotland did not possess

any significant differential advantages at the individual industry level.

There are may plausible reason© for this seeming regional imbalance

in the production distribution of this industry. Although the supply sources

for both dairy and seat products are areally distributed, these industries

tend to locate new supply arose. Thus, with Scotland having a relatively

large agriculture sector and lower level of manufacturing activity, she

tends to specialise in those industries in which she oosstaads a comparative

advantage. Finally, the dominance of the spirit distilling industry within

Scotland's industrial six manifests itself in both individual industry and

industrial order growth rate differentials.

Although the chemical order accounts for only 5,5. of manufacturing

output in Scotland and 9,3$ in the United Kingdom, it has generated important

proportionality and differential effects. Aside from the relatively unimportant

dye©tuff and explosive industries, however, Scotland's economic growth has

suffered from unfavourable differential imbalances in the production of this

order's output, Within the United Kingdom this sector was not only large

(fifth) but was a growth order (5»99$ per year). In contrast, this sector

was the ninth largest within the eottish sector, increasing by only 4,09."

per year. The combined proportional and differential effects, in both

industrial eoisposition and economic growth, were important in determining
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the structural changes which occurred within the Scottish economy.

Table I of Appendices II and III docuiaento the importance of this industry

within the respective production matrices, Throughout the absorption matrices,

general chemicals and synthetic resins, in particular, have become increasingly

integral in the production functions of a large number of Indus tries. Jlnce

the existence of this industry has traditionally been an important influence

in establishing agglomeration economies of scale, the fact that this industry

has bees under-represented within the Scottish industrial matrix must

certainly have affected Scotland'e growth behaviour. The concentration of

this industry in the established manufacturing belts of London end the hidlanda

had the probable effect of per etuatiag growth in those regions while stifling

growth elsewhere,

JSdafl M^MJaaa,

Although the proportional Importance of this sector decreased in both

Scotland and the United Kingdom, it still remained an important sector within

each production matrix. In 1963 iron and steel was the third most important

national industry and the fourth most important industry within Scotland,

However, a striking difference between the two sectors emerges when the

respective growth rates are noted, ihereas the national iron and steel sector

grew at a 3,36 per year growth rate, the comparable cottish industry only

managed a ,95 per year rate of growth. In term of real growth, the

Scottish industry actually declined by 1,57. per year.

Again, a number of possible explanations can be put forth in explaining

this growth behavioural characteristic. Although the location of the metal

products industry may be influenced to some degree both by access to resources
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sr.d by access to final markets# it ia probably not dominated by either.

Bo other group of industries is so ch&rac toriatically intermediate or so

closely tied together through intra-induetry relationships on both the

input and output side of the market. Generally speaking, these industries

have bocone highly concentrated in the established manufacturing belts.

They often find their best location orientation within an agglomerated

complex of activities (a) because of the important intra-lndustry ties#

(b) because of the important external economies that attend clustering and

specialisation in an urban metropolitan complex# and (c) because these are

often industries for which internal economies are important and thus rsore

oriented to national than to regional .markets#

The concentration of the steel industry in the Sheffield area emerged

m the obvious dictate of ©ircusatance. The initial existence of iron ore

and coal rovidod the ideal nix for the development of these industries in

that environmental setting. However, although several change* in location

did take place within the area immediately around Sheffield# the changes were

relatively insignificant areally. There are several reasons why this was

so. hile the steel industry ia predominantly market oriented, it must expend

enormous effort in asrenbling its raw materials# Since interregional

differences in the cost of assembling these innuts were substantial# the fact

remained that sites within the major manufacturing belts possessed significant

advantages in access, on the average# to raw material inputs. Further# the

fact that only .:.bout 1<$ of steel ctput went to sectors that could be

classified as terminal markets, reinforced the need to locate near established

centres of manufacturing activity. It ie obvious that each of these forces
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rdlitated against locating within Scotland#

This industrial order ma not only the r.ost important anufacturtng

sector, but increased in importance throughout the period under review,

Ithin <cotland, this order accounted for 9#6; of total manufacturing gross

output in 1954, increasing to 15 of the comparable total in 1963. The same

behaviour was also reflected in the national parameters# In 1954 engineering

and electrical goods accounted for 12#6; of total manufacturing gross outjut

increasing to 14,6k in 1963# la terms of net output, this order far

outstripped any other order within the respective industrial structures.

However, in each case this order assumed a position of lesser importance

in the cottish model,

'The growth potential of this order is est strikingly illustrated
11

through a perusal of the growth rate table# Within the cottish sector

this order was the second fastest growing, next to Gas, Electricity and Water,

with a growth rate of 7# 13k per year. This growth rate was a full 3,08^

more than the .growth of the Scottish economy as a whole# However, despite

the impressive growth potential of this sector, Scotland lagged behind the

rest of the economy in exploiting the possibilities of growth-developaent

in this order. In fact, Scotland experienced a favourable differential

quotient in only three industries: watches and clocks, office machinery,

and industrial plant and steelwork#

Within the United Kingdom as a whole, the ria© of tide sector's

11
Appendix I, Table III
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iaportance vaulted it into the second position in gross output performance

passing the slow-growth clothing sector. Its growth rate of 6.4, ' was 1.4?

higher than the aaaufaeturlng sector as a whole. Hxoept for the ordinance

and r,sail arms industry, a relatively unimportant component, all of the

sectors experienced impressive growth rates. Also, eighteen of the twenty

industries within this order experienced favourable proportionality shifts.
12

In export trade performance statistics this order was significantly

higher than any other manufacturing order. However, imports into this

eoctor were also sisuable which suggested that while the potential for

growth did exist, competition presented a challenging constraint on export

growth.

Generally speaking, these industries constituted some of the largest

and aoat dynastic sectors of the Scottish and national manufacturing economies.

Combined, their significance for understanding Scottish economic growth

was unrivaled. It is interesting to act© that 74 of the net upward
13

pro ortionality shift in total manufacturing output was concentrated here.

However, differential shifts across regional boundaries were almost as important,

particularly with the decentralisation of production in many of these

categories. As a result, the Midland-London mnufacturlng belt loot a

fraction of its relative standing. The general configuration of this shift

corresponded very closely to the total differential shift in manufacturing

witnessed in Table IV of Appendix Z. This is certainly en outstanding factor

12
Appendix II, Table V

Appendix I, Table IV
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in explaining the total shift picture.

hat are the major orientation factors at woife that could contribute

to an understanding of the changes in access leading to these extensive

shifts? First of all, regional changes In access to primary "total inputs

are not apt to b© very important overall in explaining shifts in the engineering

industries. Although this runs counter to a common belief, there is evidence

to support it. Iron and steel products and all forms of metal rolling tend

to be market oriented under modern technology, This is the major part of

all pritnary metals activity and one my tentatively conclude that shifts in

primary metals employment and output are raore apt to follow shifts in

engineering industries than vice veraa. This is not to rule out altogether

the role of changing noeess to pctmrj natal in uta, but to suggest that

other factors have been .ore ia- ortant overall.

Secondly, although agglomeration appears to be a major characteristic

of the industries being examined here, a number of industries did not show

a strong tendency for this form of orientation, ven more significant were

the differential shifts which displayed by a number of industries within this

order for which agglomeration economies ay ear to be quite important.

tolanding in this category were the differential shifts in the vehicles and

electrical machinery industries. From this it appears either (l) that

Scotland gained in relative access to significant agglomeration economies,

or (2) that the agylomration economies of these industries wore becoming

less ia ortant. In actual fact, there are good reasons to believe that

both of these developments did take place.

It was earlier noted that one reason why engineering firm tend to

locate in the traditional manufacturing belts is that they usually remire
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l&rge-scale operations for economical production# This mesas that regional

markets audi as Scotland are often not large enough to support certain types

of production -with tho result that the ajjor portion of production becomes

concentrated in the region with the largest regional market and the best

oven-all access to the national market# Another traditional location argument

put forward is that these industries often find it rore economical to be

close to a variety of intermediate suppliers and markets, thereby reducing

the effort and expense of cosmtmication and taking advantage of eeriain

specialised products and services that they would otherwise have to provide

for themselves#

However, as the total economy grows, regions like Scotland have been

able to sake striking differential gains through growth and diversification.

That is, as the neophyte industries within the various regions have become

established, firms have realised that the ssxsc regional markets have been

passing a threshold where they "rave become & feasible locus for economic

production# At the same time, there have been trends under way that have

sad® the traditional manufacturing centres (London- *idlande) less attractive

m agglomeration centre*-,* Agglomeration usually creates some diseconoad.es

as well as economies, particularly in areas where the tendency is well

established# There is evidence, for eataaple, that the rising labour costs

and increasingly congested eayirosssect of the London areas lias boon offsetting

some of tho other advantages that the region has to offer#

Other factors have been working in the same direction to the advantage

of the regions such m Scotland# Technological developments in standardised

assembly, automatic machinery, data processing, and nanagesicnt techniques
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have often made it possible to carry on at least parts of an industry's

functioning outside an area with primary agglomeration economies# This

factor, coupled with rising transportation costs, has resulted in a number

of industries diffusing production to regional markets. Differential shifts

in industrial plant and machinery as well as in general mechanical engineering

can, in part, be attributed to this factor#

All of these influences have a greater opportunity to become manifest

in a period of rapid growth such as has characterized this period. It is

much easier to make rational adjustments in incremental capacity than in

existing capacity. This is not to suggest, however, that differential

shifts have pervaded the complete order. In many of the industries within

this sector, the shifts were mainly proportional and not differential. In

the aggregate, however, the shift out of the traditional areas was significant

and undeniable.

artd IsM&Lgfi

Shipbuilding, in general, was a declining industry during the 1954-1963

period. In contrast to 1954 when shipbuilding was Scotland's second most

important gross output contributing industry, 1963 witnessed a significant

decline in the fortunes of the shipbuilding industry within Scotland. The

average rate of "growth" was a dismal -2.39;" per year in Scotland, with no

registered growth in the United Kingdom as a whole. Although shipbuilding

fell from second to fifth position in Scotland's manufacturing industry

listing, the positioning decline was even more spectacular in the United

Kingdom. Export deliveries fell appreciably with the general decline in the

once booming industry. On the whole, an inability to maintain previous
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cost-efficiency advantages and a failure to meet production deadlines

gradually eroded the foundations of the industry which was once the paragon

of the shipbuilding world.

On the other hand, Scotland's performance in the vehicles industry

increased sharply during the period under review with the industry becoming

Scotland's twelfth most important in gross output terms. In terms of growth

per year, this industry was by far Scotland's fastest growing with an incredible

20.63' per year rate of growth. Much of the increase stems from the

development of a new vehicles industry in a region previously devoid of this

manufacturing activity. In final effect, however, the general decline in

the larger shipbuilding industry plu3 the mercurial growth in the vehicles

industry balanced each other resulting in a rather stagnant .30, per year

growth rate for the order as a whole.

Within the United Kingdom, the neutral growth effect of the shipbuilding

industry together with the rapid growth increases in the vehicle industry

(8.63>j per year) yielded a favourable growth stimulus for the economy. On the

export ledger, vehicles were by far the most significant contributors to

Britain'3 trading balance with an impressive 649 thousand pounds sterling in

export sales in 1963*

Aircraft also remained a key industry both within Britain's internal

industrial structure and in the export performance ledgers. Within the

United Kingdom as a whole, the aircraft industry grew at a respectable

4.12' per year with a solid export performance showing. Although aircraft

production declined within Scotland it had little effect on the region's

grovrth rate since it was a very small component of the manufacturing sector.
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After rapid increases in growth in the early 1950's, the railroad

industries were, in general, ©dining during the 1954-1963 period. In the

case of cotland, the sector was snail if represented at all with the

result that the industry had little effect on Scotland's growth behaviour#

Textile products have also had an important influence on r gional

changes in manufacturing activity, within the Scottish sector the iaportance

of this sector declined by 1 #4 -or year from a high proportional coefficient

of 12.5' in 1954 to 11#1 in 1963. The sane decline was also evident in

the United Kingdom where the relative in ortar.ee of the anufaeturing order

fell froa a high of 13#© ' in 1954 (next only to the food sector in /proas

output performance) to 9»Z" in 1963 which nestled it in sixth position in

relative importance. The differ ntial effects, however, were not nearly m

significant as wore the roportional changes# In general, there was a net

diff© ontial shift in favour of Scotland with the border areas of ScoHand

and England gaining in the shifts. In general, the downward proportionality

offset in both economies t nded to accentuate the localisation of the industry

in the Border areas#

One of the principal reasons why textiles were slow-growth industries

arises out of the fact that soae segments of it are characterised by a

relatively low income elasticity of demand} another is that the industry's

hare of exports had declined steadily, further, tho rise of the synthetic

materials industries resulted in differential effects as firm located near

marketa and away from the traditional centres with their orientation towards

the locally produced woollen in uts.
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Tiaber. ?urniture. Dtc.

This industrial order also declined in importance in the two economies.

Although it wa3 a slow-growth sector, its rate of growth did not depart

appreciably from the national average. In terms of both proportionality

and differentiality, the industry remained relatively stable in both

performance and location. The geographic distribution of the industry was

largely dictated by the very nature of the product. That is, the relative

unimportance of the market as a loeational determinant was seen in the

distribution of the industry throughout the nation.

A Renfrew of tfte i^fflopal Shifts j.n ?!anufactutf.ng

The foregoing analysis lias attempted to examine and measure some of

the facets of change in manufacturing activity that were experienced during

the 1954-1963 period. It is generally true that manufacturing was and is

one of the largest and most dynamic sectors of the economy. Its role is

especially important because it is the basic link between the resource and

consuming sectors of the economy. Because internal and external economies of

scale are often important, a significant segment of the manufacturing activity

i3 characterized by a large intra-industry absorption of inputs and outputs.

In 3orae segments of manufacturing activity, access to resource inputs

and to final markets was obviously important. Taken as a whole, however,

the major characteristic of the manufacturing industries wa3 the pull between

access to final markets and access to intermediate markets and important

agglomeration economies. During the period under review, the interregional

shift in final markets had a secondary influence upon the location of
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intermediate markets which, in general, reduced the relative access to

markets for manufactured products in the traditional manufacturing belts.

There was also evidence to suggest that Scotland was augmenting its locational

advantage with regard to agglomeration economies.

Although the influence of markets, agglomeration economies, input-

output access and various other location and performance factors were considered,

little mention war, made of the contribution of technology to economic growth

and its distribution. Without doubt technological change has been one of

the most important determinants of economic growth. Through its effect on

input-output access and on input coimosition, technological changes have

contributed to significant shifts in both the proportional and differential

coefficients of the economy, /.side, of course, from the obvious market

considerations inherent in any discussion of technological advance, perhaps

no other factor has had a greater effect on interindustry flows. It is to

the economic growth implications of technological change that the thesis

now turns.
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, ,• v.-is

within the framework of an. explicitly formulated theoretical system,

economic chance can be explained either -as structural change or an a dynamic

process. In the first ease, the variation of the dependent variables is

oiaply related to the underlying changes in some of the basic data; in <2ie

second, the la* of change itself is considered as given, that is, built ir.to

the structure of the explanatory scheme, "ho la* of change night, of course,

be charging over tiaej this is the c ae of structural variation in a

dynamic zjzi ten.

In considering these distinct ions, it is important to renabor that

they refer to differences in theories, that is, different methods of

describing and explaining the observed facts rather than to sons intrinsic

pre--:»rtiee of the observed reality itself. Alternative theories, instead

of being mutually exclusive, 4ght further; .ore be hierarchically related to

each other. A dynamic theory could, for example, tre t the data of the less

general static theory as its variables and thus, taking up where the latter

leaves off, reduce what in the first ; v.stance sp eared to be a structural

change to a dynamic law. Such generalisation of a theoretical approach would

necessarily have to bo acoospanied by a corresponding widening, or rather

deepening, of its era irlcal basis.

In this chapter the relations between the different sectors of the

United Kingdom eoonoay in the years 1954 and 1963 are compared with each

other sad their differences interpreted in terns of static l»;ut~ utput

analysis. After a brief recapitulation of the necessary precepts of in ut-

output theory, the assumptions inherent in tho analysis will bo discussed
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in relation to the technological invariance constraint. Following this

discussion, a number of research projects directly concerned with structural

analysis will be surveyed. The final sections will concentrate on the

technological changes that occurred within the United Kingdom economy during

the period 1954 to 1963. In particular, the input access, input growth

flows, and structural changes will be emphasized. The concluding section

will consider the implications of these developments on Scotland's economic

grovrth.

npfol footed

To define the concept of structural change within the framework of

static input-output analysis, it is necessary to recapitulate its simple

theoretical outlines in concise quantitative terms. Letting represent

the annual rate of total output (measured in gross output terms), x^ the
interindustry flows, and the final deliveries to the consumption sectors,

the overall input-output balance of the whole economy becomes a set of

"i" linear equations comprising "i" industries:

0) Xi - ^Txij = Yi l.j, = 1,2,
The input-output structure of any particular industry is described

by a set of "technical coefficients", a^, each of which states the amount
of each particular input absorbed by that industry per unit of its own

output. Thus, the commodity flows included in the balance equations are

subject to the following set of structural relationships:

(2) = a^ x± i»j» = 1,2»##.»»##,n
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Substituting (2) into (1) the solution set of linear equations bocones a

function of the "technical coefficients":

"* ^13 i»j» = 1*2| ,n

This is a system of n linear equations in n unknowns. It can be solved for

all the X.'s in terns of the given final demands, y^, y2, 1,. y^.

n

xi = i»j - 1 »2, ....,n
j=1

3ach of the constants, A.,, is in general a function of all the a's,

that is, it depends on the input coefficients of all the n industries. The

square matrix containing the properly positioned input coefficients can,

with good reason, be referred to as the structural flow raatrix or simply

the flow structure of the corresponding economic system.

Economic systems with identical sets of input coefficients can be said

to be structurally identical, and systems with unlike coefficient matrices

structurally different. Structural change, in other words, is a change in

the structural matrix of the system. According to this terminology, an

increase or decrease in output, X^, of any industry can be caused by a change
in a given bill of goods, a change in the structure of the system, or by a

combination of both.

The usefulness of the static input-output approach in the study of an

actual economy is conditioned by the relative invariance of its structural

characteristics. The introduction of 'open systems', with the bill of final

demand considered as being dependent on some 'outside' forces, servos the
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purpose of separating the sort stable fros the loss stable aspects of

inter?ndustrial relationships* the input coefficients Included in the structural

matrix describing the former, the unaccounted-for determinants of the given

bill of goods represented by the latter#

For analysis of long-run developments such as are associated with the

notion of technical progress* exhaustion of natural resources or variation

in consumers1 tastes, the study of structural change beeoaee of foremost

isportance, A study of this kind moat answer two questional 'How has the

structure of the particular economic system actually changed'** and 'How did

this chare® affect the outputs of the separate industries) in short# how

did it affect the magnitudes of the dependent variables of the given syotea? •

However, before embarking on a statistical analysis designed to numerically

define the teaporal deviations in the technical coefficients, it is interesting

to examine the significance of temporally invariant coefficients in the

formulation of the input-output model,

FQWr SL SMJS23&&SSk
¥hile the basic assumptions of input-output are present sd under the

pretension of being "mutually exclusive", or at least, of being singularly

of great significance, in actual fact each assumption is intimately related

to the assumption of the intertemporal irrvariance of the technical coefficients

of production, A perusal of the first assumption, which suggests that the

production function oust be homogeneous and linear, revoala that the a^'a
are being assumed to be constant. This assumption is usually contested on

the grounds that production functions laor® coupler than simple proportions

are necessary to describe production processes realistically. In other wordsf
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th© critics voicing these admonitions are questioning the adequacy of the

listed technical coefficients of production in the initial instance as

veil as through time. The conventional rebuttal of the input-output theorist

has usually stressed the simplicity of the approach, or has simply beggod

the question by asking for a viable alternative. It is true that the technical

coefficients are averages', not only because each of then refers to whole

groups of industries with sore or leas different cost structures, but also

in the sense that these ratios reflect whole series of techniques simultaneously

employed in each line of production, fare© the oldest one still in use to the

newest just barely introduced in the aoat modem producing system, However,

in all fairness to inout-output a proper adj iJ cation between the criticism

and defence cannot rest purely on the suppositions of theory alone. Only

through experience can the efficacy of input-output as a means of producing

empirically satisfactory results be established,

The second assumption is also founded on similar conceptual grounds*

It states that there is to be no substitution among in uts* Again, tho full

implication of this assumption is already implicit In the constant technology

acstrrtlon which etresses efficiency in production, constant returns to scale,

and the absence of joint production. This tautology was first acknowledged
t

by Paul A, Comuelson in this theorem on substitution* He held that even

though production functions allow for substitution between in uts, it does

not take place, no matter how the final bill of goods is changed, because

the achievement of of icieacy in production always leads to a unique act of

input ratios for each industry,
*
S&muelson, Fttul A., "Theorem Concerning Subotitutabllity in Open Leontief
nodels", in Tjailing C, iocpnaca, editor, ..cavity Valvals cf reduction
and -'Hocati;©. Kew Torkt John hi ley and Sons, \j5\
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The third assumption, which states that no process produces nore than

one output or that there are no Joint products, is also inextricably linked

with the fixed coefficient assumption. In effect, this assumption states

that if an industry produces nor© than one product, it must still use the

a&m set of technical coefficient values# If an Industiy does produce .-acre

than one product and this condition holds, then any criticisms levelled at

this assumption lose snich of their relevance* Further, if the analysis is

only concerned with total output aggregates with no effort being cade to

differentiate between cossao&itios in final demand, then this assumption

again loses much of its detracting effect# In the final result, this type

of heterogeneity can bo reduced through the use of a more detailed industrial

classification, end thus the assumption could be operationally and theoretically

obviated#

The fourth and final assumption# in ignoring the relationship between

capital and capacity, is already implicitly embodied in the first assumption

pertaining to the specification of the production function m being linear

and homogeneous. If economies of scale are experienced, then analyses

stressing the growth of output must suffer the vitiating consequences of

this assumption. In other words, if internal adjustments in the productive

system do take place as production increases or decreases, then the technic.!

coef icienta must also change if accuracy is to bo maintained.

The foregoing discussion has been included to emphasise the role that

the technological constraint assumption plays in determining the efficacy of

input-out ;ut as an operational scans of analysis# Although very few economic

models do not in soma way rely on constant coefficients of some type, the
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condition of ton-oral invarlance of the technical coefficients of production

in input-output models is particularly crucial in that it underlies each of

the assumptions upon which the analysis is structured# Whether or not the

suggested refinements in estimating the technical coefficients are practicable

given the availability of relevant factual Information is another question#

Host input-output theorists are prone to argue that in general discussion the

importance of the voiced criticism can easily be exaggerated beyond the Units

of practical significance# In attempting to examine the tenebility of these

assumptions and to answer any other moot questions which inevitably arise

in any discussion of the merits of input-output analysis, the remaining part

of this chapter will survey a number of studios concerned with this problem,

and then consider the economic io;lications of any such change on the United

Kingdom economy#

The text of leontief's 1941 edition of the &£££&£$. fl£ ~2££X£2&
2

3<wwr,a ~ 1929 yields the first rigorous attempt at anal;,sing the

variability of technical coefficients of production through time# The

methodological ap- roach adopted was a comparison of input-output coefficient

tables constructed for different years. Throughout the first six chapters

of the book, Leontief carefully posited tho thesis of the relative constancy

of the technical coefficients. In testing this thesis in Chapter Seven,

Leontief was compelled to highly aggregate his industry categories in order

to :ake the resulting matrices comparable for analysis.
2
Leontief, Wassily, The ;tructure of the American loonomy. 1919 - 1959.
1st edition, 'few for": Oxford University ureas, 1940
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The object of the Leorxtief exercise was not to dispel any suspicion

of coefficient variability since he admittedly concurred with Pareto in his

criticism of the Valrasian approach to fixed coefficients of production.

Rather, the analysis sought to determine the statistical significance of the

inevitable coefficient variations. He argued, and justly 30, that it is not

the fundamental theoretical validity of the principle of substitution but

its quantitative significance which was of vital importance from the point

of view of empirical analysis. That is, the smaller the variation in the

production coefficients induced by changes in factor prices and technology,

the smaller would be the empirical error introduced into the computations by

the assumption of invariable input ratios.

To test his hypothesis of the relative stability of input-output

coefficients through time, Leontief compared three rather crudely constructed

input-output tables derived from the original prototypes. These tables

represented the production flows for the years 1919, 1929, and 1939. The

first two tables were "single-handed" exploratory efforts with the other

table, the 1939 "official" model, having an "undistributed" vector accounting

for between twenty-five to thirty per cent of the totals. Aside from the

obvious statistical deficiencies of the tables, the three tables could only

be made comparable by aggregating the industries into thirteen grossly

consolidated industrial groups.

After having inflated the 1919 and 1929 transaction flow figures by a

series of 1939 based price indices, Leontief, in successive 3teps, substituted

the 1919 and 1929 final demands into the 1939 equations. This operation

revealed what amount of output was required to satisfy the respective final
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bills of goods using the 1939 technological constraints.

Algebraically, the analysis proceeded a3 follows:

given,

x1919 . (I . a19)-1 t1919 (1)

and,

X1929 = (I . a29)-1 ,.1929 (z)

estimate,

X'1919 « (I - A?9)"1 Y<919 (3)

and,

X''929 = (X - A39)"1 Y1929 (4)

5Q 4
The use of the (i - A )** as the matrix multiplier was an obvious choice.

First, it was the only operative inverse capable of being derived from an

official table. Secondly, the later inverse was capable of yielding more

interesting results from the point of view of the then contemporary theorists.

According to the logic of this approach, any discrepancies arising out

of the X1919 and X'1919 and X1929 and Xf1929 reflected the degree to which

changes in the technical coefficients had resulted in the predicted outputs

differing from the observed outputs. After viewing his derived results,

Lecntief remarked qualitatively that the technical coefficients had remained

remarkably stable with many of the observed differences in the gross output

vectors attributable to product mix and not technical change.

In a further attempt to stress the superiority of the input-output

method as a predictive tool, Leontief compared the input-output determined

estimates against two other techniques of prediction. The first "other"

method merely calculated the proportionate industry level of output for a
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given year and then multiplied this scaling ratio against the aggregate bill

of goods in the prediction year. The second alternative was just as crude*

It calculated the 1959 ratio of each industry's total output to that particular

industry's contribution to the final bill of goods. Then, by applying tills

ratio against earlier bills of final goods, Industry outputs were roughly

ap roxinatod, The results of the three ostiraation procedures were compared

by calculating each technique's standard error of estimate. From this,

Leontief drew the conclusion that the input-output method using stable

ccefficients was markedly superior. Despite the glaring lacunae which

characterised this Initial attempt to analyse the stability of input-output

coefficients, it still laid invaluable groundwork for subsequent studies

interested in this controversy,

Writing again in 1953> Leontief carried the structural change analysis
3

one step further using a different, but related method of analysis. The

1939 structural matrix was altered by allowing each industry, in turn, to

relapse into its previous technical state. Through this procedure, Leontief

was able to illustrate the dynamic aspects of input-output as a method of

individual industry analysis. The results were extremely Interesting,

Although the technological changes resulting in one industry (the relapse

technology) gained in significance when ramified through the complete model,

the estimated gross output control totals remained remarkably similar to the

actual totals.

Another study, conducted by Burgess Cameron, examined the Australian

3 Leontief, Wassily, tudiaa in the Structure of the American Economy.
Lew York: Oxford University Press, 1954
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4
experience in technical coefficient variability for the period 1936 - 1947.

Here annual data were available on a much finer level of aggregation than was

true in the Leontief studies. He concluded, after a series of parametric

analyses, that the input-output coefficients for industries producing homogeneous

products were sensibly stable, with changes primarily associated with changes

in the nature of the product except for the substitution in sources of power.

However, in those industries producing a variety of product inputs, there was

a significant degree of technical coefficient variation. An illustrative

sampling of coefficients analysed revealed that the ratio of the mean deviation

over time to the mean of any given producer-consumer pair was never more

than 11.39 per cent and was usually very much lower.

A more rigourous study into the degree of and reasons behind changes
5

in the technical coefficients was carried out by Arrow and Hoffenberg.

Despite having four comparable input-output tables at their disposal, the

relevant variables of coefficient change proved too numerous to permit a

statistical estimation of the parameters determining the changes. After

reaching this impasse, they then sought to determine the variables affecting

the movements in the intermediate output totals. This approach enabled them

to work with a greater number of degrees of freedom since they possessed a

much fuller time series of observed totals than they did for the input-

output tables that connected them. After having estimated several vectors

of final demand, they premultiplied each vector by the Leontief inverse of a

given base year. They found that the estimated series, calculated under the

^
Cameron, Burgess, "The Production Function in Leontief Models", Peview of
Economic Studies. Volume XX, 1952-53

5
Arrow and Hoffenberg, A Time Jeries '.nalusis of Interindustry Demands.
Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing Company, 1959
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assuiaption of fixed coefficients, showed considerable deviation from the observed

series. These deviations were then plotted against a 3et of predetermined

economic variables, many of which liad no apparent connection with input-output

technology but which taken together moved in close agreement with the deviations.

Prom this they conc.uded that if it was possible to predict the values of

the predetermined variables, then it should be possible to calculate the

intermediate output totals implied by the final demands of some future year.

However, empirical verification proved more difficult than the making

of straight theoretical deductions. Although the input-output ratios showed

variations over time of significant magnitude, the number of variables

deemed necessary to explain the coefficient variability proved to be too

numerous to be of practical significance. They felt, however, that the

regression method of predicting industry outputs from final demands and

predetermined variables showed promise and could be developed into a viable

method of prediction if only the necessary time series of observations

were available for the relevant variables. While they experienced reasonably

good "fits" in the empirical output prediction points, the estimates of

parameters within the structural equations were not as promising. In addition,

the use of linear programming techniques to estimate the structural parameters

proved only marginally more acceptable than the conventional assumption of

fixed coefficients.

Economists working in the field of input-output analysis readily concede

that the introduction of revisions and new analytical dimensions into the

model inevitably results in an exponential mushrooming in both the complexity

and statistical demands of the model. An was to be expected, the inherent
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complexity of the Arrow and Hoffenberg models made it difficult to introduce

corrective changes. They found that any given selection of predetermined

variables could not be applied uniformly in the industry parameter estimation

procedures. Problems also arose where the number of structural variables

exceeded the number of seri.es of relevant variables. In general, the paucity

of independent variations in the data and the unavailability of many historical

series constituted the most formidable obstacles in their attempt to estimate

output totals and structural coefficients through econometric and mathematical

programming techniques.

Although this study is undoubtedly a classic in the field of structural

analysis, there are a number of cogent reasons why a similar approach could

not and indeed should not have been used in this thesis. First, the prime

object of the study was not to -undertake a definitive analysis of technical

coefficient variation, but rather the main intention was to consider the

economic implications, both national and regional, of technological change.

Secondly, the general paucity of relevant statistical information would have

vitiated any attempt to estimate either output control totals or structural

pai-a::ieters through regression techniques. Time series of final and intermediate

output, input-output coefficient trends, the existence of relevant transformation

matrices, etc., simply do not exist nor arc derivable at the level of cross

section detail that permits meaningful results. Thirdly, their application

of mathematical programming techniques in estimating structural parameters

did not prove sufficiently promising to warrant use. Finally, any aggregation

expedients adopted to facilitate analysis would only have sacrificed the

very detail the analysis had sought to preserve.
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A Further Application of the Poor,tiof Kethod

Working in conjunction with the Harvard Ronearch Project, Professor

Anne P. Carter examined the structural charges occurring within the

American economy during the period 1947 to 1962.^ After having carried

through the various classification alignments, aggregations, price adjustments

and other reconciliations necessary to make the 1947 and 1958 input-output

tables comparable, Professor Carter used an approach very similar to the

Loontief technique of analysing real structural changes# The 1962

vector of groan outputs was estimated using the two technologies, 1947 and

1958.

The results prove extremely interesting. Despite the nany substitutions,

technological developments, and innovations introduced between 1947 and 1958,

the two tableaux of input-output coefficients still retained a striking

family resemblance. The seemingly vast number of technical advances with its

backlog of delayed modernisation failed to produce, in Professor Carter's

estimation, any broad changes in the structure of production. However, the

Changes that did take place held varying implications for the respective

industries. On the whole, the faster growing industries, such as -the electrical^

electronics group, embodied sore change than the relatively mature food and

textile industries. Industries, across the board, began to use more services,

electrical energy, chemicals, synthetics, and less coal, wood, and metals.

The question of the tenability of an assumption of stable coefficients

has been the subject of Innumerable discussions since Leontief first presented
*Carter, Anne P., "Changes in the Structure of the American Economy, 1947 to

1958 and 1962", Sffito SiC SSflS££&fi2 Wfl -tfiUpUfig* Vol. XLIX, Mo. 2,
Kay 1967



his input-output model. Moreover, a considerable part of the discussions

has been restricted to more or less emphatic statements of belief or disbelief,

and the more temperate discussions have to some extent been characterized

by a certain lack of thoroughness, by a lack of systematically investigated

evidence, and by a tendency to temporarily shifting positions in the face

of apparently unfavourable evidence. However, whether the method of analysis

be that of the Leontief-Carter type, cr econometric and mathematical programming

in a vein similar to the 'arrow and Hoffenberg study, the available tine

series data, scarce as they be, demonstrate beyond contradiction that input-

output coefficients do, in general, vary ovor time.

Having reached thi3 conclusion, the problem remains that of determining

the most appro uriate and meaningful method of analysing the implications

of this phenomenon. One alternative would be to estimate the statistical

significance of technical coefficient change over the 1354-1963 period.

Research carried out by Korregaard Rasmussen amassed an impressive number
7

of measures suitable for this undertaking. These include a coefficient

by coefficient evaluation of the direct coefficient matrices, a similar set

of techniques with the coefficient changes properly weighted, a test for

evaluating the significance of complete column vector changes, and several

methods of analysing the inverse matrix coefficient changes. The results

of these tests reflect the degree of coefficient variability as well as the

relative magnitude of individual industry technical coefficient invaiiance.

Other possible permutations of this type could entail the relating of the

respective degrees of coefficient variance to individual growth patterns,
7
Rasmussen, Korregaard, Studies in Inter-Sectoral Relations. Amsterdam:
North-Holland Publishing Co., 1956
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omort performance ratings, and to other criteria of economic activity.

Interesting as the above approaches say be, this thesis has chosen not

to pursue a partial analysis study of this problem, Rather, emphasis will

fo cua upon the econordc implications of technical coefficient variability.

However, before actually examining the changes that did take place in the

structural coefficients between the period 1' 54-1963» it night be vrise to

review the possible stimuli to technical coefficient change.

-n-r-os :ocf ...CAQftt Chap/;p

In essence, the task confronting the researcher was to analyse the

-.oveaents in the technical coefficients with a view towards considering

the implications of their variance. Although some of the change would

undoubtedly be the result of "technological advances", the study would also

u veil movements precipitated by forces other than V ose strictly 'technological".

Changes in input substitution and product mix, for example, would often have

the effect of changing the technological six of inputs in the re pective

i.-.dustries' production functions. However, if this is true, has one the

right to say that the technology of .reduction has really changed?

fhe Leontief approach to production theory may be interpreted as

re ting on the assumption that changes in input combinations aro associated

with important changes in output characteristics• If, then, one clan ;ifies

the outputs into main industrial sectors acc rding to technical characteristics,

the input combination re-ruired for the production of each group of outputs

is considered as given. oaand for the intermediate use of each out ut c a

then be derived if one assumes that demand for the final use of each sector
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ca be detomined. Jince tho technical classifications of inputs and out uts

of intermediate goods ore in a certain sense interdependent, the crucial

■yuestion is whether the assumption of a determinate final demand for each

To p of o tputa is tenable.

Thus, in princip'o, problems of coefficient changes due to input

substitutions can bo converted into problems of product mix and specification

in the demand for final goods, but tho lee.: the output characterisation is

af fected by a particular change in input combination, the more difficult it

to establish separate final demands for each produot-t; a. The problem,

to be i vestigated therefore is to what extent possibilities for changes in

in t coef icierts may be treated as changes in product dx, in which ca e

hey ca be disposed of by alterations in sector specification without

violating the re-ulrensnt for a final demand specification in identifiable

units.

hen considering this problem a little further, one observes that it

in closely related to the effects of variations in relative prices. gain

there are two extreme cases, with a continuous range of variations between

them. t the one extreme one witnesses the case where output characteristics

are ffoeted by a change in it. ut composition. This is the ease of ure

bntir tion, lien the che- >©st in: ut combination will bo chosen under

varying in ut prices irrespective of conditions on the de and side. At the

tier extreme one has the ease where the output characteristics are totally

4 erod by a change in input composition. This is an extreaun of the product

r.ix case when changes in input prices may be reflected in product oricec

which .ay affect de.and, and thus influence tho choice between alternative
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in ut combinations. Tho choice between input co tab inat ions is determined by

conditions of demand as vrell as by costs of production. Over a certain

range of relative prices, not only one hut all of any number of product

types nay be simultaneously in demand. But if the product types are alternatives

in de :.ar.d, the range of deraand will be narrower the stronger the Inter-

depo idency in demand; and in the limiting case, vrhen tho product types are

perfect substitutes this range will bo contracted to a si gle point, and one

is the:;; back to the ca a of - ure substitution. It now bcc as obvious that

tho uerstion of substitution and that of product nix are closely related to

relative prices and the cross-elasticities of demand.

The problem of product air is, of cour e, the problem which the ho- tiof

model is particularly able to adapt to, namely through the ren -m'float ion

of production sectors. The nroblem of substitution, on the other falls

into the roup of variations that my cause systematic errors In forecasts,

and which cannot be solved within the framework of a simple T.eontief model

if rices are assumed to depend on the endogenous variables of the model.

Substitution brought about by orice movements assumed to be exogenous to

the model rosy, of course, be taken into account if the price aovemnts can

be force ■ ist.

The asaurvtion that in ut coefficients are independout of the level of

-reduction has already been discus ed and criticised. Although production

functions are undoubtedly effected b some ensure of economy of scale, on©

is left tdtfa the option of either identifying the production pattern of each

industry individually, or assuming the -ro iiomllty condition. However,

the estimation of even a sicrle linear function presents burdensome problems.
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Th© data requirements for estimation of linear functions are ouch more

difficult to :oot than aro those ecev nry for the estimation of the "naive"

proportiorxal coefficients. 'Tot only are at least two observations required

for the linear functions, as against a minimum of one for the proportional

coefficient, but these two observations runt be sufficiently far apart to

c i ate the effects of stochastic influences. It would therefore be of

great value if the extent and nature of cases where the proportionality

assumption is tenable could be ascertained.

A somewhat different problem is experienced if the utilisation of a

certain technology is restricted by cap-city limitations, so that production

in excess of a specific amount must be made with changed coefficients.

While such a othod could be handled computationally, the problem of

identifying coefficients and capacity co atmints will probably remain i-tractable

for 3one tine to cone.

final go: ami area of coefficient variability seeai gly unrelated to

"tochnolo-ical" change in the popular sera© arises out of the existence of

observation errors introducing a spurious variability in input-output

coeff'eients. This is particularly true in the United Kingdom case where

coefficient estimates are bared on material and fuel purchases without due

regard given to actual production and usage. Although it will remain

1 033ible to discover minor inexactitudes, figures relating to the actual

usage of the in uts purchased would greatly improve the reliability and

acc racy of the coefficient valuer estimated.

Regardless of whic force is the catalyst behind the changes in the

technical coefficients of production, the general outcome of each change is
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the same. Concomitant with changes in the inputs into production are changes

in the production flora within the production matrix. Because of the inherent

difficulty, and in many cases the impossibility,of correctly discerning the

causal impetus to technical change, the following analysis will concentrate

on the effects of movements in the technical coefficients with effort being

made to elucidate upon the reasons for the change. To speculate as to the

reasons underlying the variance in the technical coefficients requires sin

in-depth study in the production patterns of each industry through time,
8 Q

Ihile studies such as this have been carried out by Carter and Svenaldson,"

each proved to be very demanding statistically with the re ult that only

single industries were investigated.

Technological Change; The Upq-ted, Kingdom ^perieneff,

The waning of the older British industries such as the coal mining,

wooden containers, and ordnance and small arms industries, together with the

burgeoning of industries such as general chemicals, synthetic resins,

electronics, veliicle production, and electrical power generation are commonly

held to be attributable to technological changes. Clearly there is a cogent

need for an objective and systematic method to identify and measure the

economic consequences of technological change. However, the mere citing of

examples of obvious technological change gives but a cursory impression of

its cumulative significance. It is, in fact, virtually impossible to relate

the effects of specific innovations to changes in the national indices of

output and productivity; individual changes may reinforce or offset one

8
Carter, ?nne P., "The "'echnological Structure of the Cotton Textile Industry",
in Leontief et al, -tudies in the txwture of the .'morican Economy.
New York: Oxford University Press, 1954

Svenaldson, Per, "Changes in Input-Oiitput Coefficients", in Tiber Barna (editor)
,:tr ctwral Interdependence and Economic Development. New York: Ifecraillan
& Co. Ltd., 1963
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ancther. "hat is needed is a technique that will permit the organization

of the piecemeal information about technological change into a framework

which effectively sets out information within the context of the structure

of a national production system as a whole.

The approach to be used in the remaining part of this chapter draws

heavily from the theoretical constructs of input-output analysis. This

technique takes account of the fact that the division of labour in the

United Kingdom economy is embodied in a diversity of ' ighly differentiated

and mutually dependent technologies. The production and delivery of the

output of any one industry to its final market requires in uts of raw and

semi-finished materials, components, and services from other industries.

For any given industry a detailed accounting of its purchases from other

industries tells exactly what inputs it used to make its product and thus

describes its production process. Correspondingly, the record of interindustry

transactions for the entire economy, displayed in the square matrix of an

absorption table describes the underlying t:chnological order. Comparison of

two absorption matrices compiled for the same economy at different times

thus reveals the structural changes corresponding to changes in technology

that occurred in the interim.

The ...t--.uol.r-v of Analysis

This section presents a comprehensive picture of technological change

in the United kingdom as it emerges from a syst matic comparison of the 1354

and 1963 roduct by industry absorption tables. The initial sub-section will

describe the technical bac ground of the com-.orisons: the adjustments
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required tc render the two absorption matrices comparable,^ and the basic

methodology of the analysis. The next sub-section will be devoted to the

broader analysis of the systematic changes in individual specialization

patterns. The concluding sub-section mil present a number of summary

rcfiles of the effects of technological change on regional economic growth

with particular attention being paid to the 1cottish example.

The publication of the 1963 Board of Trade's census of production

ro orts afforded the first possibility of examining two comparable coraiodity-

by-industry absorption matrices. Prior to th±3 latest census survey,

economists wishing to examine structural change at the macro level had been

plagued by differences in industry specification, sampling techniques,

census coverage, etc., which had precluded any attempt at comparing two

reasonably compatible production systems. However, the sheer availability

of the 1963 census did not alone provide the panacea to effect the desired

analysis. Before .eanin ful conclusions could he drawn from the com arisons

of the two systems, a prodigious number of adjustments were re uired to

render the statistical in uts amenable for anal sis. To improve the comparability

of sectors between the two years, the 120-order classification was finally

ag.prog ted to a 120-order system. Heedless to say, reconciliation of the

two ble• also required -rice adjustments (inflation of the 1954 transactions

to 1963 prices), and many other accounting adjustments occasioned by changes

in the conventions for defining and -ensuring outputs, residual distributions,

otc. These, and other reconciliations necessary t-> facilitate analysis have

been fully catalogued in Chapter Three and thus any further elucidation would

bo superfl uous.
To '

For a detailed treatment of the reconciliation rocesses relevant to this
analysis, see Chapter Three
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Wlth two absorption matrices for 1954-inflated end 1963 arrayed in two

roughly compatible 120-order matrices, the next 3tep was to derive the

respective technical coefficients of production for the two years. This

procedure entailed the ratioing of each industry's column in~ut elements by

the appropriate gross out ut figure, A.. - X. . / X.. The resulting
J-J **•J J

coefficients of production were then deemed capable of being compared to

illustrate changes in input technologies. Rather than endure the labovxous

task of comparing the 14,400 elements, coefficient by coefficient, it was

decided to treat the two matrices of coefficients as working models of the

system, one for 195'- and the other for 1963.

To establish the overall outlines of change, each technology was asked

to produce that vector of gross domestic output necessary to satisfy the same

vector of estimated final demand. An alternative approach tested, but not

incorporated into the thesis, estimated the vector of gross output repaired

to satisfy the published vector of manufacturing value added. However, in

this latter case, the matrix multiplier inverse was token to be the transposed

identity minus coefficient matrix rather than the inverse of the identity

minus coefficient matrix as was true in the final demand estimation ease.

Irrespective of the method used, the resulting gross output vector estimated

revealed identical st3cu.cti.iral changes with the result that only the final

demand estimation procedure will be commented upon.

Estimated either way, the object of the analysis was to determine the

level of gross domestic output re-mired by each technology to deliver the

manufacturing sector's contribution to the gross national roduct of the

United Kingdom in 1963. Since gross national product can be determined
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either as the total of the in uts of prime factors of production (value

added) or as the value of goods and services consumed in their final markets,

either approach could have been .justifiably used.

The requisite Leontief inverses, (l - A " )~ and (i - A ' )~ ,

were derived through the adoption of tvo different techniques as a check of

accuracy. The first method, the Guass-Doolittle step-wise approach, yielded

an inverse result almost exactly equal to the second inversion method, the

Guass-Jordan method. The differences which did emerge can be held attributable

to rounding errors forced upon the solution coefficients to the simultaneous

equations by the memory capacity constraints of the KDF3 computer. A third

approximation procedure, the power inversion limit series I + A + A + +

also yielded a remarkably similar result to the former methods as it converged

to their limit solutions. Without doubt, each matrix was well conditioned

with no problems arising due to any inherent singularity in the solution

equations.

The Observed Results

For intelligibility on the printed page the results have been summarized

in Table I. The 1963 estimated vector of final demand was divided into 120

sub-vectors of final demand, with the direct and indirect requirements for

production being individually calculated, using the two distinct technologies.

In other words, the analysis sought to derive the input flows necessary to

facilitate the production of each industry's deliver;,'- to the final demand

sector. Although it would have been preferable 4o illustrate each input

change pattern, any complete presentation of the 28,800 input flow elements



would cert .inly have risked incomprehension if presented in an ordered

juxtaposition of column vectors of comparable input flows. Thus, for

purposes of intelligibility rather than expediency, the input flows emanating

from the sane industrial order were aggregated and presented in the one

table. Admittedly, this technique of gross domestic output flow aggregation

suffers from a number of weaknesses, from the point of view of structural

analysis, the basic weakness rests in the fact that the procedure balances

out observed changes arising out of technological substitutions taking place

within the sane industrial orders. This admonition is not to suggest that

the results are spurious, but rather that they should be interpreted within

their proper context.

Comparison of the technologies of 1954 and 1965, as portrayed by two

input requirements tables, revealed that the 1963 gros national roduet

of the nanufactuning sector (13*008 pounds sterling) required eight per cent

le3 gros ' domestic output from the ianufacturing sector using the 1963

technology than was required using the 1954 technology of production. It

would thus appear that technological change lias made the production system

re efficient in its utilization of material and energy in nits. Because

the difference i3 accounted for entirely by decreases in interindustry

transactions, either the system i3 becoming more "efficient" or there has

been a transference of cost to the primary input sector. It is probably

reasonable to conjecture that both forces have been active in bringing

about this structural change in production.

The differences between the two technologies for the two years become

more substantial when the gross changes in out ut are summed in absolute
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0

I

2

107.PaperandBoard
-1

0

2

-1

0

0

0

0

-1

-2

2

0

2

108.CardboardProducts
-1

1

1

0

2

0

-3

-2

-I

2

2

0

2

109.Printingand Publishing

0

0

3

0

-2

0

0

-1

1

-3

0

-1

3

110.GeneralPrinting
-2

0

1

1

2

0

-1

0

0

-2

-1

0

1

111.Rubber

-1

0

5

0

2

0

-2

-3

-1

0

2

0

2

112.Linoleum,Leather- cloth,etc.

-3

o

**1

1

4

0

3

-2

0

0

0

3

3



INDUSTRY

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIV.

113.BrushesandBrooms
-2

0

0

2

3

0

-1

0

3

4

0

0

4

114.ToysandGames
-4

1

0

0

6

0

4

0

0

-2

-2

4

2

115.Miscellaneous Stationer'sGoods
-1

0

.2-

2

4

0

-3

-2

4

-2

2

1

3

116.MiscellaneousManu¬ facturing

-4

-3

4

-3

-2

0

-3

1

-2

3

2

-3

4

117.Construction
-2

0

0

4

-3

0

2

-4

3

-4

0

3

1

118.Gas

0

0

0

2

3

0

-1

-3

3

0

0

0

1

119.Electricity

-3

0

0

2

-1

0

-2

0

0

0

0

0

0

120.WaterSupply

0

0

3

-4

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

4

3

I

H

—J

vO
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terns. The gross coiae3 to 4«1 million pounds sterling or roughly thirteen

per cent of the gross domestic output computed in 1965. About two-thirds of

the tot 1 awing is accounted for by the preponderantly negative changes in

n.: terial in uts. The principal offset to these decreases is provided by the

increases in electric energy, general chemicals and in engineering industry

in\ uts.

,uite understandably, there are marked differences in the impacts of

technological change on the inputs required to produce different types of

end x.roducts. In general, those sectors which changed most in aggregate

terras, changed in the same direction across the board. This is partly a

mater of arithmetic. Net change tends to bo greatest where the change is

in the s me direction. The largest percentage increases occurred in the

rapid-gin nth industries such as plastics and synthetics, general chemicals,

and e ctricity. The largest pr portional decreases occurred in the wooden

containers, coal mining, ti ber, and in textiles in general.

The ..oot significant pound sterling changes occurred in these industries

which were large to start with. One is immediately impressed by the dramatic

c neentrations of blocks of negative changes and by the single vector

ex '.bitions of uniform directional change. While the negative movements in

the .lining sectors and the positive changes in the chemicals and electricity

orders can be reasonably explained by technological substitution changes.

However, the ubiquity of egative changes requires an expositive section whose

material cannot be gleaned from Table I alone. In all probability it is

c rroct to deduce that roduction activities other than direct input processing

have become Increasingly more important. In particular, the increasing
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iiaportance of labour, both internal and contractor-for services, havo, in

general, tended to decrease the relative importance of urchased material

in uts. dso, the shift towards labour, rather than material, intensive

production lends emphasis to plausible theories explaining this observational

fact.

•The most dramatic increases occurred in industries that were relatively

3,call in pound sterling gross output value terms. The mercurial rise in

s uthetic resins and plastics, as a case in point, becomes somewhat exaggerated

because of the relatively small base upon which the growth changes acre

calculated. At the same time, however, the scattering of negative changes

reflects a certain bias in the classification system since the newest

activities tend to be small and may be subsumed in the heterogeneous categories.

As a case in point, the known growth increases in electronics cannot be

isolated from the general electrical machinery group that classifies it by

definition. Reiterating further, the growth increases in shop and office

fittings are disguised by the secular decline of the industrial order in

general. To assist in clarifying the individual interindustry flows,

Table VII of Appendix II lists the individual in ut changes, in both value

and re 1 terms, that occurred during the period under review.

At the sane time, however, disaggregation de-emphasises some of the

positive changes. The chemicals order, if considered in aggregate, reflects

a significant degree of positive change. Many of the rev lutionary new

substitutions, however, merely replace in uts produced by the 3ume industry

or other industry within the sane industrial order. In addition, the in ut

proportions attributable to the engineering and electrical goods order must

sT.iffer the ef ects of a negative bias since the decision not to distribute
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the replacement parts residual lessened the relative importance of this

order's output into the interindustry sector.

In summary, the input flow changes witnessed in Table I are the result

of the technological change forces alluded to earlier in the thesis, as well

as those arising out of the conceptual Idiosyncrasies of the model. As

essayed earlier, many of the observed changes will be the resultant of

product-mix differences arising out of changes in the composition of each

sector's final demand. For example, the relative decline in the use of lead

in the non-ferrous metal industry has been more than offset by the increased

demand for aluminium in the various production technologies. The positive

changes in this industry can thus be held mainly attributable to the increasing

prominence of aluminium production and the declining relative position of

lead production. As a result, the net observed changes understate the

degree of technological change actually occurring. Despite these weaknesses,

however, a number of parallel changes are discernable. Detailed detection

of these changes, in final analysis, depends on cell-by-cell changes at the

120-order level. Such detail is impracticable to present within the toxt

of a single chapter and inevitably leads to the complications of dise tangling

minor accounting discrepancies from bona fide changes.

Detailed patterns of change often emerge more clearly when direct-plus-

indirect ro uirements are compared than is apparent from the direct comparison

of coefficients. The cumulative effect of the inverse matrix result becomes

more obviou3 depending, of course, on the coefficient change effect on the

determinant value of the matrix. Hot only are the results more apparent

when the total requirement aspect is considered, but tho alternative, the

direct coefficient comparison, is riddled with problems. Differences in the
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direct coefficient value may correspond to real changes in industrial

specialisation, or to differences in estimating the basic input-output flows.

Such differences, whether real or methodological, make it difficult to

interpret direct coefficient comparisons at a disaggregated level. Aggregation

to a relatively small number of sectors would eliminate some, but not

necessarily all, of these difficulties. Furthermore, aggregation sacrifices

the very detail one wishes to study.

The compromise selected was to pursue the afore mentioned final demand

3ub~vector summation analysis. Comparison of the individually estimated

direct-plus-indirect input ledgers revealed the percentage yearly changes

in input requirements required to produce identical bills of final goods.

Through a focussing of attention on Table I, with supplementary information

being drawn from Table VII of the Appendix, the following analysis will

attempt to note a number of parallel impacts in different producing sectors.

Mining: Almost without exception mining outputs into production

declined in a secular fashion. In fact, this was the only industrial order

where the aggregate value of interindustry flows actually declined over the

period under review. The substitution of other energy sources such as

mineral oil, gas, and electricity accentuated the proportional (direct

coefficient) decline in the industrial order's relative position in the various

technologies of production. This noted tendency, together with the general

depletion of economical mining deposits, were the main contributory factors

dictating thi3 industrial order's growth and proportional absorption

performance.
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Food. Drink, and Tobacco; The inherent block triangularity characteristics

of the United Kingdom's interindustry flow behaviour is most strikingly

illustrated by this particular order. Although of great significance in gross

output terms, this industrial order delivers an overwhelming proportion of

its output to the final sectors of demand and thus is not an exceedingly

important order in the analysis of interindustry flows. Where this order

does make a contribution to interindustry flows, the greatest proportion of

the flows remain within the confines of the industrial order. In these

instances, technological charge has led to a reduction, per unit of output,

in the demands of industries requiring the relevant inputs. In summary,

although this order remains of integral importance to the makeup of the

nation's total industrial structure, from the point of view of interindustry

anal sis its relative position is exceeded by alraost all of the remaining

sectors.

Chemicals and Allied Industries; Unlike the two previous orders, the

general chemicals order assumed an increasingly important role in the various

technologies of production. The rapid growth increases in mineral oil,

coke ovens and manufactured fuel were, in large measure, the result of a

substitution of these inputs in place of coal as energy sources. Three other

rapid-growth industries id thin this order, fertilizers, general chemicals,

and synthetic resins and plastics, also experienced favourable substitution

effects during the period under review. herovor declines were experienced,

such as in the explosive and fireworks industry as a case in point, the

relative smallness of these sectors resulted in almost negligible effects

on overall growth performance.
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In summary, although there were a number of instances where the

technological change aspect of emerged with negative proportional implications,

these "anomalous" changes were more than offset by the favourable changes

in input usage. In particular, the increased absorption of general chemicals

and synthetic resins resulted in two of the most significant technological

changes, in both aggregate and proportional terms, during the period. The

cumulative aspect of these diverse changes can most easily be grasped by

comparing the actual technological changes with the input growth patterns

of Table VII of the Appendix.

Hetal Manufacture: The behaviour of this industrial order's grovrth

and technological performance has been influenced by two contrasting features.

While iron and steel requirements into production increased rather significantly

over the period in volume terms, there was a tendency to substitute other

materials, in some instances, in place of the traditional iron and steel

input. Aluminium and plastic, in particular, both increased in importance

relative to iron and steel as "structural" in uts. The balance between

growing and declining proportional in ut3 did not, however, result in abrupt

changes. That is, although non-ferrous metals and plastics did make inroads

into the traditional iron and steel markets, they did not replace then

completely. In many cases, aluminium was substituted when weight and not

strength was considered the major factor. Correspondingly, plastics were

readily substituted when moulding and not durability was the determining

factor.

To fully appreciate the overall implication of these changes, both

Table I and Table VII of Ap endix II should be considered. As the focal
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points of national demand shifted, the iron and steel industries benefited

since many of the growth industries required significant proportions of these

inputs to facilitate their production programmes. The enormous growth witnessed

in the vehicles and general mechanical industries provides at least a partial

explanation for the increases in input flows emanating from this industrial

order. At the same time, however, the dynamic process of technological

change resulted in significant proportional reductions in iron and steel

inputs per unit of output. While this tendency was, in part, offset by the

increased importance of non-ferrous metals (intra-order substitution change),
the smaller relative significance of the non-ferrous sector was incapable of

completely offsetting the iron and steel decline effect.

Engineering and Electrical Goods; In terms of aggregative significance,

the increases in roportional importance experienced by this order were the

largest experienced by any industrial order. Almost without exception, volume

increases in input flows were the norm. In terms of structural change

analysis, the technological substitutions that did occur were predominantly

favourable. Unlike many of the industrial orders, the substitution changes

that were experienced remained largely within the industrial order with the

result that the relative position of industries within the order changed

while the performance of the order as a whole remained relatively constant.

In general, the volume and technological changes were favourable during

the period. Since many of the industries comprising this industrial order

were rapid growth sectors, it was inevitable that the volume flows of Table

VII of the Appendix would reflect this dominating characteristic. However,

technological change also proved influential in contributing to the growth

performance of this order.
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Veid.cle3; Volume flows within the automobile industry increased during

the period, however, the direct and indirect changes netted out into balance

for the industrial order as a whole. This is largely due to the specification

system used. Since interindustry flows within any order remain disguised

because of the ordering system vised, the voluminous flows occaring within

the vehicles industry did not receive adequate attention. This factor,

coupled with the realization that transportation services were not included

in the analysis, greatly distorts the calculated implication of this order's

absorption performance.

metal Goods Not Elsewhere Specified; A consistent pattern in either

volume flow or technological change was not clearly discernable from the two

relevant tables, and thus, it probably is true to conclude that the overall

change effect was probably neutral. Deliveries to final demand increased

appreciably while the level of interindustry input absorption either remained

constant or declined. The number of aluminium-plastic for steel material

changes that did take place within the industries did not have any appreciable

effect on the character of output.

Textiles; The slow-growth characteristics of this industrial order

was apparent in both tables. In volume terras, the inputs into production

increased only marginally while, in the technical change sense, other

materials were being substituted for inputs previously supplied by this

industrial order. One interesting fact to note is that textile changes

pervade the complete table. This is due to a large number of industries

using some form of textile product in their respective technologies; asbestos

and narrow fabrics being two inputs which appeared ubiquitously through the
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absorption tables. The reader must thus be cautioned against assuming that

the cumulative effect of these changes has had disproportionate effect on

overall structural change. The quantitative significance of the observed

growth and technical changes must be evaluated in terms of weighted significance

and not in a strictly additive fashion.

Bricks. Pottery. Glass. Cement, etc.: The outputs of these industries

were not of great proportional significance in the technologies of any

industry. Although the gross out ut of each industry increased in volume

terns, only glass production increased in relative proportion. The output of

cement and abrasives remained about the 3ame while pottery, fireclay and

refractory goods declined in proportional input significance. In general,

technological change moved to the detriment of these industries.

Timber: Paradoxically, those industries within this industrial order

supplying largely final markets increased in proportional significance while

those supplying basically interindustry flows suffered in both volume flow

and proportional importance respects. The emergence of plastics, light

expensive metals, and various fibrebcard materials took place at the expense

of timber as a general input# As timber prices rose, the mechanics of

cross-elasticity price effects tended to accentuate these substitution

movements. Thi3 tendency was particularly time in the cases of wooden

containers and miscellaneous cork manufactures where the more servicable and

readily reproducable substitutes such as plastics replaced the traditional

wood and cork manufactures# Although wooden containers still remained an

important input into the distilling industry, substitution effects elsewhere
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almoat re laced this input as an interindustry flow requisite of production.

In general, the cumulative effect of unfavourable final and technological

production demand changes is best reflected in the overall growth performance

of this sector.

Pat>er. Printing and Publishing: The general printing sectors of this

industrial order delivered directly to the final demand markets with the

result that interindustry flows were neither affected nor did interindustry

forces of other industries effect changes in the growth performance of these

industries. The net volume and technological changes that did occur were

largely precipitated by changes in the demand for paper and board, fibreboard,

and the various paper packaging materials. Across the board, changes in

demand and technological requirements worked to the advantage of these

industries.

Construction; Although almost all interindustry flow must have been

affected in some degree by basic construction influences, the input ledgers

listed in the census reports failed to explicitly note the demands made upon

the output of this industrial order. It is reasonable to surmise that the

overall negative bias in the complexion of change was thus, at least to some

degree, determined by the general increase in importance of service sectors

such as the construction industry.

Gas, mlectricity.and Water; In almost all cases the use of electricity

and gas as energy sources increased during the period. While much of the

volume increase experienced by these industries was undoubtedly due to

increases in total economic activity, in general, these industries experienced

undeniable substitution changes in their favour. liuch of the secular decline
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of the coal mining industry crust be attributed to electricity-for-coal

substitution changes. The distribution of this effect has been duly

documented in Table I where the final vector of final demand reflects an

overwhelming preponderance of positive technological change effects.

Admittedly, these rather cursory reflections present only a superficial

treatment of both the volume and technological change influences, however,

a definitive treatment of each industry was well beyond the scope of this

study. A perusal of Table I .and Table VII of Appendix II should provide

much of the necessary information to consider any one industry in total

abstraction.

The above changes become relevant in a regional content when it is

remembered that regional changes determine national movements. A systematic

analysis such as thi3 not only provides insights into past growth behaviours

but also yields valuable information about prospective changes. Firms and

governmental agencies wishing to capitalize on the true perspective of

technological analysis are permitted the opportunity of viewing the dynamic

picture of technological change within the spectrum of a complete economic

system. Thi3 is particularly crucial for those industries heavily dependent

on interindustry flows for their markets. In the case of Scotland, the fact

that there was an over-representation of industries suffering from the

avails of technological substitution must certainly have influenced the

regional growth patterns. Unfortunately, since regional statistics were not

- used, detailed comments pertaining to the Scottish economy would be liable to

yield spurious conclusions if extraneous information were not available.

Thus, the empirical development of the chapter has avoided the making of
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pointedly specific references to actual industry growth behaviours in

Scotland,

In final summary, however, the numerical significance and distribution

of inverse coefficients throughout the Leontief inverses reveals a number

of interesting characteristics. "Irst, the interindustry network of the

United Kingdom ia, in large measure, characterised by the eslsten.ee of

certain essentially independent complexes, or blocks, each oriented towards

tho erf oessing of a particular material. Three reaterlale-oriented complexes*

the food and kindred products, textiles and chemicals are readily distinguishable.

At the name time, however, a number of production sectors exhibit a high

degree of mutual interdependence. Engineering, timber, mining, paper and

board, and miscellaneous metal manufactures, all seemingly diffuse their

out uta across the complete spectrum of interindustry flows,

Secondly, rapid growth industries tended to increase their deliveries

to interindustry as well as to final demand markets. Slow growth sectors,

on the other hand, seemed to suffer both from substitution effects resulting

from changing technologies of production, and from being suppliers for

generally declining industries. That is, technological change affected some

productive sequences more drastically than others. Here again, the rabidly

growing sectors tended to embody more change than the relatively nature

sectors such as the food and textile industries. But there was, at the same

time, striking parallelisms in changing in ut requirements for diverse

product lines, ".cross the board, industries began to use more electric energy

and gas, chemicals and synthetics, and lees coal, wood, and -etals.
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The presentation of statistical re mits in this chapter rested on one

-■articular sectoring plan. Different classification schemes, using the same

data, could conceivably have resulted in different perspectives. To go to

an extreme, it would have been theoretically possible to devise a scheme

which would have been able to disaggregate material producing and material

consuming sectors to a point where each final product was produced by a

different, Tiighly specialised block. Such a disaggregation would, of course,

have required information and resources far beyond what is now practical.

In addition, it would undoubtedly have required many similar or even

identical products to be classified, simultaneously, in one or more sectors.

In other words, any degree of specialization would have been achieved, but

often at the cost of int oducing indeterminanciea elsewhere in the absorption

matrix. The present analysis, although not ideal in the conceptual sense,

should have unveiled a number of facts about the application of technological

forces on the machinations of the United Kingdom economy. The following

chapter again examines the technologies of production, but with a view

towards determining the effect of differing technologies on matrix multiplier

processes.



CHAPTER BIGHT

Tfethods of matrix Unit! ller Analysis

The multiplier concept was first introduced into economics as a

device in comparative statics, showing the extent to which equilibrium

levels of 1ess-than-ful1-employnent differed with varying magnitudes of

"injections", that is, expenditures whose sise did not depend on the level

of income. Used a3 a device in comparative statics, however, the iult:h lier

proved to be of little use to the policy makers interested in the goals of

regional economic development. Whereas the . eynesian multiplier could be

developed to give estimates of the size of the proposed multipliers to be

initiated through the implementation of various policy operatives, very little

was said about the timing of the multiplier reaction, nor about its dim, o h i., .al

effects. Whenever attempts were made to -isolate the multiplier effects to

the confines of a particular region, emphasis was usually placed on the consumption

effect alone, with little or no effort being made to determine the importance

of regional leakages and their relationship to the region's sise and

industrial structure.

The purpose of this chapter will be to delve into a number of areas

of atrix multiplier analysis often neglected by contemporary economists.

The discussion will be initiated by a comparison of matrix and Keynesian

multipliers. The next section will consider the moot question of the effective

time interval of any multiplier reaction, with an attempt being made to

incorporate this temporal phenomenon into the specification of a matrix

multiplier# Then, using the statistical materials calculated in the earlier

parts of the thesis, a series of gross out ut, inco q, and income plus induced

C-unsum tion multipliers will be calculated. :ach multiplier - ill be adapted to national
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and regional circumstances. The following section will witness the

development of an intranational multiplier whose purpose for inclusion vail

be to incorporate an interdependency of production effect arising out of a

directed multiplier stimulus.

It is hoped that this chapter will provide a few answers to a number

of questions currently plaguing regional development planners. For example,

is it possible to direct multiplier effects through a regional distribution

of incremental injection expenditures, or is there bound to be a large and

perhaps undesirable spillover into other areas? Can the multiplier be used

with sufficient operational skill to permit fairly accurate forecasts of the

induced changes resulting from the expenditures being made;1 Doe3 the

multiplier method of analysis afford ground for favouring regional industrial

development along one line rather than another" Although, admittedly, the

following analysis will fall short of providing definitive answers to these

questions, it was felt that the matrix multiplier, through its operative

characteristics, could best provide the theoretical model necessary to relate

industrial structure information to economic growth.

yftq Keyneslan qnd fjatrl^ HuHjjpIjerp: A Fprmaj Anpjpgy

The conventional approach to multiplier analysis i3 ursued through

the development of an aggregated model using the basic concepts of Keynesian

multiplier theory. However, unlike this approach with its concentration upon

consumption-induced effects, the matrix multiplier of input-output analysis

develops a production requirement multiplier using a disaggregated model

whose cumulative effect is somewhat analogous to the formal Keynesian macro-

multiplier.
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Although upon superficial examination the Keynes ism and matrix multipliers

appear to be structured very differently, in actual practice the two concepts

have extraordinary formal analogies. The common characteristic in each case

lies in the income generating effects arising out of differing propensities

to consume. In the one case consumption as a proportion of income becomes

the multiplier determinant, in the other case input purchases as a declared

proportion of output provides the "consumption" effect. At the same time,

however, significant differences also emerge. ,,'heroes the Keynesian multiplier

relies upon the use of aggregates of income and consumption, combining them

in a general treatment mathematical model, the matrix multiplier analyses

each component individually with the eventual multiplier being the cumulative

effect of the individual reactions. However, to counterbalance the increased

complexity, there is a richer, more complete result.

Hach multiplier, while seemingly spontaneously determined, is the

result of an undefined number of iterative effects culminating in the final

calculated multiplier. However, contrary to the usually assumed single lag

of the Keynesian consumption multiplier, the result is not effected after

the one lag but rather emerges aft-~r a distributed lag. This suggests that

the Keynesian multiplier could also be developed in a matrix form, with the

relevant income movements reverberating through the "structure" of the

model. Assuming a closed economy for sake of simplicity, the Keynesian

model could be illustrated schematically in the following form:
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• + X12 + Y13 + .... Yu Y1
+

Y21 + • Y23 Y2j Y2
+

hi •f Yi2 + Ti3 + •••• Yi(3-D + • "

,

+

Yi
8 8 8 8 8 8

Y1 + Y2 + b ■f Vl ■ TP

here y~ >L' T44 - Yj» 5^" Yj « TP, and Y4 » TP,
i^r J 3 j=i 1J 1 i=i 1 j»i 3

The Y^. in this case would represent the i-th sector's product sold to
sector j, and TP would denote the tot-1 purchases. Thus, with representing

the total revenue from the sale of i'a product and Y. denoting the expenditure

made at the sane time by sector j, the sum of tho two transactions has, by

definition, to be an identity. That is, the sua of the outlays has to be

identical to the aura of all receipts sine©, in effect, the same magnitudes

are being added but in different orders, A similar tautology amerces in the

input-output model where the sun of the row transaction flows, tho x^'s
plus final demand is o ual to tho column vector sum plus value added.

Again, for sake of simplicity, assume that the owners of the factors

of production are lumped together into one sector, called households. In

the simple Keynesian general equilibrium model, savings (absorptions of

purchasing power by households) equals inve taent (injections of purchasing

power). Therefore, tho algebraic sun of injections (an absorption being a

negative injection) must, in a closed economy, be aero.
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n

> (Y. - Y ) = 0

While presenting a convenient general equilibrium solution, this

suggested identity would rarely be true in a noderal capitalistic society

where factor owners do not usually consume all they earn. Thus, the Y^s
need not equal the Y^'s as a general law of behaviour. Acknowledging the
fact that the national marginal propensity to consume was less than one,

Keynes held that the multiplier effect would result from net changes in total

disbursement relative to total income.

The analogy between the two systems should now begin to appear evident.

By defining a c matrix to include coefficients representing individual

disbursements as a function of total disbursements (c^) and a b^ vector
to include net injections, the resulting augmented matrix model more closely

conforms to a realistic model of general equilibrium:

°1j Yj + b1j
i*j = 1,2,••••,,n

cij Yj + bij

Thua, if a multiplier effect were to emerge from the model, b^ would
have to be other than aero. If b^ ^>. 0 then the multiplier for any
particular sector would be largely determined by that sector's marginal

pro ensity to disburse its revenue. In generalising the model, if the total

disbursements were ratioed over the total incomes, the resulting parameter,

for example alpha , would then become the determining operative of the

national multiplier. In effect, any multiplier changes in income would result
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frora there being net injections into the system:

Aii . gAj
1 -oc

This rather over-simplified analogy has shown that by taking the

technical coefficients from the formal input-output model and defining

them as cost coefficients, the summed c^'s for any one column hao reflected
a disbursement propensity in the same way that the similar input-output sum

represented a cost propensity. Roughly speaking, the only real formal difference

between the two presented models is that of definitional specification.

Under the Keynesian system the net injections into the model would furnish

the multiplier stimulus, whereas in the input-output model changes in final

demand would provide the same effect. Integrating the two specifications

into the same equation system, the following set of simultaneous equations

would emerge:

n

(I - A)X = XI b-n
i,j=1

whose solution would entail the multiplication of the matrix multiplier by

the vector of net injections,

,-1 nX = (I - A) X- b-4
i,j»1 3

with X in this case being the gross output of the input-output system, and
x

the X. b,. being the vector of net injection multiplier stimuli. This
i=1 10

latter specification is not a general equilibrium but a multiplier solution.
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Th© point to be drawn from this is that changes in net injections or in final

demand would result in multiplier effects whose size would be determined by

the quantitative significance of the disbursement or cost coefficients.

The .Multiplier Time Period

In each of the above nodel3, the solution set of equations imposed a

simultaneous multiplier effect. In actual fact, however, the eventual

multiplier was the resultant of a distributed lag of transactions. In an

attempt to quantify the speed of the lagged responses to the multiplier

stimulus, economists have proposed a number of theorems in attempting to

analyse the significance of the time element in the multiplier process.

One such theory has been put forward by fritz Machlup1 and has often

been termed the marginal circular velocity theory. Thi3 theory held that

there wa3 some average interval between the initial income payment and the

resulting secondary income payments, with the length of this interval being

defined as the velocity of transactions. This definitional treatment did

little to actually "explain" or "measure" the length of the reaction. In

addition, it suffered from the weakness of being unable to gauge the

significance of hoarding or the satisfaction of demand through inventory

depletion. In short, it failed to appreciate the implications of leal-cage

effects.

2
Professor Lloyd Ketzler approached the same problem in a somewhat

*
Kachlup, Fritz, "Period Analysis and Multiplier Theory", Readings in Business
Cycle Theory. G. Ilaberler, od., New York: Blakiston Co., 1944

2
Iietzler, Lloyd, "Three Lags in the Circular Flow of Income", in Income.
Employment, and Public policy: Bssaro in Honour of Alvin II. Yansen.
New York: Norton, 1948
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difforent manner. He described three lags in the process of income creations

first, the lag between a change in disposable incone and a change in consumer

expenditure; second, tho lag between a change in consuner expenditure and

a change in production rates; and third, the lag between the stages of

production. He further demonstrated that such evidence as existed showed

that the first lag to be small or non-exi3tent, the second to be substantial

though irregular, with the third being substantial but unimportant.

A closer examination of the second lag becomes particularly revealing

from the point of view of the matrix multiplier. In particular, the length

of tine between a disinvestment in inventory and the subsequent act of

income creation becomes particularly crucial to the analysis. An early

reaction to the incremental stimulus involves the producer and Ms realisation

tiiat sales have increased relative to the rate of previous demand and production.

!3ven if the producer desir©3 to maintain a fixed stock, or stocks as a fixed

percentage of sales, he needs some time to assure himself that what has

occurred is more than a random fluctuation in hi3 sales volume. Presumably,

the more erratic Ms normal daily or weekly or monthly sal63, the longer will

it take Mm to sort out the genuine increases from tho random fluctuations.

This lag occurs at each level involved in the production of a good, and the

lags arc cumulative.

The second noticeable lag emerges out of the time interval between

the giving (or acceptance) or orders. If orders are given (or accepted)

weekly, a re lization of a changed rate can quickly make itself felt at

the next level. However, if sellers open their books only quarterly, or even

annually, then the lag is much greater. These lags are also additive.
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A third lag involves the tine it t ices to transmit orders. Unless

used to include either of the above two lags, it is probably short, although

again cumulative.

The crucial lag from the point of view of a manufacturing production

matrix involves the time it takes to change the rate of production. Assuming,

still, that the seller at each stage desires to keep a constant or proportional

inventory, and, whenever he realises his sales have increased, immediately

takes steps to increase the necessary purchases of in uts into production,

there are physical limitations to the speed with which he may do so. These

limitations include, of course, the time necessary to activate idle machinery,

and to hire, and if necessary, train or re-train workers. But there is also

an important liraitation based on the existence or non-existence of inventories

at each stage of production. Regardless of the size of the stimulating final

demand increment, the producer cannot start increasing hi3 rate of production

unless he has inventories of the necessary inputs in excess of minimum working

requirements. Each supplier in turn must have inventories to meet the new

demand. The whole process lengthens out as the lags inherent in the supply

process become more significant.

On the other hand, if there are inventories of goods at each stage,

if a realization that sales have increased occurs quickly at each stage, if

orders increase immediately when sales increase, then the whole process may

take only a matter of days or weeks.

It is interesting that an argument can be developed here which is

almost the exact opposite of the money circulation argument. Assume that no

seller carries any "excess" inventories. Then, when the signal is given for
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increased production, the process has to start at the first stage of production.

Work cannot be increased at stage two until goods arrive at an increased

rate from stage one, and so on. If this is the case, the lag in income

creation will amount to one-half of the fabrication time. From this point

of vie1,;, it is not the arrival of money coming down the line from consumers

that delays the process, but the arrival of goods coming up the production

line from the ultimate producers that is relevant.

So far it has been argued that firms normally ;iavo reason to hold

inventories in excess of those needed for transaction purposes (analogous

to the "transactions demand" for money)* /aid, if they do, it has been shown

that the availability of excess inventories at each stage in the production

process will permit the flow of income to be expanded much more rapidly

than if such inventories did not exist. Tho contrasting case would be one

in which (a) no excess inventories were held, and (b) only inventories of

final products. In either case, an increase in demand for final products

could only lead to a slow expansion of production and income, as goods

evolved from the earliest stages of production. Cases (a) and (b) do

present, in themselves, interesting contrasts. If there were no excess

inventories even of finished products, an increase in demand could succeed

only in bidding up prices, first at retail, and then successively "down the

line" towards the earliest stages of production. The probable reaction to

increased prices will be an eventual increase in production with concomitant

supply and price depressing consenuences.

The theory of the ten oral characteristics of the multiplier is indeed

a challenging area of research. Ilot only does income change by a process that
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takes time; lagged responses in manufacturing also aunt be considerod.

This involves an analysis of business practices, attitudes, resources; of

technical conditions of production and supply; of consumer behaviour, income

distribution, lay-off and hiring procedures; indeed of every aspect of the

economic rocess. In final analysis, however, any determination of a general

lag must be conjectural since new transactions will be subject to changing

circumstances, which, in turn, will affect the inherent lags.

However, any analysis which neglects the lag effect in developing a

multiplier theory trust be subject to criticisms on the grounds of incompleteness.

Matrix multiplier analysis can claim n exemption. Fortunately, the

calculation of the conventional matrix multiplier (i - A)""1 can be achieved

in either one of two ways. The traditional system of input-output equations

becomes amenable to solution through the inversion of the (l - A) matrix.

Assuming that the identity minus coefficient matrix is non-singular, the

normal procedure is to invert the matrices through direct methods, such as

the Guass-Doolittle or Guass—Jordan processes. The alternative technique is

3
to approximate the sane inversion result through the use of a power series.

This ethod approximates the (i - A)~^ matrix through the sura of the first

t terms of the power series,

I + A + A2 + A5 + i+ A
t (i - Ar

This power series is 3aid to converge if, given

h(t) I + A + A2 + + A
t

3
Appendix II, Table III
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h(t) a -proriches (l - l}"1 as t tends to infinity. This means that every

element in h converges to a scalar limit in the ordinary sense, 'lie raestion

of convergence is of considerable practical and theoretical interest. A

sufficient condition may be stated as fellow: this series converges - and

hence a -matrix multiplier exists - if ©very sector has a marginal propensity

t: spend of less than one. Thus, this condition is exactly parallel to the

marginal propensity to consume case in the sit le consumption multi lier.

If each sector exactly disburses receipt* for all levels of output, one goto

a ure propagat or analogous to the quantity t' eory of none./, since it implies

that all arginal pro ensities are always exactly equal to unity. This

en: elusions in easily arrived at intuitively since if each sector always

disburses all of its receipts, the non-existence of a leakage effect will

re: lit in an exploding infinite series. the other hand, if the sectors

do not disburse all of their incremental revenue, the aulti lier will

eventually exhaust all of its effects, direct and indirect.

C sidering the realistic case, the fact that the spending or- ensi.ties

are less than unity results in the sum of the go•netric scries tending to

a finite lirit a t tends to infinity. Tiat are the possible implications

of this tea-oral dimension in the matrix Multiplier analysis' First, assuming

that each industry exhibits the ease lag in meeting new reduction demands,

then these industries experiencing the most rapid convergence in their

. /. Iti iera can be said to have the fastest multiplier reactions. Thus,

if an industry approximates eighty five per cent of Its conversion limit

after the third order of ro ction effects while another industry achieves

on!; fifty er cent of its eventual Unit after the Identical number of
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iterative multiplications, then the former industry can be deemed to have a

shorter re ction interval.

This effect is perhaps best illustrated, through an example. If the

final demands of two industries, a and E, are both increased by the same

incremental change in their respective final demands, then the eventual

multiplier would be determined through the following formulation:

1 n
Multiplier of A = (i - A)"' T = (X* - X)/ Ya

i=1

1 n
Multiplier of B = (i - a)" Y = (X* - X)/ Ya

i=1

where and represent the identical incremental changes in A and

B respectively, X* represents the resulting gross output vector with X

denoting the original gross out out vector. These calculations repres nt the

limiting .multiplier effects resulting from the independent stimulation of

each bill of final demand by the same amount. For the sake of discussion,

let it be assumed that sectors A and B have identical multiplier limits.
2 3

If after three iterations, that is I + A + A + A , the multiplier of a

converges to ninety per cent of its multiplier limit while sector B converges

to only sixty per cent of its multiplier limit, then it is reasonable to

conclude that the effect of stimulating A reverberates through the economy

more quickly than does the stimulation of B.

The public policy implications of this type of analysis arc obvious.

If a governmental agency wishing to stimulate income quickly only considers

the final multiplier increment, then it runs the risk of selecting an industry
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with a high eventual multiplier effect yet slow reaction time. While it is

impossible to predict the reaction time by a neat rule of thumb such 03

"the higher the numerical value of an industry's coefficients, the faster

the convergence of its eventual multiplier" since the interdependence effect

must be considered. It is quite conceivable that an industry demanding but

a few important inuts from industries exhibiting high multipliers could have

Just as large a multiplier as an industry demanding a large number of inputs

from industries having lower multipliers. This problem can only be resolved

through an actual empirical testing of the multiplier sizes and reaction

times.

From a strictly regional point of view this type of analysis is of

crucial importance. If the central government wishes to stimulate a particular

region to the general exclusion of other regions, then the leakage effect

is of considerable interest. Thus, if the leakage is immediately significant,

the eventual multiplier impact will be lower than it would have been if the

eventual multiplier had been lower in magni tu.de, for the nation as a whole,

but had a delayed leakage effect. In all cases this problem is empirical

and will be pursued with greater rigour in the development of the individual

multipliers.

The Matrix irultinlier and its Regional Adaption

When the economy of a region is subjected to changes in the level

of activity cf one or more of its sectors, both the real structure of the

regional economy and the monetary flow of receipts and expenditures between

it and the other "economies" affect the character of the response to that

change. For any given change in the level of economic activity, the effects
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on income, employment, and output, are, in large measure, determined by the

structural composition of the region*a industrial sector. The remaining

sections of the thesi3 will consider this aspect of regional economic growth,

and will attempt, using Scotland as a case example, to quantify the implication

of this effect using the multiplier as the analytic operative. However,

in order to trace these reactions effectively, it is necessary that the

interrelationships among the sectors of the regional economy be specified

as to form and he measurable. Although it may be possible to trace through

the effects without the aid of a formal model, this analysis will use the

previously derived absorption coefficient matrix for 1963 as the vehicle

necessary for measuring the regional effects of changes in economic activity#

For this type of analysis, the input-output model has a number of virtues

which should become apparent as the chapter progresses#

During the past decade regional disparities in economic growth, income,

and employment have resulted in economic planners attempting to delineate

the possible causes contributing to the various statistic differentials.

Although probably a product of the dynamics of capitalistic development, the

nix of industrial activities has become integrally associated with such

problems as cyclical sensitivity, gross region product, regional income,

per capita income, and commodity trade balances.

My regional analyst endeavouring to study the strategic factors

generating the various regional differentials inevitably ends up considering

the areas of industrial composition, regional multipliers, arid finally the

leakage effect inherent in interregional trading flows. Since Chapter Six
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has considered the industrial structure and performance avenue of enquiry,

this aspect of the regional economic growth process can bo dispensed with

at once# By observing the sheer magnitude of individual industries within

the industrial structure of the relevant regions, it was obvious that some

industries would have different impacts on regional reaction cycles than

others. Through the mechanics of input-output it becomes possible to

quantify the extent to which incomes and output fluctuate given incremental

changes in their respective final demands. Although the lag effect inherent

in the multiplier process remains a point of obvious contention, this

quantification procedure permits the making of qualitative judgments concerning

the probable size and reaction interval of the respective multipliers,

Since it is obvious that regions are not isolated entities, ideally

the regional analyst should enquire into the cylcical sensitivities of

other regions and the ways in which their cycles may be spread to the particular

region under analysis. Through a consideration of this influence it becomes

possible to telescope a multiplier reaction whose effects are spatially

transmitted within the complete system of regions. Any definitive analysis

of this aspect is bound to reveal that the cyclical responsiveness of any

given region cannot be divorced entirely from its Indus trial composition and

the secular trend positions of itself and tlie other regions.

Tfre Ileti^dolofly gf Ma&Sla

Thus, equipped with the matrix multiplier concept, a temporal adaption,

and a calculated structural matrix, the only problem remaining is that of

applying these concepts to a regional model. However, in lieu of a "true"
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regional model, the structural characteristics of the United Kingdom as a

whole have been assumed to accurately reflect the industrial production

technologies peculiar to the Scottish economy. The changes in economic

activity which affect the regional economy nay arise either internally or

externally; that is, as a re ult of growth within the region, a shift in

the composition of demand in the region, or as a result of changes in the

level of economic activity in the nation as a whole which in turn affects

the regional economy. Both kinds of change are important; a growth in

population in the region will raise consumer demand for products and services

and will perhaps shift the co- position of demand among industries, or it

may simply raise the level of demand vdthout changing its composition.

The development of a new resource will inject new investment into the region,

thus engaging the multiplier process with its direct and induced effects

on income and employment. Or a change in the national budget, for example

an expenditure related to the development of regional infrastructure, will

most certainly have an effect on the regional economy. In fact, almost any

change in gross national product will change the demand for the products of

so. o industries in the respective regions, which will, after a lagged response,

have resultant effects on income, employment, and the general level of regional

economic activity.

In an open input-output model, all of the above types of change are

covered in ono or more sectors of final demand. It is common to distinguish

the following sectors: household consumption, government expenditure, net

ca ital and inventory change, and exports. 11 of these are deemed exogenous

or external to the main structure of the model. These final demands, and the
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technical coefficients of the production system, uniquely determine the level

of gross domestic product required to satisfy the denands made upon the

system. Aa the final denands change due to any of the factors mentioned

above, the output levels (and hence income and employment) also change,

Thus for convenience in measurement, one may lump all such changes in final

demand, without specifying the type of change, and go on to compute the

multiplier effects on regional income of any type of change in "external"

demand,

A3 was essayed earlier, when a change in final demand does occur, the

immediately impact is likely to be on finished inventories but a3 soon as

production plans can be readjusted, the new demand pressures will be

translated into changes in output. lor sake of illustration, let the direct

output change (equals change in final demand) for industry i be denoted by

/Nr., and let it be assumed that it has a unit value of one pound sterling.

The immediate effect of a direct change in output in industry i will cause

the industries supplying i to readjust their production plans, with these

adjustments setting off similar third and fourth-order reactions. The diroct-

plus-indirect effects on the output of all other industries resulting from

a change in output by industry i are 3hown by the j-th column (i = j) of
/ 1a63\-1

the coefficients of the inverse or multiplier matrix. Define (I - A ) =

• Then d2j shows the direct-plus-indiract effects on industry 2 of

a one pound sterling change in the final demand of industry i. Then it

follows that the direct-plus-indirect effects on gross domestic output arc

given by:
n

d, i + d^. + . . . . . + d_ j = dj 41 j 2j nj j- ij
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The resulting multiplier becomes the ratio of the direct-plus-indirect

effects to the direct alone:

n

Mi = S dij
AY.

^iiere H. is the simple gross output multiplier for industry i.

This type of matrix multiplier formulation was computed for each

industry within the 1963 structural matrix as developed in Chapter Three.

Since information pertaining to interregional flows and regional production

parameters was not available, the multipliers labelled, as Scottish were

calculated under the assumption that the multiplier effects would be distributed

in accordance with each region's contribution to the gross output levels of

the respective industries. The tenability of this uniform distribution

assumption is questionable given the earlier theorems concerning the polarisation

of economic impact, but it does illustrate plausible effects given an absence

of a directed incremental stimulus. A subsequent model will consider -the

regional implication of a directed multiplier through the development of a

model designed to measure the interdependence effect of production-trading

technologies. The forthcoming section will consider, however, the just-

outlined simple gross output multipliers aggregated by industrial orders

in Tables I and II respectively, and individually listed in Tables VI and V

of Appendices II and III respectively.

Gross Outnwt Hultioilers. United Kingdom and Scotland

The gross domestic output multipliers for the manufacturing industries
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of the United Kingdom were calculated using the 1963 inverse matrix of

technical coefficients. In effect, the model determined the level cf gross

output necessary to satisfy a given level of final demand, and then changed

each element in turn, holding the others constant, and recalculated the gross

domestic requirement levels. The resulting vectors were then subtracted,

summed in absolute terms, and then divided by the incremental increase.

Using matrix algebra for expositive purposes, the individual multipliers

were determined as follows:

the same vector of final demands with one element having been increased,

and Ay the incremental change. The differences were calculated in absolute

terms since the given specification would have yielded a negative multiplier

if signed responses were permitted.

The individual industry results are presented in Table VI of Appendix II,

with the multiplier limit value listed in the final vector of the table.

The first column indicates the first round direct output effects, with the

figure to its immediate right indicating the percentage of the total multiplier

effect resulting from this first-order reaction. The remainder of the table

lists the cumulative effects, and respective component percentages, of the

successive reaction orders as the multipliers converge to their limiting

values.

The temporal reaction effects were estimated by replacing the matrix

where y1""^ represented the 1963 vector of final demands,A Y1 denoted
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multiplier by the geometric power series I + A + ... + A* with t representing
the number of iterative effects or time orders. A summarized version of

Table VI is presented in Table I of this chapter which lists the industrial

order multipliers and their estimated convergence speeds.

The block triangularity characteristics of the absorption tables become

immediately obvious as the industries exhibiting large material in ut

coefficients emerge with the highest multiplier coefficients. The food

produ'tc, eke .icals, metals, textiles, and timber sectors are all characterized

by high multipliers, resulting from the incremental flows becoming concentrated

in the respective triangular sections of the transaction flow matrix. The

size of the respective total iraltipliers is also a reflection of the "rounding

error" problem experienced in estimating the respective multiplier :-atrices.

"he smaller the indirect effect, the more quickly its effect is exhausted

as the series converges. This results in the larger flows gaining in relative

significance while the smaller flows are diminished by the relative quick

dotor..'.nation of their multiplier implications.

It is also interesting to note that the Speed of the multiplier reactions

is seemingly in i> ve-se proportion to the size of the multiplier. The ining

order exhibits a rapidly converging multi; lier series but a low eventual

rulti lier. The same is also true of the other energy sector, electricity,

Cas and ater. A other illustration of the dynamic effect of multiplier when

specified in this form can be grasped by noting the food and .etal or'.ers.

V eroas the food order has the highest eventual multiplier, the initial

.v 1 tiplier implications are greatest in the .otals order even though it has

a smaller eventual multiplier.
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The size of the respective multipliers is apparently related to the

degree of intraorder flow. The causal linkage in this case is not, however,

readily decipherable on the basis of sheer observation. The quantitative

significance of the raw material and other similar-oroduct processing

industries ha3 been positively biased under the conceptual specification scheme

used. The commodity-industry ethod of allocating absorption flows to

industries did not take into consideration make-matrix forces, which

resulted in an exaggeration of technical coefficient values in those industries

whose output was widely produced amongst the industries not included in the

principal product category. Thus, those industries exhibiting a higher

degree of block triangulation in their flows experienced positively biased

multiplier reactions. Secondly, the raw material processing industries tend

to be heavily dependent on imports which result in significant initial

leakages from the multiplier reactions. The food and textile industries,

for example, would both experience significant leakage effects which would

reduce their eventual effective multipliers. Thirdly, the non-distribution

of the replacement parts residual results in an irretrievable leakage effect

which lessens their calculated multiplier effects relative to the other producing

sectors.

If the nodel3 were corrected to take into consideration the import

leakage and residual distribution biases, the results would not only be more

accurate but could conceivably change their complete complexion. Unfortunately

the information did not exist which could have facilitated these improvements.

The derivation of the Scottish multipliers entailed a scaling of each

vector of gross domestic output differences before, of course, they were
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suramed. The scaling operative in each case war> a coefficient which reflected

Scotland's contribution to the gross output total of that industry.

Algebraically, the formulation proceeded as follows:

•where the r represented a diagonal matrix of Scotland's production relatives#s &

In the power series derivations the scaling influence was applied after each

order of iterative effects#

One interesting fact should be noted# In only two of the industrial

orders does Scotland (hypothetically speaking) receive a greater share of

the national multiplier than her relative population level suggests that she

should merit. These are the .mining and food orders in which Scotland

exhibits favourable differential coefficients. Unfortunately, from Scotland's

point of view, these orders are relatively slow growing with the multiplier

effect of the faster-grcv&ng orders remaining largely vdthin the other

regions. The individual industry multipliers are listed in Table V of

Appendix III. The same dynarA-c considerations noted in reference to the

national multipliers apply.

This method of multiplier analysis suffers from a number of weaknesses.

First, no mention is made as to where the multiplier is initiated. Secondly,

the implicit assumption that the gross domestic output changes are uniformly

distributed according to gross output considerations is open to question.

Thirdly, the multiplier leakage inherent in import flows has not been considered.

i=1

A
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Fourthly, gross domestic output is not an accurate indicator of economic

impact in that output changes are not always a direct reflection of proportional

i come increases. Sizable increases in the grain milling industry, for

example, would result in a much lower income effect than would the same

output increase in the vehicles industry. In summary, there is a cogent

need for building an income and direction factor into the multiplier,

Sforita Ipqpme huinoliera, United hin-doQ, and Scotland

Income generating effects are, in most cases, of greater importance to

regional economic growth than are the simple gross output changes. Within

any economic system, the value added component of production is the most

reliable Indicator of performance. In the case of Scotland, the respectable

gross output multiplier of the distilling industry yields an illusory

impression of its importance in the overall industrial structure of the

region. This is true in that much of the value added component goes into

taxes and profits which are distributed nationally and internationally

respectively, rather than into wages and salaries which remain to stimulate

the regional economy through consumption-multiplier effects.

If one defines an income coefficient (wages and salaries as a

proportion of gross output), then the direct plu3 indirect effects on income

of a one pound sterling change in final demand for industry i arc given by:

n

ai1d1j + ai2d2j * • ' * * + aindnj = aindnj

with the direct income effects (for a unit increase in gross output) being

given simply by the income coefficient. The income multiplier in this case

becomes:
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120

h ' V«4^
where fh is the gross output multiplier with each output change scaled by

the proportion of income generated as the direct result of the output movement.

The income multipliers are given a dimension of relevance if the multiplier

coefficients of Tables II and III are examined. First, an example might

rxrovide the necessary clues for effective interpretation. Hypothesise an

increase in governmental purchases from a particular industry. The initial

impact of the increase in final demand is an increase in output by the

industry experiencing the change in demand, with a concomitant increase in

wago3 and salaries required to produce the additional output. If the industry

in question immediately increases its production by an amount equal to the

change in demand, the direct income effects could be computed by multiplying

the cliange in demand by the income coefficient for the industry concerned.

The logic of this process is that, as output increases, more is paid out in

wages and salaries and other payments to the household account: therefore,

income originating within the industry is affected immediately by the

initial increase in output.

The increase in production will, of course, set in motion a chain

reaction which will result in an increase in output in all of the industries

either directly or indirectly linked to the industry experiencing the change

in demand. This income effect ramifies itself throughout the model until

the leakages inherent in the income generating process exhaust the production

stimulating effects. If the results are distributed according to an explicitly
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assunod m&tem distribution, on tho basis of arose output contribution, then

the :*ultipliers of fables III and IT (and fables VII and TX of Appendices

II and III respectively) she* how esuch total incoz» sill ineroaso given &

u it ii cmavo in final donsnd.

The Scottish incase Multipliers -.sore derived by a scaling of the

e ttieb gross output changes by the appropriate incoso coefficient,

vlth JL denoting the regional incone coefficient tc contract it with the
■@ g *•*

national parameter, the results were derived as follow:

c Du - a63)"' ^ -« - a®'"' a"/5
The results of Tables III and IV appear to be dtaretrioally in contrast

to the interpretative conclusions resulting froa an exaaination of fables I

and II, The Industries having low arose output multipliers often have high

inco to : tlpliers. This factor is particularly apparent when the apposite

tables of I -endices II and 111 are perused. Vehicles and Ih^neoring, in

t is case, eoorge with the highest iaeear multipliers while the food order

-nxlti ■ lier (highest .proas output suit! lier) io appreciably lower than any

other industrial order, Given another interpretation, far greater deliveries

of gross output are retired from the food than froa the vehicle end

e Sine ring orders to yield identical incase Multipliers,

focussing attention on Table IV, one fact emerges wliich warrant;; eouaaet,

Scotland's incooo multiplier is always lower than her population relative

. :ight suggest that she receive if industry concentrations were distributed
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aocording to the population factor, dthough cotland experiences a dghly

favourable differential advantage in the food industry, the fact that the

all-important distilling industry is not an intern-industry supplier, reduces

the cottiah food order multiplier significant1,. In addition, the di tilling

industry pays cut a relatively small r-p.rtion of its gross output deliveries

the form of wages and salaries. Although it is difficult to be categorical,

a number of plausible explanations emerge fron an inspection of the individual

industry statistics documented in Table VI of Appendix III. The important

income contributing industries are disproportionately concentrated in

gland resulting in the important income leakages being drained from the

cottiah multiplier process. The fact that cottiah wages levels are love ,

on the average* is not of relevance a lace the 3 raja ted... •logic:.! . dx, r»

value ter n, was aseumed for each region. Thus, not only are the respective

industrial structures different, but the important oa itol intensive, igh

..cove industries tend to be spatially distributed to Scotland's disn.iv.r.tage,

liOft ?!U,ltl_iSg

Tins far it has boon ansuneA that apart from the postulated change in

f *sal demand, all other final demands remain constant. Lot us now relax

t is asst ration and recognise 'art of the interdependence in tho f^nal

dewands for the various industry outputs. Basically, a variation in the '"' rial

- -ar! for a product ir.fl ences other fina*' demands :ln two ways. First,

t' ere is the effect of a change in demand o inveatnent ex ■*> turns for °a t .

h .1 equipment. This assures, of course, a sir-able increase in final demand

a- d t lerely the unit change require to calculate tho individual -I tlplier
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coefficient values* Hypotheses concerning the acceleration effect should

be t .. .cod here; iowover, this is auch a complex relationship that it

wo : he difficult, if not i..possible, to build it into a coas>utable ..odel*

T in
_ int ..ill be essayed later in a context which stresses the oec iar

i ._ ic-tions of the nultiplier-acceleri tor rocess* Secondly, the Initial

1 creases in production and i cone generate subse uent increases in

or o\_c . itsxreo. rdi o.rily, when incogs change consumer expenditure

changes in the sane direction but by an amount less than the change in income*

Thus, with an increase in final demand in the united Kingdosa, the induced

: cone i-crease will result in an increase in consumer expenditure which

ill, in turn, set in action a chain of interindustry re etions increasing

i -I -aid incomes still farther, hence bringing about a still further

. e in consumer expenditures, and so ..

change in final demand thus results in t o related, and tually

'nier&cting, events: (l) a change in reduction and a change in l..coue

a oily, and (2} a further change i c j.vier expenditure..., via hie co r . tion

f ctl , ;hich in turn generates changes in production, income, and so on

for successive rounds* The aeasureneat of those chaxvjoa is indeed problematical*

Cre o sible ethod is to build in the income-consumption relationslxh

irecti; . This © .tails the • ioveuent of the consumer expenditure and incomo

ocoi vectors into the transaction matrix. The resulting a-igaent--.d a .xix,

Its Increased degree of closed:-,ess, facilitates the calculation i ahold

h e; ■&■:> and expenditures together with the other sectors of the 5 ..terinduetry

ot r . ss-.v-.ing that co::au er expenditures -ire direct! proportionate

t ' c e, in other words the c nou. tion fu ction is assumed to both
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linosr and homogenous, it is possible to recos ute the inverse matrix to

include the consuaption-Income relationship. The column vector household

coefficients, in tills case, represent the direct-plus-indirect consumer

expenditures resulting from changes in the newly specified vector of final

demand.

The technique used to aim;late this relationship within the United

Kingdom was admittedly arbitrary but still reasonably credible. The row

vector of incase coefficients was taken directly fron the census reports for

1963 which gave the wage and salary components of gross output for each

industry. The estimation of the column vector of expenditure coefficients

proved to be more difficult. Since the researcher was unable to draw from

an available study on consumer expenditures for individual manufacturing

industry outputs, a method of estimating the effect had to be arrived at,
4

Gathering material from the Cambridge Programme for Growth series and

Houthakker and Taylor's fiprOTW Itt tftff MM - 1??05
it was estimated that the probable average propensity- to consume manufacturing

outputs was between 45 to 60 per cent of marginal income. The figure of

53 per cent waa taken to be a rough, but acceptable, for illustrative

purposes, estimate of the true parameter of consumption propensity. The

column vector of individual consumption expenditures woa then calculated by

distributing this average propensity coefficient amongst the industries

according to their relative delivery of output to the total final demand

sector. Vith these two vectors augmenting the original coefficient matrix,
4 Departnant of Applied Economics, Progrnmo for Urc«th -lories. Cambridge University
5
Houthakkor, H.3., and Taylor, L.D., .^gnd ix\ jhfi

122"; - 1270. Ilavard University Press, Cambridge University ireas, 1966
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TABI.E V

INCOME INTERACTIQN3 AND MULTIPLIERS, UNITED KINGDOM, 1063,

INCOME REACTIONS INCOME REACTIONS
TO CHANGES IN INCLUDING INDUCED
DE1WND VIA HOMOGENEOUS

DIRECT CONSUMPTION FUNCTIONS.
INDUSTRY INCOME S^TI Direct.

CHANGE indirect Multiplier indirect Multiplier
& induced.

CD (2) (3) (4) (5) ft)

1. Coal Mining .546 .617 1.130 1.394 3.912

2. Stone and Slate .092 .167 1.815 .367 3.989

3. Chalk, Clay, Sand .215 .362 1.219 .576 2.198

4. Miscellaneous Mining .241 .333 1.382 .699 2.90O

5. Grain Milling ,085 .123 1.306 .279 2.180

6. Dreed and Flour ,247 .338 1.368 .723 2.927

7. Biscuits ,131 .325 1.796 .426 2,354

8. Moat Products .131 .326 2.489 .518 3.954

S. Milk Products .071 .337 4.747 .593 3.352

10. Sugar ,063 .239 4.387 .888 10.921

11. Sugar Confectionery .199 .364 1.329 .528 2,653

12. Fruit and Vegetable
products.

.143 .348 2.351 .512 3,459

13, Aniaal & Poultry Foods .067 .193 2.381 .430 8.418

14. Margarine .030 .303 10.100 .642 21.400

15, Miscollaneou3 Foods .1X6 .241 2.078 .492 4.241

16. Brawing end Malting .093 .127 1,366 .259 2.785

17. SpLrit Distilling .009 •142 3.550 .255 2.576

18. Other Drink Products .179 .286 1.598 .463 2.537

19. To'sacco .045 .060 1.667 .126 2.80O

20. Coke Ovens .079 .561 7.110 1.273 16.114

21. Mineral Oil .047 .196 4.170 ,344 11.574

23. Dyestuffs .217 .358 1.650 .841 3.876

23. Fertilizers Plant
Chemicals

.130 ,287 2.208 .736 6,046

24. General Cbanicals .145 .271 1.869 .753 5.193

25. Pharmaceutical Supplies.183 .295 1.612 .320 4.481

26. Toilet Preparations .143 .276 1.9$0 .364 2.545

27. Explosives & Fireworks .615 .713 1.159 1.455 2.366
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (3) (9)

23* Paint and Ink ,137 .351 1,877 .758 4.053

29, Natural Oils and Fats ,086 .327 3,302 .529 6.131

30, Detergents, Candles .127 .291 2.391 ,533 4.354

31, Synthetic Resins,
Plasties

32, Polishes

• 153

,164

,365

.303

2.386

1.343

,591

,478

3.363

2.915

33, Gelatine, Adhesives .ISO .341 1.894 ,771 4.283

34, Iron and Steal .174 .422 2.425 1,009 5.799

33, Steel Tuhos ,197 .417 2.117 ,884 4,437

36. Iron Castings ,296 .474 1.601 1.070 3.635

37, Non-Porrous Metals ,147 ,379 2.578 .830 3.>546

33, Agricultural Machlnory.209 ,334 1.837 .778 3.727

39, Machine Tools ,307 .433 1.410 .967 2.969

40, Toale and Gauges ,388 •491 1.265 .997 2.570

41, Industrial Engines ,306 .476 1*561 1.047 3.433

42, Textile Machinery .296 .458 1.547 .911 3.073

43, Plant & Quarrying
Machinery

44* Handling Equipment

,202

.310

.411

.477

2.035

1.539

.096

l.uai

a.iao

3.165

45, Office Machinery ,361 .SOS 1.407 1.062 2.942

48, Miscellaneous Machin¬
ery

47, Industrial Plant and
Steelwor:

.222

.281

,444

.471

1,521

1.676

.937

1.112

3.209

3.957

43, Ordnance and Small
Arms

,429 ,562 1.310 1.191 2.776

49, General Mechanical
Engineering

.341 .472 1.384 ,968 3.339

50, Scientific Inatruaents.338 ,476 1.409 .335 2,618

51, Watches and Clocks .338 .505 1.411 .798 2.229

52. Electrical Machinery ,35.2 ,513 1.472 1.010 3.555

53, Wire Products .173 .413 2.387 ,843 4.872

54. Telephone Apparatus •405 .547 1.351 .903 2.378

55, Electrical Apparatus .279 .434 1.556 .703 2. 530

56. Electrical Appliances .258 .448 1.736 ,365 3.363

57, Miscellaneous Electrical
Goods ,262 .423 1.615 .752 2.870

58, Shipbuilding ,372 .347 1.470 1.209 3.250

39, Motor Vehicles ,138 .423 2.250 ,833 4.431
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

SO, Hater Cycle .327 .551 1.685 1,273 3.893
Manufacture

91. Aircraft Manufacture ,358 , .490 1.369 1.034 2.838

62. Railway Equipment .456 .641 1.406 1.410 2.200

33. Railway Carriages ,365 .518 1.311 ,751 1.0O1

04. Perambulators .276 .481 1.743 ,765 2.772

OS. Tools & Implements .306 .443 1.448 .749 2.448

06. Cutlery .201 .389 1.337 ,817 2.808

07,B >lts, Huts, livota, ,275 .417 1.516 .704 1.688
etc.

33. Cun3 a id Metal Soxe3 ,166 •456 2.747 .643 3.904

00. Jowallery .034 - .075 2.206 .122 3.588

70, Miscellaneous Metal •278 .449 1.615 .826 2.971

71. Man-made Fibres .155 .294 1,897 .811 5.232

72, Textile Spinning .199 ,437 2,196 .564 2.834

73. Woollen & Worsted .160 ,392 2.450 .564 3,525

74. Jute Manufactures ,173 .350 2.023 ,479 2,769

75. Hope, Twine & Hat ,160 .367 2,294 .525 3.281

70. Hosiery St Knitted .227 ,389 1.714 .476 2.097

77, Lace .184 .358 1.946 .490 2.663

78. Carpets ,198 .405 2.045 .506 2.556

70. Narrow Fabrics .340 .423 1.763 .736 3.067

30, Household Textiles ,130 ,453 2.316 .720 4.000

31, Textile Finishing .393 .507 1.290 .588 1.496

32. Asbestos ,272 ,391 1.438 .331 2.504

83. Miscellaneous Textiles. 105 .347 2.103 .691 4.188

84. Leather Goods .178 .514 2.888 .860 4.382

85. Fur .214 .411 1.921 .658 3.073

33. Weatherproof Outer¬
wear .243 .426 1.718 .511 2.060

87. Men's Tailored Outer¬
wear .230 .484 1.806 .538 1.862

83. Women's Outerwear .280 ,451 1.611 .636 2.271

8G. Men's Clothing .231 .446 1.931 .433 1.961
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

SO. Women's Clothing .255 .447 1.753 .478 1.875

91. Hats Caps and Millinery .312 .481 1.542 .611 1.953

92. Corsets & Miscellaneous .224 .401 1.790 .407 1.817

9.3. Gloves .276 .451 1.634 .518 1.877

94. Footwear .291 .481 1.653 .822 2.825

95. Bricks and Fireclay .348 .450 1.293 .914 2.626

96. Pottery .420 ,525 1.250 .732 1.862

97. Glass .319 .429 1.345 .909 2.850

98, Cement .164 .324 1.976 .868 5.293

99. Abrasives .252 .361 1.433 .814 3.230

100. Miscellaneous Building .231 .358 1.550 .367 1.589
Materials

101. Timber .203 .476 2.345 .933 4.596

102. Furniture .369 .508 1.377 .996 2.699

103, Bedding ,199 .416 2.090 .686 3.447

104. Office Fittings .351 .473 1.348 1.093 3.113

105. Wx>den Containers .263 .489 1.S59 .792 3.011

106. Miscellaneous Wood .296 .503 1.700 .850 2.872

107. Paper and Board .188 .407 2.165 .651 1.224

108. Ca rdboard Product s .224 .437 1.951 .891 3.978

109. Printing It Publishing .332 .435 1.310 .909 2.738

110. General Printing .351 .449 1.279 .938 2.672

111. Rubber .244 .404 1.656 .824 3.377

112. Linoleum, Louthercloth, .196 .387 1.974 ,813 4.148
etc.

113, Brushes and Brooms .191 .312 1.634 .409 2.141

114. Toys and Games .276 .422 1.529 .789 1.870

115.Miscellaneous Stationer's .153 .296 1.935 .479 3.131
Goods

116. Miscellaneous Manufactur¬ .236 .413 1.750 .739 3.132
ing

117. Construction .537 .325 .605 .708 1.318

118. Gas .211 .468 2.218 1.010 4.787

119. Electricity .179 .364 2.034 .826 2.269

120. Water Supply .290 .354 1.694 .654 2.255
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th© stage was ready for the calculation of the incoae-plus-oonauaption

induced rjanufacturli^ multiplier effects.

Column 5, Table V, shows the direct, indirect, plus induced effects

on income of changes in the output of each of the industries in the structural

matrix of the United Kingdom's economy. To the direct-plus-!ndirect effects

on income, shown in column 3, has been added the induced effect resulting

from increased consumer spending; the result is the total income effect

shown in column 5. It might be useful to recapitulate the income reaction

effect once again, when demand in on© industry changes, the direct income

effects are measured by the increased payment of wages and salaries as accessary

inputs .into production; the indirect effects are the increases in income

in all of the other industries supplying the original industry; and the

induced effects are those which follow when, as a result of increases in

their income, consumers move up their consumption functions and spend more

on manufactured goods and other services. The total of these threo offsets

is shown in column 5 with the ap roprlate multipliers juxtaposed in the

adjoining column.

The assuution of a linear and homogeneous consumption function probably

leads to an overstatement of the induced effects on income since the marginal

propensity to consume probably diminishes as income increases.

deferring to Table V it is apparent that industries having low wage and

salary to gross out ut ration exhibit the largest multiplier coefficients.

This was to be expected since the increases in income resulting from the

complete nulti; lier rs otions was bound to increase significantly as demands
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were made on the oututa of more labour intensive industries. The significantly

larger income, ratioed against initial income coefficient, was bound to

result in impressive multi-Hero for all snail income coefficient industries.

This result was exaggerated as the induced effects rar.rf.fiod through the model

increasing the income magnitude even further#

'"he largest direct, indirect and induced effects on income wore

experienced by industries exhibiting large income coefficients and/or drawing

input supplies from industries exhibiting this characteristic. In general,

the engineering and vehicles industries are characterised by significantly

higher income effects because of the greater labour irtensivity of their

production processes* This io the result of two complementing forces, first,

these industries tend to specialise in the production of products re -airing

close supervision and individual production treatment. Secondly, these

industries tend to pay higher salaries which increases their income coefficients

even though their labour number to gross output ratio may be the same as in

other industries.

This type of analysis would bo particularly inters ting in a regional

application, especially where the regional marginal propensities to consume

differed markedly from the national n-ra. However, if one vero to analyse

a regional economy which was Inextricably linked with other economies, the

interregional aspect of consumption flows and differing marginal propensities

would have to be considered. This could have beer, carried out for the

Scottish and United Kingdom economies if the model had been aggregated to

a acre managable aise from the point of view of coa-vtation and data

collection.
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"acfa of these multiplier ..easurea has been based on certain assumptions

which licit their ap licab.il ty and modify the results obtained, A prodigious

number of additional factors could have b on ta en into account, each of

which would have altered the results. The consumption function could have

been estimated individually for e ch industry, it could have been non-linear,

it could have beer estimated in iterative fashion with varying coefficient

values, it could have beer, modified to t Ice into consideration the inevitable

interregional differences in consuming prop ensities and product flows, and

so on* In addition each of the above adaptions could have been made dynamic

by replacing the timeless factor of the multiplier inverse by a technique

of estimation which allowed for varying periods of production using, for

■oxm:: le, t'.r either onay vel city or production cycle adaptions,

Tea its these suggested refinement., the models would still be open to

criticism* Tlie average velocity of .aoney would vary from industry to

Industry} the uniform lag of a power tserieo formulation would not escape

th© critical eye of the pundits; propensities, even if nown Initially, would
'

svitably change through time, and so on ad infinitum.

The previ us multiplier formulations have co: contrated upon the

..sag tide and tine aspects of matrix wlti-'lier analysis without duo regard

to its directional effects# Deo It© the assumption of a common technology,

the otiml tion of final demand will have markedly different regional

multiplier ia 1.1cations depending, of course, on the industrial structure

of the regional economy. The regional growth theorems posited i Chapter

Ix stressed the polarity of economic activity, especially in those instances
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vhere agglomeration influences result in economies of scale and readily

available input supplies. The forces of nodality tend to be accentuated

as local firm gain in com;arative advantage through coot-efficiency,

i. cdiate servicing, and other criteria used in stablishing production

ties. This is particularly true of manufacturing industries whose locational

tendencies are not dictate1 by special considerations ouch as natural

r . ...-ce availability. Cf course, there are Units to t ie localisation of

in ut suppl . If a region does not produce an input or cannot produce at

c yotitive price levels, the region is compelled to import the necea- ary

inputs.

The economy of Scotland is, in general, a specialised economy depending

heavily on a few major industries for export production and on numerous

imp rt flows to satisfy its interindustry and final demands. Thee© trading

flows ave the effect of binding cotland and the rest of the United Kingdom

inextricably; with variations in either having repercussions on the other.

... Korean the cottich vehicle industry may be a net exporting industry, it

still remains : eavily dependent upon the component part inflows to feed its

machinery of production. Tremors of demand fluctuation affecting this

Industry ore invariably felt by the com-oront supplying industries in 'Irgland

and vico versa.

In most cases, the establishment of an industry within a particular

region is baaed upon the fan!liar precepts of classical location theory.

If a fir:: carrot cos ote with firms in other regions on the grounds of co t

efficiency and quality control, the firm is ether forced to ta'ce the inevitable

road to dissolution or is saved by the grrce of a special conoid j tion such
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&.:■ ... atortation buffer. If the ooet of transporting the imported good

is ~gh enough, the local industry la afforded the opportunity to compete

at rice parity if not at a distinct advantage# In most ins lances the

regional industry is able to garner at least a share of the local market.

Ho ever, des it© the out ut offerings of local industries, imported flora

i ovitbly arise, e cept in the case of theoretical self-sufficiency.

The tr ding-production model developed in Chapter four attempted to

simulate the trading-production flou patterns thr.it :cotland could conceivably

ex eriouce vdth the root of the United Kingdom. The model postulated that

. ootland would be a net interindustry exporter wherever her interindustry

out. ut. exceeded her interindustry flow re a ire-Tents. In attempting to

b lance the equilibrium model it was assumed that the rost of the United

; i ion not only absorbed the surplus lows of Jcottish production but .also

su lied iier requisite icporta. generally ape .icing, the greater the deirree

of manufacturing into:;-'dependence, the . .ore ;eroua wore the tr ding linkages*

T'.ua was particularly true in .jcotland'a cane where glaring lacunae characterised

her indus trial structure*

Those realities of regional interdependence must be taken into consideration

if the full implication of structural analysis is to bo realized. aerevor

final demands are stimulated, whether it be through regional or exo -onoua

timuli, the degree of regional i pact in the r suiting multiplier effects

will bo droctly detcnained S3 much by the nature of the interdependcncy

effocto as b the type of industry stimulated. If, fcr example, cottish

demands for a product produced exclusively in ingland are incro :e , the

cotti . distributor .erely bocoaea a transfer agent in the tr taction.
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The r auction changes* and bene© the income effects, are eiffosned fro i the

:r jp of the cottish industrial sector with the full nulti lier implication

t ing . s:, urienced in the producing region. The only possible stimuli to

o t: .. d'a economic growth resulting from this tr nsaction emerges fro i the

i.cre er.tal income gained by the transfer agent and from the Scottish i ler-

i.dustry flow, necessary to facilitate the production of the demanded o tput.

-it should be apparent that any postulated uniformity in the distribution

of a multiplier i:.. act oust bo of questionable testability,

'.The idea of structural interdepende-.ee omngst regions has been co seated

u on by a nutoiber of writers, most notably Hoses,' Isard,' Lcor.tief, Moor©
9 10

a-d eterson, and Killer* host of the comment las been strictly the rotleal

In . .lure. Chile the need for more rigorous treatments of actual trading

flown has been duly achnouledgod, on the other hand, it has been conspicuously

• looted in the area of applied research. The explanation for this seeming

parad x betaken inter© t and application is q lto understandable. In all

rob ibility no other area of applied economic research ex-erlences the

c, ree of .Iri gency in its statistical constraints as does the area of

i terrogional trade analysis, To say that "cotland experiences a s' rtage

of 1u.terr gional statistics could be termed a facet! us euphemism. However,

if the researcher ia willing to .aire the occasional sweeping ar.sur.r tl n,

sufficient statistical materials do exist to at least simulate realistic

^ '

'uses, Leon H,, "The "tability of Interregional Trading Pat' en s and "nput-
t ut Analysis . ...oric.-x ccr.-udc .evict/, XLV, eceaber, 1955

isurd, alter, e,y, do of hai; sis, M.l.T. Press, Cambridge, 1963
'

aaiiy, .,1. .'fe &£..+&;—'nAwr,T p ^rd
Ivor ity rees, T'ew Tor , 1993

9
ore, and leto:*son, T,v., "Regional Anal slat An Interindustry ©del
Of Utah", of :coc.r-iyi and , XXXVII, Novectber, 1955

10
.tiler, Ronald, "The Impact of the Aluminium Industry on the Pacific "orthwostt

■;gional Input-Output ' malysis' , e.f of , .cy-', .,'c „, ,y , ,t
XXIX, Hay, 1957
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c litions of interregional analysis, /he production-trading modal developed

in Chapter four whs tailored for this purpose and will now bo used in exploring

this interesting dimension of regional analysis.

Viewed schematioally, the production~tr ding nodel represents a partitioned

matrix with two purely regional production centres, A°'s and A" ' , -raid two

tr .ling-production subaatrices T8' and TU

A8*8 T3.Uk

Tuk,s uk,ukit

The superscripts in each case denote the region of production origin and the

area of absorption respectively. TB,U% for instance, represents a tr ding

flow emanating within "Jeotlnnd but being ib orbed into the productive system

of the re t of the United Kingdom. The 9 superscript representing cotland

and the uk su erscript denoting the ret of the United Kingdon.

*ach region is assured to exhibit the same technology of production.

T". e completely diss- re.gs.tod two region system can be written as

(1 - a) x - y

or o3 two atrlx equations,

(I - A8'3) XS - T3'^ X^ - Y°
0)

^uk,o .s rr __ ,uk,ukj ^uk yd:

The Upper equation in (1) states that the total output of poods in each

anufacturing industry in Scotland, minus all interindustry demands within
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cotland, ainus the Inputs from sectors in -Gotland which ore used for total

production in the rest of tho United Kingdom equals the final deiiind output

■oducod by cottiah industries to satisfy indigenous deuande, To the right

; ri ide of the usual single region statement (l - A'"*3) X3 * Y~, a
a ulc vie

.,e.. tern, - T * X" has bean added to capture the flow of goods froa

•c- tland to the rest of the United Kingdom on interindustry pr duct account.

An analogous interpretation holds for the second equation pertaining to the

final demands of tho rent of the United Kingdom taken separately.

ursuing the logic of this type of model specification a little further,

tho total output of industries id.thin Scotland can be divided into production

ro uiroEienta needed to satisfy the final demands of tho rest of the United

. i ,;doa as well as those requirements necessary to facilitate the satisfaction

of urely cottish final demands, Strictly speaking, final demands in this

co: te t aust bo Boaowhat redefined. The export part of final demand has

boor, "o uced, in each case, to shipments to the other region on final demand

account alone. However, in view of the feet that the model Is being .pacified

t c.. aider the multiplier ira lie lions of h. -.u.rroc in final demand and not

final demand in aggregate permits excusable reference to "final demand" in

t is r fchcr loose manner.

To properly elucidate this interdependence of production pfcenouor a, it

is perhaps prudent to brea' down each rogion*s production into a number of

discretely detercdnsd production demands. If Scotland wore an autono us

reduction entity, total gross output would be determined thro &h the err al

i::put-ou tput procedurea t
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xs - (X - A8'8}"' X8

This statement would account fully for all internal transactions in Scotland*

In addition, i.owever, the Inverse must now bo expanded to encompass inter¬

regional input re suireuents from Scotland to support production in the rest

of tho united Kingdom which will, in turn, bo used as inputs in Scotland,

This is developed in the following steps:

(1) Requirements from the various Doctors in the United Kingdom per

unit of output in each neotor of -Scotland are given by the elements of

(2) Total product-account requirements from tho United Kingdom are thus
xi3c 3 8
? X . This states the amount needed by industries in Scotland from

industries in the rest of the United Kingdom: it says nothing yet about

activity stimulated in tho rest of the United Kingdom in order to produce the

rc <..:ired amount for Scotland.

(3) Since (i - Au*t,u5c)~* describes the total diroct and indirect

production in the reat of the United Kingdom to meet unit demand for goods

in the United Kingdom, the total production of sectors in the United Kingdom

to sect the total requirements in (2) is given by (l - Auk,uJc)""1 T^"*0 Xs.
{4) Finally, 3ince per unit inputs from Scotland to the reat of the

United Kingdom are represented by total inputs from Scotland to sustain

production within tho rent of the United Kingdom for Scotland, given in (3)
is (I - a3'3)"1 Tl,J:,s Xs* This new amount reflects tho interregional

feedback effect into Scotland. Therefor© tho complete statement of requirements

from Scotland for Y3 in this model is

(2)
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I.'cxt, one suat consider the tot 1 demands on sectors in Scotland arising

out of demands in the root of the nitod Kingdom, The total re •uiroraents of

industries in tho rest of the United Kingdom necessary to satisfy the final

demands of the root of the United Kingdoo are (l - Au"' Ya*' . Thus

(l - A1' * Y11"* indicates the total irtorrcgional support from

cotland necessary to sustain production activity in the rest of the United

Kin-do.

The entire inverse natrix in (2) was already ah im to summarise all

direct and indirect ro-uireasnts from Scotland for production in c Hand.

Tiiio , .vera® auat therefore preaultiply the expression for total inputs fxc.i

..eotland to support activity in the United Kingdom. This represents, in

effect, another final demand froa the point of view of Scotland, tho satisfaction

of filch requires the a.use structurally related set of activities as the

d . x^sion of Y"'. Therefore,

^
rf,s,uk f7 _ ,u ,nk,-1 ,fuk

5 iioatee the coltish gross out mta needed to meet the final demand
HiC

re uireaonta of the rest of th® United Kingdom, Y . Thus, this last

expression accounts for all of the requirements from the rest of the United

1,-gdoa needed to meet the total final demands, both internal and external to
ig|th® region, th-1 is, to satisfy both i and Y \ Exactly sinilar re- soning

applies to the rest of the United Kingdom.

Thus, regular simultaneous equation procedures of (1) give th© following

results t

fT „ .s,aj _ ^s,uk (j _ Auk,ukj-1 ^wk,c
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[Tl - A3®3) - T3.<* (1 - a" •<*)-' T"1 'J Y3 +

f7i . . 7a,uk (I - ,-3k-ukr' T^'^J Ta>nk (I - A"M*)-* A
and

,uk (I - AUk,Uj!) - T •" (I - Aa'a)-1 T3,"k ?"k'a (I - \a,a)-' Y3
-1

[Ti.A- -,uk\ wufc,s) - T (I - A )3,3\-1 ^SfUk
-1
AY,uk

This model facilitates a ore o phisticated delineation of the respective

multiplier processes than is possible under the aorc conventional scalar

'tipilar formal? tions. That is, final demand chan.es can he directed to

either region with the respective structural characteristics of each region,

in largo ..ensure, determining the resulting multiplier effect, '.'alike the

f: rear two multiplier processes where assumed constraints iapooed a unifona

distribution of multiplier offsets according to certain speeified proportional

characteristics, this ...odel inject;.: a condition of re linn into the process

by allowing each region to experience fee natural polarisation tclendos

inherent in their production patterns.

The following applications of this ae&el will assume that there has

bee; r autonomous change (increase) in the final demand vector of Scotland.

c- v. >e of the constancy of input coefficients and the linearity of the output

f ctio o, it clearly does not matter whether one* (l) solves tho system

t ice, r co with the new total requirements ve-tor and once with tho old total

re "re ante vector and then subtracts, sector by sector, to obtain the changes
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in Individual gross out uts» or (2) works from the beginning with a final

demand vector which records only changes in each vector. In conformity

with the -revicus multiplier processes, the latter method will be tide-ted.

Letting the change in oottish final demand be represented by Z\r,
Q "J

the r.ooeesary additional gross outputs9 X and X , are :

zw*" - hi.ab's) .*•»* (i.^4Is
AY^ « (I - A8**1*) - T^'8 (I - A8'®)"*1 TS,Uk f T^'3 (I - A3'8)"*1A

I' i ■■■— I IMK^

For Scotland that is:

AXs - A3'8 AX® - TS,uk (I - ^ukjuk)*"! Twk,S^xa , A,»

where the last teria on the loft-hand side appears in order to account for

i. pats from Scotland to the rent of the United Kingdom to sustain increased

production in the re t of the United Kingdom which is used as input to

<cotland, that is, beeause of the interregional feedback from Scotland to
A '*5

itself f via the rest of the united fngflf Output Aa is thus greater

than it would liave been in the simple model AX® - A®'8 Ax® = A Y3,
for any given change in Is. The difference in the size ofA Xs in the two

models and thus the amount due to interregional feedback for Scotland ias

-1
(l - A0*8) T8,U* (l - ^nk»ukj-1 Tul::ta - (i - A3'®)""1) Ar3
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The advantages inherent in this matrix multiplier are both substa;tial

and numerous. Unl'ke the previous scalar multipliers with their generalised

applications and nomused distributive implications, this model permits the

i c r oration of each regional industry's unique technology into a model

ca ble of analysing the respective regional impacts. The ability to direct

the production stimulus to the cm fines of a particular region, rather than

rely upon some criterion of multiplier impact distribution, ia perhaps its

gro to t advantage. The testability of any assumption based on a uniform

distribution of income and output generation oust certainly bo que tionable,

os ecially in light of the theorems propounded in Chapter >ix. If !©finite

a,;glo:3erution econonies do exist, the resulting polarization of the multiplier

impact iuat, to a certain extent, vitiate aiany of the plausible regional

i:-fecos to bo drawn from the application of a national matrix sulti lor.

h rough a generalisation of this model, the reaction paths of a number

of r..gitno could be determined. However, the statistical demands inert ue

exponentially as the number of component regions is increased, iogardlosa

of the number of regions being considered, the magnitude of the respective

ruulti 1 ierw, both within and without the stimulated region, will bo deter, inod

by the regional industrial structures, technologies, and propensities to

ia rt and export, fine© both the direct and indirect implications of the

multiplier process are being considered, the concentration of input sup lying

industries within the stimulated industry's region is of paramount importance.

The leu! i;:e spillovers and - bse quant feedback effects oust be considered

if, aa , govern ent departments wish to localize the income generation .roco. a

within a ..articular region. It is quite conceivable that a lower total
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. .ti.rnal multiplier could have a greater regional impact than a IdLgher

. tional multiplier with significant regional leakage effects. Although it

would "be poo ible to incorporate this leakage factor in a conventional

...calar multiplier through, for example, a balance of trade leakage

coefficient, it would be impossible to estimate the feedback effect through

scalar xmipulationo.

The technical consider tiona of production are also important in

determining the respective regional multipliers. If the regional and national

technical coefficient matrices wore identical, the resulting irsulti tiers

w uId be the sane whether the Leontief inverse of the intranational f mutations

were used as the multi lior determinants, v/hereas the (l - A)~^ would be

the multi lier determinant in the one case, the additive effect of the

would produce the sane result in the intranational formulation. Itcvover,

if the regions had differed significantly in their technological structures,

with comparably specified industries and matrix ordorings, the regional

It*, lier could be significantly different than the averaged solution of the

ntior.nl •:atrix aulti-lier. This factor, coupled with the make-matrix
•' siderations of the res-rective regional industries, could result in the

regional . ti tiers exceed! r-g or being sig-' ficantly less than the comparable

and

Tuk,s ^ _ as,b^-1 Ts,uk Tuk,a ^ _ as,3j-1
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rational irlti lier. Unlike the conventional scalar multipliers, the idiosyncrasies

of any regional industrial and technological structure can be effectively
'

e rated into this model. In this respect* the intranational aulti lier

is - •! -ue in its application.

If one is willing to assume a uniform log amongst each of the industries

vdthin the respective regions, it is not only possible to iua tify the sire

of the resulting multipliers but also to draw reasonable Inferences -out tho¬

le ;th of each reaction period# This is of particular im portunco -here the

regional leakages arc significant arid have differing temporal distribution

effect- • If, for example, the initial regi nal leakage is i.utedlata and

sig- < "cant in siae, a programme wishing to effect a quick regional multiplier

will be largely defeated, There the spontaneity of the matrix nulti tier

is dec- .cd undesirable givon the objectives of the analysis or progra:: ie,

t' is del permits the estimation of the multiplier determinant in an it ratlve

f ' -.sing the previously discussed power series approximation «ooe-*ur©»

In the intranational multipliers outlined, the (l - "*"*) - * (." - *
* f,s»S\ ma,uk /_ .t2k,uk\"1 n , , .,and I ~ a * ) - T (I - A * ) T ' of the ocottxah semes, and

analogously for the rest of the United kingdom, could be approximated by the
2? n

;e . etric power aeries I + A + A + ,., + A where the u's represent the

■ti licr determinants and the n's the iterative rc ction so u cos.

If desired, income and conaum tion effects can be grafted onto this

lei. The i \coue effect is perhaps the easiest multiplier penutation to

incorporate in that it onl;.. requires a scaling of the changed gross out ut

levels. "ro™. a com:; t.iti.r;al point of view, this merely entails the I' .1: cative
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addition of two diagonal income matrices for each multiplier. Of course,

the incorporation of the consumption-induced effect is much more problematic.

However, if the consumption function specifications can be agreed upon, this

useful adaption can be incorporated in either the 3pont neously or itoratively

determined multipliers. A non-linear specification of the consumption function

could be handled in the iterative model through the use of loop procedures

in the programming sequences.

Despite the obvious advantages of this intranational multiplier, it is

also fraught with a number of obvious weaknesses. Foremost of these has to

be the question of data availability. If, as is true in the Scottish case,

the necessary statistics for developing a regional input-output model are

lacking, then any attempt at developing an inter-regional model will

inevitably suffer the same implications of relevant statistic paucity. In

fact, the data requirements necessary to facilitate the co struction of a

regional input-output m del are relatively insignificant in comparison to the

voracious data consuming propensity of the inter-regional raodels. Hot only

are the respective technologies of production required to be known, the

import flows, both sise and direction, are also necessary requisites.

In addition to the inevitable statistical problems, additional ma .'arias

ere experienced which re mire reconciliation within the specification system

being U3ed. Of these, the question of the stability of the import and export

flows is nerhaps the most imponderable. If the technologies of production

remain constant but the directional input and output flows change, then the

respective multipliers will experience a similar invariance. The sane can be

said of changes in the make-matrices of the regional industries. Changes in
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rolative eost-efficiency, tastes, transportation charges and facilities,

resource depletion, etc. all affect the stability of the production-trading

coefficients.

However, while these remarks may seemingly pose intractable problems

in both construction and application, thero are a number of expedients that

can be used to yield reasonable approximations of the relevant multiplier

reaction sequences, First, the specification of a two-region intranational

model places an effective constraint on the mushrooming data requirement

problem. Secondly, if the regional and national technical coefficient

matrices are x^easonably similar, then a regional adoption of the av ilable

national structural matrix goes a long way towards providing the necessary

statistical input. If regional control totals of interindustry outout and

input are available, then the adapted HAS or the method of regional model

simulation used in the ¥elsh study, can be effectively implemented. The

resulting "regional" model can be further improved, as was the case in the

development of the elsh model under Professor E. I!evin, through the incorporation

of important industry technological idiosyncrasies. The conceptual specification

of the elsh model not only provides the sub-matrices of interindustry flows

but also yields the necessary trading flows. In addition, many of the

idiosyncrasies of regional production can be eliminated or at least improved

upon through aggregation.

The results listed in Table VI were derived from the intranational

trading multiplier model, using sub—matrices developed along lines similar

to the production-consumption schema of the ''elsh model. rithout disaggregating

the full multiplier implication into its component iterative effects, the table
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DIRECTIONAL MULTIPLIER If.il'ACTS

SCOTLAND AND UNITED KINGDOM, 1963.

INDUSTRY.

Percentage of
Multiplier
Impact remain¬
ing within
Scotland.

Percentage
Impact
Multiplier
leakage to
rest of
United

Kingdom.

Percentage
of multiplier
Impact remain¬
ing within the
rest of the
United Kingdom.

Percentage
Impact
Multiplier
leakage to
Scotland.

1. Cool Mining 93.6 1.4 97.7 2.3

2. Stone & Slato 34.4 16.6 99.7 .3

3. Chalk, Clay, Sand 90.9 9.1 96.6 .4

4, Miscellaneous
Mining

30.0 20.0 99.4 .6

3. Grain Milling 73.3 21.2 97.4 2.6

6. Bread 6 Flour 94.6 5.4 97.9 2.1

7. Biscuits 93.9 6.1 83.2 11.3

8. Meat Products 93.4 6.4 92.6 7.4

S. Milk Products 79.7 20.3 99.2 ,8

| 10. Sugar 96.9 3.1 83.5 11.3

11. Sugar Confection¬
ery.

34.3 15.7 98.7 1.3

12. Fruit & Vegetable
Products

35.6 14.4 99.0 1.0
1

13. Animal & Poultry
Foods

90.8 9.2 93.4 1.6

14. Margarine 74.6 25.4 99.3 .7

15. Miscellaneous
Foods.

87.6 12.4 99.0 1.0

16, Brewing & Malting 97.5 2.5 99.7 .3

17, Spirit Distilling 96.3 3.7 39.1 60.9

13. Other Drink Pro¬
ducts.

97.9 2.1 99.0 1.0

19. Tobacco. 76.3 23.7 99.9 .1

20. Coke Ovens. 53.1 46,9 99,7 .3

21. Mineral Oil 43.4 56.3 99.9 .1

i 22. Dyestuff3 97.3 2.7 80.9 19.1

23. Fertilisers L
Pest Chemicals

94.7 5,3 99,6 .4
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INDUSTRY

Percentage
of Multiplier
Impact remain¬
ing within
Scotland.

"

Percentage
Impact
Multiplier
leakage to
rest of
United

Kingdom.

Percentage of
Multiplier
Impact remain¬
ing within the
rest of the
United
Kingdom.

Percentage
Impact
Multiplier
leakage to
Scotland.

24. General Chemicals 53.6 46.4 98.7 1.3

2>. Pharmaceutical

Supplies.
84.2 15.8 98.0 2.0

23. Toiler Preparat¬
ions.

72.7 27.3 90.8 .2

27. Explosives and
Fireworks

97.9 2.1 88.4 11.6

28. Paint and Ink 83.9 16.1 97.2 2.8

29. Natural Oils and
Fats.

61.9 38.1 99.2 .8

30. Detergents.
Candles

69.5 30.5 99.5 .5

| 31. Synthetic Resins,
Plastics

1

42.5 57.5 97.6 2.4

32. Polishes 72.2 27.8 99.7 .3

I 33. Gelatine, Adhesives 74.8 25.2 96.0 4.0

34. Iron and Steel 87.0 13.0 92.7 7.3

33. Steel Tubes 85.8 14.2 91.8 8.2

36. Iron Castings 73.0 27.0 94.9 5.1

j 37. Non-Ferrous Metals 45.4 54.6 89.9 10.1

33. Agricultural
Machinery

56.5 43.5 90.9 9.1

39. Machine Tools 39.9 60.1 93.8 6.2

40. Tools and Gauges 67.5 32.5 89.9 10.1
j

| 41. Industrial Engines 35.8 64.2 93.8 6.2

42. Textile Machinery 77.7 22.2 91.8 8.2

41. Plant and Quarry¬
ing Machinery

83.8 16.2 96.5 3.5

41. Handling Equipment 95.9 4.1 99.7 .3

43. Office Machinery 57.5 42.5 88.0 12.0

43. Miscellaneous
Machinery

49.6 50.4 96.8 3.2

47. Industrial Plant

, and Steelwork
76.0 24.0 92.6 7.4
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INDUSTRY

Percentage
of

Multiplier
Impact re¬
maining within
Scotland.

Percentage
Impact
Multiplier
leakage to
rest of
United

Kingdom.

Percentage
of

Multiplier
Impact re¬
maining
within the
rest of the
United

Kingdom.

Percentage
Impact
Multiplier
leakage to
Scotland.

43. Ordnance and
Small Arms*

92.5 7.5 89.9 10.1

49. General Mechanical
Engineering.

55.9 44.1
1

96.5 3.5

50. Scientific Instru¬
ments.

68.1 31.9 89.9 10.1

51. Watches and Clocks 91.3 8.7 84.0 16.0

52. Electrical

Machinery
67.4 32.6 89.8 10.2

5 J, Wire Products 62.0 38.0 87.5 12.5

54. Telephone Appgjat-
55. Electrical

Apparatus.

70.7

67.5

29.3

32.5

89.9

96.8

10.1

3.2
1

56. Electrical
Appliances

65.2 34.8 95.8 4.2

57. Miscellaneous
Electrical Goods

84.5 15.5 91.9 3.1

58. Shipbuilding 87.1 12.9 91.2 8.8

59, Motor Vehicles 58.2 41.3 96.8 3.2

60. Motor Cycle Manu¬
facturing

43,2 56.8 98.7 1.3

61. Aircraft Manufact¬

uring
17.0 87.0 98.9 1.1

| 62. Railway Equipment 30.7 69.3 98.8 1.2

63. Railway Carriages 22.7 77.3 98.9 1.1

64. Perambulators 31.7 68.3 96.7 3.3

65. Tools and Imple¬
ments.

59.1 49.9 95.8 4.2

66, Cutlery 33.3 66.7 98.3 1.2

67. Bolts. Nuts. Rivet
etc.

a 43.3 56.7 97.7 2.3

63. Cans and Metal
I Boxes.

74.5 25.5 97.8 2.2
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INDUSTRY.

Percentage
of Multi¬

plier Impact
remaining
within
Scotland.

Percentage
Impact
Multiplier
leakage to
rest of
United

Kingdom.

Percentage
of Multi¬

plier Impact
remaining
within the
rest of the
United

Kingdom.

Percentage
Impact
Multiplier
leakage to
Scotland.

69. Jewellery 88.3 11.7 99.9 .1

70. Miscellaneous
Metal

66.9 34.1 92.8 7.2

71. Man-Made Fibres 26.6 73.4 99.6 .4

72. Textile Spinning 61.9 38.1 91.6 8.4

73. Woollen & Worsted 93.7 6.3 97.1 2.9

74. Jute Manufactures 96.9 3.1 62.2 37.8

76. Rope, Twine & Net 92.4 7.6 90.1 9.9

73. Hosiery and Knitted 91.3 8.9 95.2 4.8

77. Lace 91.6 8.4 91.9 8.1

78. Carpets 96.4 3.6 86.9 13.1

79. Narrow Fabrics 72.2 27.8 97.8 2.2

80. Household Textiles 90.1 9.9 93.8 6.2

81, Textile Finishing 47.4 52.6 97.1 2.9

82. Asbestos 81.6 18.4 99.9 .1

8), Miscellaneous Tex¬
tiles

69.2 30.8 90.2 9.8

81. Leather Goods 94.0 6.0 97.2 2.8

81. Fur 88.4 11.6 98.6 1.4

81. Weatherproof
Outerwear

49.4 30.6 89.1 10.9

87. Men's Tailored
Outerwear

69.2 30.8 92.O 8.0

88. Women's Outerwear 76.4 23.6 94.4 5.6

89. Men's Clothing 61.6 38.4 92.8 7.2

90. Women's Clothing 47.6 52.4 ©7.4 2.6

91, Hats, Caps and
Millinery

68.4 41.6 ©6.3 3.7

92. Corsets and Mis¬
cellaneous

57.2 42.8 84.7 5.3

93. Gloves 87.3 12.7 88.6 1.4

94. Footwear 48. 8 51.2 99.6 .4
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INDUSTRY.

Percentage of
Multiplier
Impact
remaining
within
Scotland.

Percentage
Impact
Multiplier
leakage to
rest of
United

Kingdom.

Percentage
of

Multiplier
Impact
remaining
within the
rest of the
United

Kingdom.

Percentage
Impact
Multiplier
leakage
to

Scotland.

95. Bricks and Fireclay 87.3 12.7 98.0 2.0

93. Pottery 82.7 17.3 99.7 .3

97. Glass 64.3 35.7 91.9 8.1

98. Cement 77.6 22.4 92.7 7.3

99. Abrasives 80.0 20.0 98.8 1.2

100. Miscellaneous Building 71.0 29.0 94.4 5.6
Materials. r •

101. Timber 86.5 13.5 96.2 3.8

102. Furniture 58.3 41.7 92.2 7.8

103. Bedding 90.4 9.6 98.4 1.6

104. Office Fittings 82.6 17.4 89.8 10.2

105. Wooden Containers 98.8 1.2 96.0 4.0

106. Miscellaneous Wood 93.6 6.4 99.8 .2

107. Paper and Board 76.9 23.1 95.6 4.4

108. Cardboard Products 56,8 73.2 98.1 1.9

109. Printing & Publishing 35.5 64.5 98.0 2.0

110. General Printing 24.6 75.4 98.1 1.9

111. Rubber 36.2 63.8 94.5 5.5

112. Linoleum, Leathercloth, 44.0 56.0 91.6 8.4
etc.

11). Brushes and Brooms 81.2 18.2 99.3 .7

114. Toys and Games 28.1 61.9 96.6 3.4

115. Miscellaneous Stationer' s 81.6 18.4 98.6 1.4
Goods

116. Miscellaneous Manufactur- 66.0 34.0 94.7 5.3
ing.

117. Construction 84.0 16.0 98.8 1.2

118. Gas 88.1 11.9 99.8 .2

119. Electricity 98.1 1.9 99.8 .2

120. Water Supply 96.3 3.7 99.9 .1
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lists the multiplier effects of a directed final demand stimulus. Columns

one and two list the percentage contribution of the

multiplier determinants respectively. Analogous multiplier determinants,

using the rest of the United Kingdom specification, apply to columns three and

four. In each case the multiplier stimulus has been directed to either the

Scottish or rest of the United Kingdom sectors.

Here again, the triangulatlon of production requirement flows is evident.

Scotland experiences a small relative degree of multiplier leakage within the

food and electricity, gas, and water industrial orders. This is primarily

due to the proportional significance of these sectors within the Scottish

industrial matrix, and to the differential advantages which Scotland

experiences relative to the national distribution of output as a whole.

However, in the chemicals, engineering, and clothing sectors Scotland experiences

a high degree of multiplier leakage with the result that the multiplier

impact becomes areally distributed on a national rather than on a concentrated

regional basis. This latter effect is the direct re ult of two important

factors. First, the glaring lacunae in Scotland's industrial structure,

particularly in the chemical and engineering industries, results in a near

total leakage initially with a relatively small subsequent feedback effect.

Secondly, even where Scotland does experience significant differential advantages,

many of the direct and indirect input requirements come from the contiguous

and

(I - (I - A3'8)"1 T13,3^-1 „s,uk
.1

■P1*'3 (I - A3'3)-1
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production region whidh again results in a multiplier leakage and a delayed

and such smaller feedback effect. The sis© of the resulting feedback is not

la direct proportion to the aise of Scotland's exports relative to her total

production since the much larger nroductiv© capacity of the "other" region is

able to absorb the export flows through relatively small product!oa-tr ding

coefficient values* Unlike the Scottish case where the rest of the United

Kingdom ex ort3 say comprise a significant proportion of the product!on-trading

coefficientss* Scottish exports do not assume the same position of importance

in the rest of the United Kingdom's technological network* The final result

of this consideration is that the Scottish multiplier leakage is always larger

than the other region's, and her feedback in always smaller.

In contrast to the Scottish multiplier effects, the rent of the United

kingdom experiences an often negligible degree of multiplier leakage* The

sulti Iter of each industry usually ex-orlenoee an eventual leakage since

the root of the United Kingdom, by aesumption absorbs the excess Scottish

interindustry out /ut», However, because of the inherent interrelatedness *

the multiplier impact is usually absorbed again by the larger region. Columns

three and four substantiate this observation*

Directed multipliers, particularly those focussod on relatively

small regional production sectors, inevitably have a significant multiplier

spillover effect. Through an application of this model, the economic planner

is not only able to calculate the eventual multiplier, but is also permitted

an opportunity to calculate the regional implications of the ulti^lier,

"owever, the incorp ration of the power series adaption, with the resulting

ton x>ral sequences of tho leakage effect, must still bo conditioned by the

i vc tory-nroduction lag constraints essayed earlier.
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In final result, thi3 model emerges as one of the potentially most

effective tools of multiplier analysis. In its scope, however, it is basically

a tool of short-term analysis. Beyond the immediate implications of multiplier

analysis lie3 another area of dynamic analysis. In attempting to telescope

the multiplier process beyond the ramifications of the immediate stimuli, the

following section stresses the long-term aspects of a cumulative and self-

perpetuating multiplier effect.
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kogjonal 'wlti.lier Implications in ..easnective

Regional economic growth (or decline} is not 3imply the consequence

of a discrete set of locational decisions. .very sizable injection of new

investment or consu ption witliin an area, or increase in inputs and outputs,

brings in its train a series of related income effects. The economic impact

of such forces upon an area is encompassed within the concept of the regional

multiplier Unlike tile short-run multi liers previously discussed, the long-

run implications of other than random changes in demand involve a highly

con lets set of relationships. The structural analysis of Chapter even

illustrated one method whereby input-output could be adapted to consider the

comparative-static aspect of industrial sector change. However, in pursuing

the specific tool of ultiplier analysis, interesting insights into the

dynamic aspect of a protracted multiplier can be gained. In this type of

analysis, various autonomous forces can be considered to come into play:

new investment; changes in the volume and composition of inouts (particularly

labour); changes in the volume and composition of the region's industries;

and, cutting across the latter tiro, changes in the volume and composition of

exports and imports. The economic impact can be viewed in terras of the

effect on employment in the area, on income, on household purchases, and also

in induced investment.

The dynamics of the multiplier is one of the reasons why regional

growth is not simply a matter of the proportion of "growth" industries within

a given region or of the ratio of export to residentiary activities. hile

the evidence presented in this thesis is far fro.: complete, there are suggestions

that there is a direct correlation between the rate of growth of a given
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induatry and its multiplier effects in terms of inducing additional economic

owth within the area in which it ie established. Also, the export industries

do rot all generate equal amounts of residentiary activity. The differing

.agaitudea and induced implications of various multipliers are related to

different kinds of industry Characteristics.

One ethod of dealing with this highly complicated set of phenomena

is to think of the growth or decline initiated by any activity change in a

r.-;;lor to be dependent upon, what might be called, its regional interaction

potential. This refers to the nature of the input-output ties which an

ci: Ity has tdth other industries within the sam region and elsewhere.

Given an economic change (increase or decrease in final demand), the hind of

growth (or decline) that will follow, ami its duration, will depend upon the

extc.it to which the new activity i3 closely tied to (or independent of)
the as elated processes that precede or follow it. for example, a hosiery

ill attracted to a region in cotland by the abundance of surplus la r,

.-11.., bp itself, normally generate little aubae-r eat growth within the area.

Its supply sources and .markets are such that its input-output ties are

• •t entirely external. In conjunction with other activities, it txLght

do a : odeot contribution to regional po ,1ation growth and add modestly to

the de..nnd for community and business services. In contrast, the establishment

of a vehicles industry nay bring with it a large populatie migration, huge

construction expenditures, many associated fabricators and component suppliers^

and generate nultiple rounds of ex amnions in comunity, business service, nnd

marketing functions.

Haiti Her ef fects are thus related to the technology- and organisation
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of a given industry at a given period of time. The time element is important

boc-..u_© teciaaology and organisation influencing activity interaction within

. y ,ivcn industry is subject to change, and in some industries, such as the

c o;deals industry rather rapid change*

Multiplier effects also have an over-all component, aside from that

o. erionced by individual industries. This is related, in an important way,

to how highly developed or relatively underdeveloped a region happens to bo.

In a lees developed area, whore social overhead facilities ouch as rublie

tilltios havo to be built >.p and now services brought into be ng, a given

a ount of manufacturing growth will generate more economic expansion than

it will in a "mature" region which already is well equipped with facilities

and cervices. In the latter case there is likely to be a certain ansount of

unused capacity that can be employed to service the needs generated by the

. cnufacturing growth.

us t e popul tion levels expand regionally and nationally, so e regions

will reach a threshold where certain activities become feasible for the first

ti—e. very industry has some minimum-elzed oar et that its scale ecc. .les

require for efficient production or distribution. very region has a de. Tee

of market concentration and nodality that establishes limits upon the kinds

of internal and external econos;1qg that are available. In a region where the

develo aont of economic activities is relatively undifferentiated, population

growth nay piitfi that region to successive points where new functions become

feasible.

It al3o follows that these new functions serve as a special stimulant

to grevth. legions introducing then would claim a greater advantage in
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gro\?th relative to (a) regions that had not as yet achieved the threshold
cV (b) regions that would not expect to expand thoir functions ranch further.

The regions most likely to achieve these successive thresholds are those

that have already achieved son® ...ininua degree of accumulation of population

end arc already serving as foci for a pyramid of regional and agglo ©ration

functions.

This set of factors has been particularly important in explain- g the

dr ;ic .growth of the province of British Columbia in Canada. The ,-t !. • tier

effects here were reinforced, by the relative isolation fro-, the ' >ort.or.t

. atic-al centres of manufacturing production. Under these circ -,t- ncos,

rational industries which possessed only marginal cost efficient advantages

could ot supply this regional market during the early periode of gro-th.

This factor helps to explain why certain economically undifferentiated

sectors of the country seer, to be outrunning the older sectors in relative

• a::4 oo ©times absolute) growth rates. That is, incre- ?ing the sine of an

economy or -needing from a small base results in various kinds of eoonr des

of scale, but such economies are finite in uantity and effect. t see s

clear that, after an economy has re-ehed a given niae, further increases in

the size of the system itself will net result in further economies of scale

and deed ay cre -te a classical diminishing returns problem.

Multiplier effects are intimately tied to the sequences of economic

growth within a region. Corver?oly, economic growth within a region is also

timely tiod to the experienced multiplier effects. The logic of this

state ent is oerhape best explained by an example. Hypothesise the iritirtion

of exploitation of an important new reource In a r latively un minted
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rogion. It would not natter whether technology or discovery created this

new resource, or whether it was due to a significant change in relative

prices. This might well lead to a series of cumulative changes, so.uowhat

as follows.

The initial investment in resource facilities would be accompanied by

an in-rd.gr:-tion of workers and their families. The concomitant, but so ewhat

lagged, implication of this effect would be the improvements in the regional

infrastructure, most notably improvements in transportation, housing, water,

sewerage, and so on. In turn, the new population nuc.leation would attract

some s all market-oriented enterprises. The initial resource exploitation

would attract suppliers of materials and equipment as well as business services.

The resource source could al30 conceivably attract 3ome input-oriented

processing enterprises. The repuirements for new construction and new

employment in basic production and related umbilical activities, in community

facilities, and in population oriented activities would involve further

expansion in population and new enterprises supplying .aterials and services

for the construction activity, so that the initial agglomeration of people

and activities grows in size and complexity. It would then become possible

for some activities to move in that are relatively footloose but do require

some minimum of community and business services to function efficiently.

This, in turn, would initiate a further growth in general and specialised

business services.

As the population and industry complex continues to grow, the transport

relations with other regions are improved and refined, and this elaboration of

the inter-regional network may lend to the new community developing some of

the new "nodal" functions in transfer regionships with other sub-regions.
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It la or ible that the change in transnort corfigur tion could attract to

it sonic enterprises that are "interredlate oriented". The rrotting sine of

the population complex would attract more and ore activitiea who-e scale

r-c-v"-".ien re ■--••ire larger market areas, is the region grows, s; ecialiaed

orviees, market institutions, and financial sources evolve, and the region

becomes iore and more attractive for enterprises requiring these services,

'"ho basic changes in the location of in uts and markets brought oh • t by the

development of the region will subsequently niter the production an* c option

relationshi os in other regions and thus trr :3»lt to the- elements o" it"

d~ isn. increases in external demand will stimulate production within the

1 ' atries established in the region. And so on.

"ote, however, that though this somence is logical, it in n t nee- -ry.

It:- form night have been quite different if the new resource hod -re 1* 'ted

tie- with nrket-< -iented in ut sources and input-oriented iretn, or if the

• -jlation movement in remorse to the new economic c portunity ■ •' been

blunted b a regional oversupply of labour already in the regie: . "Iter/-- lively,

if the combined multiplier effects did rot bring the region to the f or. old

whore scale economies would aa' e fe ible n substantial diversification of

activities but stopped at tho directly linked industries, etc. The whole

picture would have been diffe ont of course, if the resource exploitation had

b-on nrd- ken in a region aire-dy highly develo- od and -csuessi • -n or.tensive

cor.mle or.t of cervices and facilities.

This brings the discussion of the iu1ti Tier, round circle, t tho initial

reposition that regional economic growth can be viewed most effectively in
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torus of (1) the more important otiusuli, particularly those evolving from

structural changea within industries and among industry groups in response to

major market and technological changes, (2) the characteristics and functional

composition of the various regions as potential "carriers" of the changes,

and particularly the evolving "quality" of access to in;uts and markets and

the multiplier potential, and (3) the basic types of growth sequences which,

are generated. This involves a recognition of the rather wide variations in

regional economic growth patterns that can be expected to result from the

highly complex characteristics of industrial change and from the basic

differences in regional structure.



CHAPTER HIKE

^-,0'uni qp,

If researchers could, like composers, repeat the opening strains at the

• d of the piece, then one would write here "from end to beginning" and sand

the render back to repeat Chapter One. The second tine through, those

manages which say have seened at first brief announcements would row sound

o encompassing summaries, The aapirotiona of each model would sound

different against the back-round of what it really provides. The r.ost
*

ort-nt these to bo emphasised in repetition would be that the special

value of each model lies not so much in their individual merit, but in the

®.v or in which they can be integrated to form n coherent picture of the

h le economy in greater detail than is usually attempted.

Like pilot plants, the models produced some useful output but their

rth can be sore meaningfully evaluated in turns of what was pained in the

•0CC33 of construction and operation, V' coring each model individually,

it would be oresumptuous to claim that the various innut-outout ada : ti na

'

ove, in any way, oreronted a definitive study of the areas they have p-rported

t -a 'oe. Rather, it is hoped that their presentation has at le- t offered

o c >i-;tanee to a number of possible analytic models that can bo used

tc effect desired analyses in regional science, Wherever the thesis

atte s ted to probe into theory, the object has usually beers to iirre -tig-to

e. ns by which existing models of regional and interregional analysis could

bo do operational through the incorporation cf available statistical

terinls, Many of the ©dels developed are novel, both conceptually and in

cat! , which partly accounts for the scarcity of footnote in the del
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developnent sections.

An over-all appraisal of regional and interregional analysis mat

certainly yield a positive result. Without question, of the operational

techniques available in regional science, thcao are the noat powerful yet

devised to express the interdependence of the economy of a region and of a

aysteas of regions in their interindustry aspects. These techniques are of

critical importance too. because more than any other operational techniques

of regional analysis thus far developed and extensively applied, they furnish

a skeletal framework to which the less general structures of a number of

other teclmiques con be functionally connected. It has been demonstrated,

for example, how the matrix multiplier can be fused with interindustry analysis

to yield interesting and fruitful results. The possibility of grafting

a number of dimensions of partial analysis on the basic input-output nodel

emphasizes the diversity of models that can be effectively pursued using

this scheme,
. Y ' \ ' ' ' ' •

Counter to these virtues and advantages of input-output run its many

limitations. Of these, the paucity of regional statistical information,

more 30 than the need for additional conceptual techniques, is perhaps the

most formidable constraint to successful application. Unfortunately, the

number of viable adaptions possible with any given model is finite, with the

result that the efficacy of input-output will bo determined, in large measure,

by the availability of appropriate regional information.


